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REPLY TO 
ATIEUTION OF: 

AETV-THZ 

, 	 e 	 r 	I') 	"'  
DEPARTMENT OF THE AR 

1ST ARMORED DIVISION 	CI's I 1.-;4-1.e,c 

	

APO AE 09324-3054 	re, 	 tho 

b () 6 

(:) 

MEMORANDUM FOR Commander, 2d Armored Cavalry Regiment 

SUBJECT: Relief for Cause, 

The Regimental Commander's recommendation that 
	

be relieved 
for cause is denied. 

1 4 1 4 
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1. You are suspended from your platoo t duties pending resolution of this matter. 

Encl. 

DEPARTMENT OF THE ARM 
Headquarters, 2d Armored Cavalry Regiment 

APO-AE 09322 

AFZX-C-CO 23 August 2003 

MEMORANDUM FOR ' 

SUBJECT: Notification of AR 15-6 Investigating Officer's Report 

I. I have reviewed the Investigating Officer's report into alleged detainee abuse by soldiers in 
your platoon. I concur with investigating officer's findings. While serving as the platoon 
sergeant, you mistreated Iraqi detainees who were under your control. 

2. I have provided you with a copy of this AR 15-6 investigation. Before I take final action on 
this matter, you will be afforded an opportunity to submit a reply to the investigating officer's 
report in writing and submit relevant rebuttal materials. I will review and evaluate your response 
before I take final action on this report. You will have three days from the date you receive this 
memorandum to submit your reply and rebuttal. 
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DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY 
2D ARMORED CAVALRY REGIMENT 

APO AE 09322 

REPLY 10 
ATTENTION OF; 	

2 8 AUG 20 

AFZX-C-JA 

MEMORANDUM FOR RECORD 

SUBJECT: Chain of command recommendations of relief for cause of : 

2 

I. On 2 8 AUG 2003  , the soldier's company commander, 
that : 	 be relieved for cause. 

2. On 	 , the soldier's squadron commander, 
recommended that 	 be relieved for cause. 

I On 2 8  AUG 	, the soldier's regimental commander, 
that 	 , be relieved for cause. 

4. POC is the undersigned at 

. 5 

, recommended 

, recommended 

nnnnr, nnr.•_nelf. 
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DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY 
2d Armored Cavalry Regiment 

APO AE 09322 

AFZX-CB-EN 

MEMORANDUM FOR Commander, 2d Armored Cavalry Regiment 

SUBJECT: Investigating Officer's Report 

I acknowledge receipt of the AR 15-6 investigating officer's report and accompanying 
memorandum from the Commander, 2d ACR_ I acknowledge that I will have three days from 
today's date to reply to this report and to submit relevant rebuttal materials on my behalf. 

	I waive my rights to reply to this investigation in writing and to submit any rebuttal 
materials. 

	I request an opportunity to reply to this investigation in writing and submit rebuttal 
materials on my behalf. 

DATE: ,2 ,i-A, L3  X 06 3 

9-5 = F r-5 

47/11111/14- 
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DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY 
80 Combat Engineer Company, 2d Armored Cavalry Regiment 

Camp Dragoon, Baghdad, Iraq APO AE 09322-2381 

AFZX-CB-EN 
	

27 August 2003 

MEMORANDUM FOR COMMANDER, 2ND  ARMORED CAVALRY REGIMENT 

SUBJECT: Response to 15-6 Investigation 

During the first week of June 2003, we first detained looters from the back of Camp Marlboro. At the time 
we (EN 27,EN22) took the looters to the CMOC, they told us they could not take them at the time, and told 
us to take them out and scared them. I told my translator to tell the looters they are going to the jail. After 
we told them they are going to jail, we took them to their house next to Camp Marlboro, turned them over 
to their family, and witnessed the detainee's father beat them front of us. When I saw this, I told all my 
squad leaders when we detain any looters we will take them back to their family. The second time we 
detained looters, I took them back to their house located down an ally. I didn't feel comfortable going 
down the alleyway and I didn't want my platoon to get ambushed, sol decided that the next time we 
detained looters I wasn't going to take them back to their house. 

In mid June 2003, my platoon was on a mission to retrieve copper wire and drop off in the back of Camp 
Marlboro. We again detained looters from the back of Camp Marlboro. Instead of taking them to their 
house, I took them to the CMOC. At the time our ROE was not to shoot the looters. Only time we were 
authorized to shoot or kill anyone was when we felt our life or another soldiers' life was in danger, i.e.; 
someone is pointing weapon at you or get shoot at. That's what I understood about our ROE. It wasn't true 
because Bulldog element shot and killed one tooter, and wounded at least two other people. When they shot 
and killed the looter, they put the dead body on the hood of a vehicle and took the body into Al-Thawra. 
When I took the looters from the back of Camp Marlboro I could have shot and killed them when they tried 
to run, but I didn't. I attempted to turn them over to Bulldog elements and let them take care of it. When I 
walked into the CMOC (same location as Bulldog TOC) I saw 	and told him I have detained the 
looters for them. At that time ( 	told me, "just take them back and beat the fuck out of them". I 
was shocked at what he just told me to do. 	 was standing next to me and heard what was 
said I walked out and told the squad leaders what 	; had just told me. I was going to just take. 
them out of Camp Marlboro and release them. At that time E 	said, if you want to teach them a 
lesson, why don't you strip them and send them away. When 	 told me I really wasn't thinking 
about striping the looters, but while I was taking the looters to the back of the camp, I realize these looters 
will return and possibly be killed by Bulldog elements. I didn't want that to happen to them, so when we 
stopped at the back of Camp Marlboro there was an empty building we went to. I wanted to just release 
them but I feared that they would return. I made a bad decision and told 	to strip the detainee I 
know that it was not the right thing to do, but at the same time I wanted for the detainee to never want to 
return to our camp to steal. I never saw the same looters again after that striping. 

On 3 July 2003 we had a mission to pick up sodas for the squadron July party. When we were coming 
back from picking up the sodas we saw looters at the back of Camp Marlboro. We tried to detain them, but 
they got away. EN22 had a flat tire, so I told EN22, EN23 to return back to camp. When EN23 came in to 
our AO, . told me he had detained a looter after all. I told him we would just take him back later 
since dinner chow was almost ending. I told them to go to the chow, then we will take the looter back to the 
CMOC. didn't want to eat so he stayed back and watched the detainee. After I returned from 
chow, I was sitting on my cot, 	" - told me , 	was bouncing a soccer ball on the detainees' 
head. I went to the back of the AO and asked : 	what the hell he was doing and told him not to 
dot that again. We took the detainee to the CMOC. When the entire platoon was back at our AO, I told 
them we would not abuse or miss treat detainees. When we do pick up any detainees in future we will just 
take them to the COMC. 

0 01418 
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1241) P-)  
Around mid July 2003, while we were returning from the RTOC, I saw a F 	n on the top of the telephone 
pole cutting wire. We stopped and detained them. I was with EN26, SIGO, when I detained the individuals 
and took them to the CMOC turning them over to Bulldog elements. 

On 19 July 2003, we were going to the ASP. I saw a person pointing to a vehicle and copper wire on the 
sidewalk. It looked Like someone stole the wire. I told EN2 I, EN22 to stop. When I walked up with my 
translator to try to find out where they got this copper wire, my translator told rue it was stolen_ I was 
trying to talk to the Iraqi citizen who owned the vehicle to find out where he got this wire from when he 
tried to push are or grab me. I felt like he was going for my weapon. I grabbed him and told my Driver to 
hand cuff him. While we were trying to put the handcuffs on, I heard gun shots coming from my left. I told 

stay and cuff the detainee. When I walked over to the vicinity , the gunshot came from, I 
saw a person with an AK-47 ready to shoot again. The individual was aiming at EN21, I fired 3 shots and 
took him down. When I walked over to the body, I saw that it was a female, she was trying to get to the 
AK-47 she dropped. 	 I took the AK-47 and took her to Camp Marlboro. 	a gave the 
shooter first AID, and she lived. Later we found out, from our translator who escorted the women through 
the medical channels, that the woman's brother was the shooter. After he ran she thought he was shot and 
brought out another AK-47. I feet that if I had not taken the actions I did, that She would have shot and 
possibly killed members of my platoon who could not see her_ 
I know that what I did was wrong, I made a bad judgement call on stripping the looters. fiam ready to take 
responsibility for my action. 
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DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY 
84th  Combat Engineer Company, 2d Armored Cavalry Regiment 

Camp Dragoon, Baghdad, Iraq APO AE 09322-2381 

AFZX-CB-EN 
	

28 August 2003 

MEMORANDUM FOR COMMANDER, 2 ND  ARMORED CAVALRY REGIMENT 

SUBJECT: Response to 15-6 Investigation 

was assigned to 	 _ about two weeks after I 
took over as the Platoon Leader. Since his first day, he has meatored and coached me to be a leader. His 
emphasis on taking care of the soldier and living the Army values has set a base for my development as an 
officer. During Operation Iraqi Freedom, 	 has demonstrated his ability to react to any 
situation, ranging from helping a depressed soldier to calming upset citizens of Iraq. When the platoon 
started detaining looters, 	 was the first to make sure they were treated right. He would give 
water to the thirsty and when informed of possible mistreatments, he talked to the platoon to make sure it 
would not happen. For a brief period looters were being shot when looter on the back of Camp Marlboro. 
When told to rough up, scare, and release detainees ' 	felt it necessary to embarrass them to 	the 
point they would not return to loot and possibly get shot. His decision was to make he detainee strip and 
walk home nude. The decision may not have been the best, but it worked. 	 y is aware that he 
made a bad choice, but in that choice had, saving the lives of the looters in his mind. He is a great asset to 
the platoon and should not be punished to the point of losing his position as Platoon Sergeant. 

I 
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United States v. 	 — Redacted Charge 

VIOLATION OF THE UCIVIJ, ARTICLE 92: 

SPECIFICATION 1: In that . 	 /, U.S. 
Army, at or near Baghdad, Iraq, between 15 January 2003 and 15 July 2003, 
was derelict in the performance of his duties in that he willfully directed his 
soldiers to strip all clothing from a detainee, a person whose name is unknown, 
and release said detainee naked in public, when it was his duty not to do so. 

SPECIFICATION 2: In that 	 , U.S. 
Army, at or near Baghdad, Iraq, between 15 January 2003 and 15 July 2003, 
was derelict in the performance of his duties in that he willfully failed to process 
through the Civilian Military Operations Center (CMOC), a detainee in his 
custody; a person whose name is unknown, when it was his duty to do so. 

z 
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b(e‘ 
UNITED STATES 

) 

) 

v. 
) 

PRETRIAL AGREEMENT 
) (OFFER TO PLEAD GUILTY) 
) 

) 

) 8 January 2004 
) 

• ) 

) 

) 

I. 	I, 	 • , the accused in a court-martial now pending, have 
examined the charges preferred against me, and all of the supporting evidence thus far 
provided by the government. After consulting with my defense counsel, -- 

and being fully advised that I have a legal and moral right to plead not guilty and 
to place the burden of proving my guilt beyond a reasonable doubt upon the prosecution, 
I offer to plead guilty to the following offenses: 

CHARGE 	ARTICLE 	SPEC 	PLEA 

92 	 I 	Guilty 

2 	Guilty 

2. 	I offer to plead guilty, provided that the convening authority will approve the 
terms attached hereto as Appendix I. I understand that the terms of the Appendix are 
binding upon the convening authority only if my plea is accepted and if findings and 
sentence are entered pursuant to that plea. In offering to plead guilty, I state the 
following: 

a. I agree upon acceptance of this offer, to enter into a written stipulation of 
fact with the trial counsel as to the circumstances of the offenses. • This stipulation may be 
used pursuant to this agreement to determine the providence of my plea and to inform the 
summary court martial officer of matters pertinent to an appropriate sentence. If my plea 
is not accepted, this offer to stipulate and the stipulation is null and void. 

b. This offer to plead guilty originated with me, and no person or persons 
have made any attempt to force or coerce me into making this offer to plead guilty. 

c. My defense counsel has advised me of the meaning and effect of my 
guilty plea, and I understand the meaning and effect thereof. 

d. I understand that I may request to withdraw this plea at any time before 
sentence is announced, and the summary court martial officer determines whether the 
request should be granted. 

e. I further understand that this agreement may become null and void upon 
the occurrence of any of the following events: 

ACLU-RDI 497 p.10



UNITED STATES 

v. 	 APPENDIX I TO 
OFFER TO PLEAD GUILTY 

1 
	

) 

) 

	

8 January 2004 

) 

) 

) 

*************************** ********
) 

*********************************** 

1, 	 f, offer to plead guilty as stated in the Offer to 
Plead, provided the convening authority agrees to refer my case to a summary court 
martial. As part this offer to plea any other lawful punishment adjudged at the summary 
court martial may also be approved. 

• 

001423 
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i) failing to agree upon the contents of a stipulation of fact with the trial 
counsel; 

ii) my withdrawal from the agreement prior to trial; 

iii) the refusal of the summary court martial officer to accept my plea of 
guilty. 

3. This agreement shall not be affected by dismissal of any specifications or charges 
by the summary court martial officer or upon motion by defense counsel. 

4. I agree to be tried by a summary court martial officer. By doing so, I freely 
choose not to exercise my forum right to have a panel of officers, commissioned or 
warrant, or a panel consisting of at least one-third enlisted members, to decide my guilt or 
innocence and determine an appropriate sentence. t 
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REPLY TO • 
AFI EtirION 

DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY 
HEADQUARTERS, FIRST ARMORED DIVISION 

BAGHDAD INTERNATIONAL AIRPORT COMPLEX 
UNIT 93054 

APO AE 09324-3054 

AETV-THZ 
	 E JM 7084 

MEMORANDUM FOR Commander, 2d  Armored Cavalry Regiment, 1 St  Armored 
Division 

SUBJECT: United States v.  

1. I have reviewed the redacted charge. The accused now faces two specifications of 
willful dereliction under Article 92 of the Uniform Code of Military Justice. 

2. I have also reviewed the offer communicated by defense counsel dated 8 January 
2004. The accused has agreed to plead guilty as charged at a summary court-martial. 

do not accept the accused's offer to plead guilty. 

4111111111P 
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15-6 Report 
Maltrotmag of cf)tain$ 

July - flugazt 2003 
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REPORT OF PROt "INGS BY INVESTIGATING OFFICER/60—RD OF OFFICERS 
For use of this form, see AR 15-6; the proponent agency is OT._ 	 • 

IF MORE SPACE IS REQUIRED IN FILLING OUT ANY PORTION OF THIS FORM, ATTACH ADDITIONAL SHEETS 

SECTION I - APPOINTMENT 

Appointed by 

 

(Appointing authority) 

On 	28 JULY 2003 	(Attach enclosure 1: Letter of appointment or summary of oral appointment data.) (See para 3-15, AR 15-6.) 
(Date) 

SECTION II - SESSIONS 

The (investigation) (board) commenced at Camp Marlboro, Baghdad, Iraq 

 

at 

  

(Place) 	 (Time) 

on 	29 July - 8 Aug 03 	(If a format board met for more than one session, check here D. Indicate in an inclosure the time each session began and 

ended, the place, persons present and absent, and explanation of absences, if any.) The following persons (members, respondents, counsel) were 
present: (After each name, indicate capacity, e.g_, President, Recorder, Member, Legal Advisor.) 

■̀' 

The following persons (members, respondents, counsel) were absent: (Include brief explanation of each absence.) (See paras 5-2 and 5-8a, AR 15-6.) 

The (investigating officer) (board) finished gathering/hearing evidence at 

   

18001u-s  
(Time) 

   

on 	8 August 2003 

 

       

          

(Date) 

10 August 2003  
(Dole) 

  

and completed findings and recommendations at 

  

1600hrs  
(Circe) 

  

On 

     

           

SECTION III - CHECKLIST FOR PROCEEDINGS 

A. COMPLETE IN ALL CASES YES NO' NA 
1 Inclosures antra 3-15, AR 154) 

Are the following inclosed and numbered consecutively with Roman numerals: (Attached in order listed) 

X 
I X 

a. The letter of appointment or a summary of oral appointment data? 

b. Copy of notice to respondent, if any? (See item 9. below) 

c. Odle correspondence with respondent or counsel, if any?  
d. All other written communications to or from the appointing authority? X 
e. Privacy Act Statements (Certificate, if statement provided orally)? X 

1- 	Explanation by the investigating officer or board of any unusual delays, difficulties, irregularities, or other problems 
encountered (e.g., absence of material witnesses)? X 

g. Information Is to sessions of a formal board not included on page 1 of this report? I X 
h. Any other significant papers 	(other than evidence) relating to administrative aspects of the investigation or board? 

.00TNOTES. t Explain alt negative answers on an attached sheet. 
Zt Use of the NIA column constitutes a pastrive representation that the circumstances described in the question did not occur in this investigation 

or beard. 

)A FORM 1574, MAR 83 EDITION OF NOV 77 IS OBSOLETE. Page 1 of 4 pages 
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2 Exhibits (para 3-15 AR 15-6) YES NOY 1%/A1 
a. Are all items offered (whether or not received) or considered as evidence individually numbered or letterer, 

exhibits and attached to this report? 

x
x
x
 

 

M
in

x  
M

IE
N

  
b. Is an index of all exhibits offered to or considered by investigating officer or board attached before the first exhibit?  
c. Has the testimony/statement of each witness been recorded verbatim or been reduced to written form and attached as 

an exhibit? 
d. Are copies, descriptions, or depictions (if substituted for real or documentary evidence) properly authenticated and is 

the location of the original evidence indicated? 
e. Are descriptions or diagrams included of locations visited by the investigating officer or board (para 3-6k AR 15 -6)? 

f 	Is each written stipulation attached as an exhibit and is each oral stipulation either reduced to writing and made an 
exhibit or recorded in a verbatim record? X 

g. If official notice of any matter was taken over the objection of a respondent or counsel, is a statement of the matter 
of which official notice was taken attached as an exhibit (para 3-16c1, AR 15 -6)? 

3 Was a quorum present when the board voted on findings and recommendations (paras 4-1 and 5-2b, AR 15 -6)7 

B. COMPLEXE ONLY FOR FORMAL BOARD PROCEEDINGS (Chapter 5, AR 15 -6) 
4 At the initial session, did the recorder read, or determine that all participants had read, the letter of appointment (pare 5-3b. AR 15 -6)? 

5 Was a quorum present at every session of the board (para 5-2b, AR 15 -6)? 

6 Was each absence of any member properly excused (para 5-2a, AR 15 -6)? 

7 Were members, witnesses, reporter, and interpreter sworn, if required (para 3-1, AR 15 -6)? 

8 If any members who voted on findings or recommendations were not present when the board received some evidence, 
does the inclosure describe how they familiarized themselves with that evidence (para 5-2d, AR 15 -6)? 

C. COMPLETE ONLY IF RESPONDENT WAS DESIGNATED (Section II, Chapter 5, AR 15 -6) 
9 Notice to respondents (para 5-5, AR 154): 

a. Is the method and date of delivery to the respondent indicated on each letter of notification? 
b. Was the date of delivery at least five working days prior to the first session of the board? 
c. Does each letter of notification indicate — 

(1) the date, hour, and place of the first session of the board concerning that respondent? 
(2) the matter to be investigated, including specific allegations against the respondent, if any? 
(3) the respondent's rights with regard to counsel? 

. 	(4) 	the name and address of each witness expected to be called by the recorder? 
(5) 	the respondent's rights to be present, present evidence, and call witnesses? 

d. Was the respondent provided a copy of all unclassified documents in the case file? 
e. If there were relevant classified materials, were the respondent and his counsel given access and an opportunity to examine them? 

10 If any respondent was designated after the proceedings began (or otherwise was absent during part of the proceedings): 

a. Was lie properly notified (para 5-5, AR 154)? 

b. Was record of proceedings and evidence received in his absence made available for examination by him and his counsel {para 5-4c, AR 15 -6)? 

11 Counsel (para 5-6, AR 15 -6): 

a. Was each respondent represented by counsel? 
Name and business address of counsel: 

(ff counsel is a lawyer, check here ❑ ) 

b. Was respondent's counsel present at all open sessions of the board relating to that respondent? 
c. If military counsel was requested but not made available, is a copy (or, if oral, a summary) of the request and the 

action taken on it included in the report (para 5-617, AR 15 -6)2 

12 If the respondent challenged the legal advisor or any voting member for lack of impartiality (pare 5-7, AR 15 -6): 

a. Was the challenge properly denied and by the appropriate officer? 

b. Did each member successfully challenged cease to participate in the proceedings? 

13 Was the respondent given an opportunity to (pare 5-8a, AR 154): 

a. Be present with his counsel at all open sessions of the board which deal with any matter which concerns that respondent? 
b. Examine and Object to the introduction of real and documentary evidence, including written statements? 

c. Object to the testimony of witnesses and cross-examine witnesses other than his own? 
d. CAI witnesses and otherwise introduce evidence? 
e. Testify- as a witness? 
f. Make or have his counsel make a final statement or argument (para 5-9, AR 15 -6)? 

If requested, did the recorder assist the respondent in obtaining evidence hi possession of the Government and in 
arranging for the presence of witnesses {pare 5-8b, AR 15 -6)? 

5 Are all of the respondent's requests and objections which were denied indicated in the report of proceedings or in an 
iriclosure or exhibit to it (pare 5-11, AR 154)? 

?DOINOTES: if Explain all negative answers on an attached sheet. 
ii Use of the NM column constitutes a positive representation that the circumstances described in the question did not occur in this investigation 

or board 
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'.CTION IV - FINDiNGS {para 3-10, AR 15-6) 

   

(6) )  (3,) 
Vlie (investigating officer) (board), having carefully considered the evidence, finds: 
find that soldiers of 2nd Platoon, 84th Engineers Company have committed detainee abuse. 

Ile first incident was on or about the middle of June 03. An Iraqi civilian was detained in the fields behind Camp Marlboro. The Iraqi 
A'  as trying to steal copper wire. He was arrested by members of 2nd Platoon. The detainee was then brought to the Civilian Military 
)perations Center (CMOC) for processing into the detention center. Upon 2nd Platoon's arrival at the CMOC, 	- told the Platoon 
sergeant' 	that he did not want any detainees at the CMOC. It was better for him to take the detainee away and to release 
rim_ t 	recommended that the detainee be scared, beaten, or whatever the Platoon wanted to do to him 	 then 
lecided to take the detainee to an abandoned building behind Camp Marlboro. When they arrived 	 . c ,, an ; C 

took the detainee in.side the building_ They yelled and screamed at him. 	r gave an orcer to z 	n) remove all 
released the detainee after an of his clothing was 

Ilse second incident occurred a few days to a week later. The Platoon had detained two looters Irving to steal copper wire. They took the 
letainnes to the same building behind Camp Marlboro. : 	 .a took the two detainees into the 
minding. ' 	j told 	to remove all of the clothing of the detainees. The detainees were released once all of their 
Aothing was removed. Exhibits A, D, E, M, 0, Q, T, & U support these facts. 

rhe third incident occurred on the 3rd of July. The Platoon was tasked to get sodas for the Squadron's fourth of July party. On their way 
Sack to Camp Marlboro with the sodas, they were tasked to chase looters away from the back fields. ENG23 captured a looter. ENG23 
Nas then told to take the detainee back to the Engineers barracks on Camn Marlboro. ENG23 arrived at the barracks and the detainee was 
-emoved from the back of the truck and placed up against the wan_ ' 	. bounced a soccer ball off the head of the detainee. He was 
-eprimanded by both 	and 	y. In addition, 	i admitted to hitting the detainee and stated in his sworn 
naternent that others also hit the detainee. Exhibits B, D, E, G, II, J, K, L, M, 0, Q, R, T, U, Z, & AA support these facts. 

three soldiers wrote sworn statements of the use of an M34 blasting device to shock Iraqi detainees. Exhibits B, 1), L W, & Y support 
hese statements _ However, during further investigation, the accused denied any use of the M34 blasting device to shock any Iraqi 
letainee. Exhibits M, U, V, X, &, Z support these statements. 

n addition, during the course of this investigation, 	_ 	, was implicated in numerous alleged questionable actions. These 
alleged actions are serious and are detrimental to the overall mission. Exhibit T supports this statement. 

SECTION V - RECOMMENDATIONS (para 3- 11, AR 15 -6)  

n view of the above findings, the (investigating officer) (board) recommends: 
At a minimum the unit: 

o 
t. Enforce patrol and mission debriefs at the Troop level at a minimum. For more significant events a debrief should be conducted by the 
3-2. 

). Reprimand 	 for his poor judgement, lack of battlefield composure, and loss of military discipline and professionalism as a 
;enior noncommissioned officer. Continued performance like this could result in an uprising of the citizens of Iraq against US Forces 

;_ Refine and clarify the ROE and treatment of detainees. Conduct a stand down day to refocus the Troops and establish clear procedures 
'or processing detainees. 	 ti 

I. Appoint an Investigating officer in commensurate grade or higher to conduct an inquiry of 	alleged actions. 

Page 3 of 4 pages, DA Form 1574, Mar 83 
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S"ON VI - AUTHENTICATION (para 3-17, AR 15-6) 

THIS REPORT OF PROCEEDINGS IS COMPLETh AND ACCURATE. (If any voting member or the rder fails t sign here or in Section VII 

(

'letow, indicate the reason in the space where his signature should appear.) 

 12 

(Recorder) 	 (investigating Officer) (President) 

(Member) (Member) 

(Member) 	 (Member) 

SECTION VII - MINORITY REPORT (pare 3 ,13, AR 15-6) 

To the extent indicated in Inciosure 	 , the undersigned do(es) not concur in the findings and recommendations of the board. 
(in the inclosure, identify by number each finding and/or recommendation in which the dissenting memberfs) do(es) not concur. State the 
reasons for disagreement. Additional/substitute findings and/or recommendations may be included in the inclosure.) 

(Member) 	 (Member) 

SECTION VIII - ACTION BY APPOINTING AUTHORITY (para 2-3, AR 15 -6) 

The findings and recommendations of the (investigating officer) (booed) are (approved) (datappreeded) (approkedteddlafiallakvittionsi 
1s). (If the appointing authority returns the proceedings to the investigating officer or board for further proceedings or 
:orrective action, attach that correspondence (or a summary, of oral) as a numbered incfosure.) 

F 
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DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY 
Headquarters, 2d Armored Cavalry Regiment 

Unit 92401 
APO AE 09322-2401 

AFZX-C-CO 
	

28 July 2003 

MEMORANDUM FOR RECORD 

SUBJECT: Appointment of Investigating Officer 

_ . 	 , you are hereby appointed an investigating officer 
pursuant to AR 15-6 to conduct an informal investigation into the circumstances 
involving alleged detainee abuse by soldiers assigned to the 84 th  Engineer Company_ 

2_ In your investigation, all witness statements will be sworn. From the evidence, you 
make findings of fact. 

3. Submit four copies of your findings on DA form 1574 to this headquarters, ATTN: 
AFZX-C-RS I, within 3 days. 

FOR THE COMMANDER: 

001431 
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rFRTIFh 

. 

. 	 . 

ase of this form see Aft 19010; the proponent agency is OD ESOPS 	 6 ( (.;) 	 1.1 
DATA REBURIED BY THE PRIVACY ACT 

AUTHORITY: 	 Title ID, United States Code, Section 3012(111 

PRINCIPAL PURPOSE: 	To provide commanders and Iaw enforcement officials with means by which information may lie accurately identified. 

ROUTINE USES: 	 Your Social Security Number is used as en adrationallattemate means of identification to facilitate filing and retrieval. 

DISCLOSURE; 	 Disclosure el your Social Security Number is voluntary. 

1. 	10 	ION 	 DATE 	 TIME 	 . 	FILE NO. 

CiatfotO "46 	Lekri 	lAr4- 	 3( .\-wke?).3 , 	a-oc-I0ht 
5. NAME !Last, hist. 4411 	 ORGANIZATION OR ADDRESS 

6. SSN ...,, 	. 	_ 	 GRABEISTATIJ S _ 

PART I - RIOHIS WAIVERINOIV•WAIVER CERTIFICATE 

Section A. Rights 

The ioves.tioator whose came annearn !wino, told me thairasne is with the United States Army 
,__ 	 _ and wanted to miestio Ft me about the following offenseisi of which I am 

susgettedineused: 	_ 	v. 	,..o 	. 	Ilt ... 	i 	- a 	, 	. ' 	b 	, 	... 	.ui_. i.. 	
- 	4. 	....,,,. 

. 
Befordiiishe asked n 	any spa slims about 	e offensels , however C.? she made it clear to me that I have the following rights.. 
t. 	I do not have to answer any question or say anything. 
2. Anything 1 say or burr be used as 21AO2Ore against me in a criminal trial. 
3. (For personae/ nbject of 	t1CM.1 I have the right to talk privately to a lawyer before, daring, an d after questioning and to have a lawyer present withriv 

during questioning. This lawyer can be a civilian lawyer I arrange for at n eexpense to the Government a r a miEtary lawyer detaifed for me at no expense tome. 
or both. 

•Or • 
rer cisiNens net sabiect to the 11CALI) I have the right to talk privately to o lawyer before, during, and after questioning and to hare a lawyer present with 
roe during questioning. I understand tramthis lawyer can be acre that I arrange Tor at my own expense, or if I cannot afford a lawyer and want one. a lawyer 

• will be appointed for me before any questioning begins. 
4. 	If I am now wgEn g to discuss the offensefs) under investigation, with or without a lawyer orn_sent, I have a right to stop answering questions al any time, or 

speak privately with a lawyer before answering further, even if I-sign the waiver below. 

COMMENTS frontinte ore (erose see; 

Section R. Waiver 

I understand my rights as stated above./ am now willing to discuss the offenseisi under investigation and make a statement 'Minn ISt talking to ; lawyer first and without having a lawyer present with me. 

WITNESSES (if available] 	 Mg NATURE OF INTERVIEWEE 

la. 	NAME (Type or Print/ 

. 	ORGANIZATION OR ADDRESS ANT) PHONE 	 . 	— •,,-. =wwilGIatif •  

" 	is. Y...1 	— 	-,- 
Zi 	NAME hype or Mat) 	 6. 	rpm vi MOM F.C12drro•r•in.,,.... 	I. 

<". 

L. 	ORGANIZATION OR ADDRESS AND PHONE 	 ORGANIZATION OF INVESTIGATOR 

i 	fil ■ 	112 i 	e4 ? • 

INVESTIGATOR` 

	biliv,5--- 
Section C. Non-wrahrer 

1.Ido not want to give up my rights 
0 	I want a lawyer 	 0 	I do not want to he qua stione d or say anything 

2. 	SIGNATURE OF INTERVIEWEE 

ATTACH THIS WAIVER CERTIFICATE FO ANY SWORN STATEMENT (04 FORM 28231 SOBSEIVIMY EXECUTED BY THE SUSFECIACCOSED 

DA FORM 3881, NOV 8g 
	

EDITION OF NOV B4 IS OBSOLETE 
	

0SIIPA 201 

001432 
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TS WARNING PROCEDUR AIVER CERTilit.._ 
me of this form see AR 190-30; the proponent agency is COCSOPS 	 ( 	,. 	. -. 1 

DATA REQUIRED BY THE PRIVACY ACT 

AUTILDROI: 	 . . Title W. United States Code, Section 30 121g1 

PRINCIPAL PURPOSE: 	To provide commanders and law enforcement officials with means by witch information may be accurately identified. 

ROUTINE USES: 	Your Social Security Number is used as an additionallaiternate means of identification to facilitate filing and retrieval. 

DISCLOSURE: 	 Disclosure of your Social Security Number is voluntary-  

£. 	,, LOCATION.  , 	 . 	. 	i. 

GAS% 	liet r khe) CD 	/Z AtiZ 	&tioicor :11= 1-64_ 
Dig TE 

I 4i135 
TIME 

0415 his 
FITE NO. 

5.1  NAME [taw, First, AN 	_ , 	, 	- G. 	ORGANIZATtnas ria amiEss • 
r. 	 . 

. 	. • . 	
- 	cr •

SSN 3, 	nnericrstATLIS 

PART I - RIGHTS IIVAIVERIAION-WAIVER CERTIFICATE 

Section A. Rights 

The invextium,..6......   ,.. i 	...t4 	.--14-74,11, e is with the United States Army . 

and wanted to guest:ion me abaft the folierring of f ensets) of which I am 

suspectedlaccutod: 	SA■1_ 	.  	k ... t .8P,c 	. C: 	 N'l 	..tr....C.c i 	e , 	i:5crs Jel•t-t-----5----------a---Cem.. C:II 

B eforefsile asked me any questions about thaffonsetsl. hovever(Ishe made it dear to me that them the fallowing rights: 

Ida nal have to answer any Question or say anything. , 	. 	• 

2. Anything (say ar do ten he used as evidence against ate in a crininai trial 

3. IFor personnel subject era 1.ICMJ I bars the right to talc privately to a Sawyer before, during, and after ;nest -lofting and to have a lawyer present with ma 

during questioning:Ms lawyer can be a civilian lawyer I arrange far at no expense to the Government en a military lawyer detailed for me at nee xpert.se to me. 

err bat. 	- 

- D r • 

tiOr &Naas got sateen' to the unto I have the right to talk privately tea lawyer before, during, and after questioning and In trove a lawyer present with 

me during Auestioning. I understand that this lawyer can be one that !arrange for at my own expense, or it I cannot afford a lawyer and want one, a lawyer 

el be appointed for me before any.questioning begins. 

4. If t ern cow wilting to discuss the offeriselsi under investigation, with or without a lawyer present, I have a right to slap answering ouesfions at any time, ar 

speak privately with a layover before answering further, even if I sip the waiver below. 

COMMENTS ‘Coatinee no reverse side) ,  

Section B. Waiver 

I understand my rights as staled above. I am new willing to discuss the offentaisI under investigation and make a Statement without talking la a lawyer first anti without having a lawyer present with me. 

WITNESSES lif aveafriel 3. 	SIGNATURE OF INTERVIEWEE 

-- , . 	- 	 . 	. , NAME !Type at Ping) 

h. 	°ROAM/ATKIN DR ADDRESS AND PHONE ------'''''rW"-7--rl. 	SIG 	TURE OF INVESTIGANft 

. 	. 	 . 	_ . . 	--......___ 

.01 4.-0060-  ir I 0 -•- - 1 	/ --•,....-- ix tr 	
-•-•.- 

2a. 	NAME (Type or Fria! 5. TYPED NAME OF INVESTIGWR 
.e, 	I 	 / 	.1 	--, 	. 	.-,...... 	

•"]' 

ORGANIZAT/ON OR AOORESS AND PHONE S. 	ORGANIZATION Of INVESTIGATOR 

64rilly  ghei tiloaa 2:;4 di(ef ' 

Section C. Non-waiver 

I do not want to give up my rights 

0 	/ want a Farm 	 0 	Ida not want to he questioned or say anything 

Z. 	SIGNATURE OF INTERVIEWEE 

ATTACH THIS WAIVER CERTIFICATE TO ANY SWORN STATEMENT (174 FORM 28231 SUBSEGIIENTlY EXECICTEU BY THE SLISPECTIACCUSEO 

DA FORM 3881, NOV 89 
	

EDITION OF NOV 84 IS OBSOLETE 
	 USAPA tai 
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- - 01 si,  Ilr tifill711117 7-  11174.41.174/717.1.. ft 7  7,7•77 CER TIE 77 7 .e. • . '- 'S IIIR °main ricinrr ntirrritare aura PCDTIEh 

se of this form, see AR IS0•30; the proponent agency is ❑OOSOPS 

DATA REQUIRED BY THE PRIVACY ACT 	 I.  ... 'r  \ 	) 	( 1) 

AUTHORITY: 	 Title IR. United States Cede, Section 33121g) 

PRIIIICIPAL PURPOSE 	To provide commanders and law enforcement officials with means by which information may be accurately identified. 

ROUTINE USES: 	 Your Social Security Neater is used as an additionatfaiteroate means of identification to facilitate Ulm and retrieval. 

DISCLOSURE: 	 DiscloSure of your Social Secutily Number is vohintary. 

I . 	LOCATION 	 Z. 	DATE 	 3. 	TIME 	 4. 	FILE NO. 

.... a.— ""morAllp 	-111 41:Q,. 	 i " vi.,- 0 3 	IS : gr  . 

	

5. 	NAME (Cast; first MI 	 ORGANIZATION MADNESS 

	

 

5. 	bsN 	 GRADEISTATUS / 

PART f - RIGHTS WAIVERIN ON-WAIVER CERTIFICATE 

Section A. Rights

ig  . The invest 	whys name appears /Icnv told me thattahe is with the United States Awry 

_ 	 . 	, 	 and wanted to question me about the fonowing offensels)af  which  I am 

suspectedfaccusect 	564f,pk,%  4 ..i-t..e.- 	0.1.4%,e.% 	cod 	le...0-,* 	..1-frs,' eii4srns 

	

e 	4 
Before fly 	asked me any questions about t& offonsetsLhoweveirgishe made it clear to me that I have the following rights: 

 I do not have to answer any question or any anything. 

2. Anything I say or do can be used as evidence against main a criminal trial. 

3. IFo. rpersonne subject We IleRLI I have the right to talk privately to a lawyer before, during. and after questioning and to have a lawyer present with me 

during questioning. This lawyer can be a civilian lawyer I arrange far at no expense to the Government or a military lawyer detailed for me at no expense to ma, 

ar both 

•or - 	
t

(For defiles not sabAct to the UCMJ) I have the right to talk privately to a lawyer before, during, and after questioning and to have a lawyer present with 

me during questioning. I understand that this lawyer can be one that I arrange for at ray awn expense, or if t comet afford a lawyer and want one, a -lawyer 

will be appointed for me before any questioning begins. 

4. 	if I am now lulling to discuss the darnels) odor investigation. with or without a lawyer prase 	I have a right to slop answeringQuestions at any titre, or 

speak privately with a lawyer before answering further, even if t sign the waiver below. 
•-, 

5. 	COMMENTS (Camique an rervrse sfdel 	 1 

■ 
Section B. Waiver 

1 understand my rights as stated above. I am now willing lo discuss the offense(s) under investigation and make a statement without talking to a lawyer first and without having a lawyer present with me. 

WITNESSES lff avadableI 	 3. 	SIGNATURE OF INTERVIEWIEE 

' Ia. 	NAME (type ot Prial 	 — 

ti. 	ORGANIZATION OR ADDRESS AND PRONE 	 4_ 	fSIDNICTIVE DE INVEsrleo 	"  

7a. 	NAME awe ar Prim', 	 5. 	TYPED NAME OF INVESTIGATOR 	- , 

pyi 

11, 	ORGANIZATION OR ADDRESS AND PHONE 	 S. 	ORGANIZATION OF INVESTIGATOR 

5?r" 	ti,? 	/Air e / Z L^f? 

Section C. ken-waiver 

I do nor want to give up my rights 

Ili 	I want a lawyer 	 El 	i do not want to be questioned ar say anything 

2. 	SIGNATURE OF INTERVIEWEE 

ATTACH Nis WAIVER CERTIFICATE TO ANY SWORN STATEMENT 04 fORM 2823I SUBSEDUENTLY EXECUTED SY THE SEISPECTACCUSED 

DA FORM 3881, NOV 89 
	

EDITION OF NOV BA IS OBSOLETE 
	

USAPA 2.01 
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TS WARNING PROCEDUREIWAIVER CERTIFIL 
R of ilis fon, see AR ISO-30; the reiterant agency is °WSW'S 	

2 . ,,,.r) ( 

DATA REQUIRED BY THE PRIVACY ACT 

AUTHOR/TY: 	 Title W. United States Code, Section 3012igd 

PRINCIPAL PURPOSE 	To provide commanders end law enforcement afficiatt with means by which information tray be accurately identified. 

ROUTINE USES: 	 Your Social Security Number is used as an adaiortalialternate means of identification to facItate Wag and retitevaL 

DISCLOSURE: 	 Disclosure of your Social Security Number is voluntary. 

1. 	LOCATION 

--14/WP 	YVItele-rip“-- 	 - 	.3-tii-63 _ZobsAltia 

2_ 	DATE 

/406 e:, 3 
3. TIME 

i 	? 1 tZ ) 

FILE NO. 

5. 	NAME !Last, First, Ni) B. 	ORGANEZATICIfia DR ADDRESS 

S. 	SON 1. 	EPADEISTATUS 

PART i - RIGHTS WAIVERINON-WAIVER CERTIFICATE 

Section A. Rights 

The investigator tit ^" ^—^ -- "1^ - •^'a  — '''' JhiW." ie  with the United States Army 

- 	- — - 	 , 	and ranted to question me about the bedewing offensels) of which I am 

suspectetllaccuserk 	 • 	, 	 _ 	4- 	 . 	.....- 	 Cr 44 	s 

litef,..aishe asked me any questions it° a the cite riseisl. he 	■erOshe made it clear to me that I bare the Mowing rights: 

I. 	I do not have to answer any question or say anything 

2. 	Anything I say or do can he used as evidence against rue in a criminal trial. 

(For persofifiei subject orb IICMJ I have the right to talk privately to a lawyer before, during, and atter questioning and to have a lawyer present with me 

during questioning. Tbis lawyer can be a cidion lawyer I arrange tar at no expense to the Govenanent ora military lawyer detailed far em at no expense to me. 

or bath. 
- or _ 

fferchiagns nor subject to rite UL'MJI I have the tight to talk privately to a Sawyer before, during, and after questinning and to have a lawyer present with 

me during questioning. I understand that this lawyer can he one that t arrange far at my own expense, er if I cannot afford a tamer and want one, a lawyer 

will be appointed far me before any questioning begins. 

4. If I am now wiling to discuss the attenuets) ,  under investigation, with or without a lawyer present, I have a right to stop answering questions at any time, or 

speak privately with a lawyer before answering further, even if 1 sign the waiver below. 

5. COMMENTS (Continue on reverse side! 

Section 8. Waiver 

understand my rights as stated ab ore. t am now willing to discuss the offense(s) ender investigation and make a statement without talking to a lawyer first and without having a lawyer present with me. 

WITNESSES (/I as ilable) SIGNATURE OF igfolviEwu 

• 	- 	
— 

Ia. 	NAME Milo or Nati 

h. 	IMANIZATIUN CR ADDRESS AND PHONE 4. stomantan nr tengtinkinct 	 , 

d L -- " 	 ,,,..___,,,,,,..a .....„ 		  
5. TYPED NAME OF INVESTIGATOR_ 3 	NAME (Type or Atari 

h. 	ORGANIZATION OR ADDRESS ANO PHONE S. 	ORGANIZATION OF INVESTIGATOR 

5P1 ?Li' . 44Ir s'/ .1C/ 

Section C. Nan .waiver 

1. I do not want to give up my tights 

❑ 	I want a lawyer 	 ❑ 	I do not want to be questioned or say anything 

2. SioNATURE OF-leFFERVIFNEF 

ATTACH THIS WAIVER CERTIFICATE TO ANY SWORN STATEMENT IDA MR/vf 2873) SUBSEIMENTIY EXECUTED UI THE SUSPECT/ACCUSED 

RA FORM 3881, NOV 89 
	

EDITION OF NOV IN IS OBSOLETE 
	

MDOPA 2.01 
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'S WARNING PRUCEOUREIWAIVER 	.1t 
: of this form see AR 190 -30; the proponent nem is DDCSOPS 

DATA REQUIRED DV THE PRIVACY ACT 

AUTHORITY: 
PRINCIPAL PURPOSE: 
ROUTINE USES: 
DISCLOSURE: 

Tete ID, United States Code, Section 30122g) 

To provide commanders and law enforcement officials with means by which intimation may he accurately identified. 

Your Social Security Number is used as an additional/alternate means of identification to facilitate Ming and retrieval. 
Disclosure of your Social Security Number is voluntary. 

  

I. 	LOCATION 

Cal? Arri49.140, 	ba,ioici, 
2 . 	DATE 

a 49 -5 
TIME 

/9/7 
FILE NO.  

NAME /last Ant AM 

_ 	. 

ANIZATION CR ADDRESS 
• - 	. 	--- 	...1 	. 	... 

'gni 

— 	-.- 	..... 	... 	... 

GRADUSTATUS 

PART I - RIGHTS WAIVERINI3tIVAIVER CERTIFICATE 

Section A. Rights 

The investigarneurt,....—....-- ‘.•,.•..,. __ ..—er.,_.._ r. ,_,... .L,- ”--"--xt States Army 

___, 	 and wanted to question me about the 	offensets)of whith I am following 
dr' ccosed: 	 —.It— 	t.M IIIIIrl  

Bef 	she asked me any questions about the °Wenzel* however 	made it clear to me that I have the Mowing rights-. 
1. 	Ida not have to answer any question or say anything 

2 	Anything I say ar do can be used as evidence against me in a criminal trial. 
3. 	RI persomtel subject cote WAG l have the right to talk privately ta a lawyer before, during. and utter questioning and to have a lawyer present with are 

during que ginning. This lawyer can be a civ an Lawyer i arrange for at no expense to the Government or a military lawyer detailed tar me at no expense ta me. 
or both. 

• or - 

(S0re/034S root OlfriSet to the IOW there the right to talk privately  to a lawyer  hetore, doling, and after que5f,chin and to have a lawyer reseal with 
me during questioning. I understand that this lawyer can he one that I arrange for at my own expense, or if i cannot afford a lawyer and want one, a lawyer 

wilt be appointed for Ca before any questioning begins.  
-... 

if I are now witting to discuss the oftenseisI under investigation, with or without a lawyer preseat..1 have a right to stop answering questions at any time, or  
speak privately with a lawyer before answering further, even if I sign the waiver below. 

... 

5. COMMENTS (Continue on reverse sae/ 

Section 8. Waiver 

I understand my rights as stated above. I ant now wiring to discuss the ottenselsI under investigation and make a statement Wrthout talking to a lawyer first and without hailing a lawyer present with me.  

WITNESSES flf avaffablel 3. SIGNATURE OF tNTERVIEWEE .. 	' 

r 

NAME (Type Of Arkti 

b. 	ORGANIZATION Oft MRCSS MEI PRONE 4. SIGNATURE IS INVESTIGATOR 	, 

, 	. 

2a. 	NAME (Tote or Frigt1 

ORGANIZATION CR ADDRESS AND PHONE 6. ORGANIZATION OF INVESTIGATOR 

EIP/ it3Z-i i',647 	1/a --/-(7/.  
Section C. Non-waiver 

7. 1 do not want to give up my rights 

0 	/warn a lawyer 	 0 	/ do not want to be questioned or say anything 

z. 	SIGNATURE OF INTERVIEWEE 

A ETACH THIS WAIVER CERTEFICATE TO ANY SWORN STATEMENT (114 FORM 282.71 SUBSEQUENTLY EXECUTED 5 1( THE SUSPECTACCUSED 

DA FORM 3881, NOV 89 
	

EDITION OF NOV 84 IS OBSOLETE 
	

U50112.01 
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use of this form. see AR I90-30: the proponent agency is ODCSOPS 

DATA RERUIRED BY THE PRIVACY ACT 	 / 
1 

AUTHORITY: 	 Title ID, United States Code. Section 2012igi 

PRINCIPAL PURPOSE; 	 To provide commanders and law enforcement officials with means by which information may he accurately identified_ 

ROUTINE USES: 	 Your Social Security Number is used as an adrNtinnaIlattemate means of identification to facilitate Ong and tetrieval 

DISCLOSURE: 	 Disclosure of your Social Security Number is eahmtary. 

T . 	"'LOCATION

r  .( Old 	ft tAaefe. 	 trelAci 	:LIZ? 
DA TIME 

1496224 lz,  
R. 	FILE NO. 

... f 	,  

	

ORGA 	TION OR ADDRESS 

	

. 	. 	..i.  

	

. 	. 	.. 	. 	, 

V 	. 
f 

g . 	S.P.3 7. 	6RADEISTAT US 

PART I - BIGHTS WA ► ERINOIV-WAWER CERTIFICATE 

Section A. flights 

The Inre.."--- - -"-- • 	.,,,,,,. d,.0.,.... 1.,14 ........U.etTMThe. :.• ....i.g.. •k• I Ini....1 States Amy 

---.- 	• 	 . 	. 	I_ 	. 	, 	1 	 and wanted to question= about the Laming offenseis/ of which 1 am 

suspects 	ceased: 	• 	A•414 rcnil-ek-e-e 	.4104Z--- 
Bak:Leslie asked me any questions about the offenseisl, however&ishe made it dear to me that l have the following tights: 

1. I do not have to &met any question et say anything. 

2. Anything I say ur do van be used as twidence against ma in a aiswat trial. .  

eFerpetsvhnei subject othe LICK, I have the right to talk privately to a lawyer before, during, and after questioning and to hare a lawyer present with me 

during questioning. This lawyer can be a civilian lawyer I arrange for at no expense to the Government or a military lawyer detailed for me at no expense to me, 

or bath. 

- or - 

(For civiTiaas oat Atm to the Mall I have the right to talk privately to a lawyer before, during, and atter questioning and to hare a lawyer present with 

me during questioning. I understand that this lawyer can be one that I arrange tor at my own expense, or if I cannot afford a lawyer and want one, a lawyer 

will be appointed for me before any questioning begins. 

if 	now wiiarg to discuss the offenses) under mveshoodon, with or without a lawyer present. I have a right to stop answering questions at any time, or 

speak privately with a lawyer before answering further, even if I sign the waiver below. 

CP/MEWS (CoPiiinre on reverse Sider  

Section B. Waiver 	 ( 

I understand my tights as stated above. I em now willing to discuss the ofte nsels1 under investigation and make a statement without talking to a lawyer first and without having a lawyer present with me. 
‘,.. 

WITNESSES (If available] 
C 

3. SIGNATURE OF INTERVIEWEE 	 --. 

- 	- 

a 	NAME (Type ar Arita 

b. 	ORGANIZATION OR ADDRESS AND PHONE SIGNATtIRIF f1rioiNuFSTEATO4 	. 

di, 	 i 

2a. 	NAME (Type di' Mat! 
•%. 	 ....., 

5. 	TYPED NAME OF nom 	..i  

_ 	....- 

b. 	ORGANIZATION OR ADDRESS AND HONE ORGANIZATION CF INVESTIGATOR 

i;  

Section C. gort-waiver 

I. 	/donut want to give rep Inv  rights 

D 	I want a lawyer 	 0 	I do not 1.421a to be questioned nr say anything 

Z. 	SIGNATURE OF INTERVIEWEE 

ATTACH THIS WAIVER CERTIFICATE TO ANY SWORN STATEMENT MA FORM 28231 SIJESELIIIENTLY E XECUTED  BY THE SUSPECTIACCUSED 

DA FORM 3881. NOV 89 
	

EDITION OF NOV 84 IS OBSOLETE 
	

USAPA Tat 
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..._  

.ae el this two, one AR 190-30; the proponent agency is OBCSOPS 

DATA REOU(RED BY THE PRIVACY ACT i 	
,r
/- 
	v--,. 

V 

AUTHORITY: 	 Title 10, United States Cede, Section 3i1I210 

PRINCIPAL PURPOSE: 	Ta provide commanders and law enforcement officials with rnea es by which information may be accurately identified. 	' 

RGLITINE USES: 	 Yaur Social Security Number is used as an additienallattemate means of identification to feeitate filing and retrieval. 

DISCLOSURE: 	 Disclosure of your Social Security Number is voluntary. 

LOC 	ON 	 OA 	 TIME 	 FILE NE) 

ap /6 rtiadit7 	&.5tiladJ 	 cet. 	icAcc..3.1c5 
NAME ant hist. MO 	 6. 	ORGAN' ATIOy OR AV EIS 	— , 	...,_ 

6. 	SSAI 	 1. 	OfiA0EISTATLIS 

PART I - RIGHTS WAIVERMON-WA VER CERTIFICATE 

Section A. Rights 

The investigator whnsIntvahoorrears fietaw tnlrt v,v- 0-..varavvi-- re wot. Ago i Inirnd stales Army  
-- -.; 	c ... ' _. re 	 and wanted to question me about the folios...kg of-teasels) el which I am 	• 

,.;7s3lacebsed: 	(..)C, 60‘.:/1 e-e 	4-410115,1a 
Bel oreeehe asked non any questions about the ofhensers), howexerathe made it clear to ma that I have the Wowing rights: 
1. 	Ido net have to answer any question or say anything  
2 	Anything I say or do can he used as.evirlence against ire in a criminal trial. 

(For perrannet subject rate Vaal I have the right to talk privately to a lawyer Wore, during, and after questioning and to have a lawyer present with me 
during questioning. This lawyer can be a civilian lawyer i arrange for at no expense to the Government or a military, lawyer detailed far cm at no expense to me, 
or both. 

- of • 
/Fa civilian net subject to the UCM-1) I trace the right I0 talk privately to a lawyer before, during, and otter questioning and to have a lawyer presem with 
me during questiormsg_ 'understand that this lawyer can benne that I arrange for at my own expense. or if r cannot allude lawyer and want me, a lawyer 
vial be appointed forme before any questioning begins- 

4. 
 

III am now wIlitag to discuss the offeaseisluatter investigation, with or without a lawyer present, I have a nest to stop answering questions at any irate, or 
speak privately with a lawyer before answering further, even if l sign the waver !Wow. 

Ot 	COMMENTS (Cgarinfie on Plume sine 	 - 

Section B. Waiver 
ti 

I understand my 6ghts as stated above. I am new wilting to discuss the offensels) under investigation and make a statement without talking to a tawyer first and without having a lawyer present with one  

WITNESSES al amiable/ 	 3. 	SIGNATURE OF INTERVIEWEE 
A 	

fi 

Ia. 	NAME (roe or Met) 

b 	ORGAN/UMW OR ADDRESS AND PHONE 	 4 	S'"---e-- - ---4)-----"' 7,- 	/ 1 ,/ 	... 

0' 

2a 	NAME (type or Print) 	 5. 	TYPED NAME Of INVESTIGATD°  

h. 	ORGANIZATION OR ADORESS AND PHONE 	 6, 	ORGANIZATION OF INVESTIGATOR 

Section C. Nen-waiver 

I doom warn to give up my rights 
0 	I want a lawyer 	 0 	Ido not want in be questioned or say anything 

SIGNATURE OF INTERVIEWEE 

ATTACH THIS WAIVER CERTIFICATE TO ANY SWORN STATEMENT (V FORM 2823) SUBSEQUENTLY EXECUTED BY THE SUSPECTIACCUSED 

DA FORM 3881, NOV 89 
	

EDITION OF NOV RA IS OBSOLETE 
	

LISAP4 2.as 
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('Signature of Person Making Statement) 

65' - 
(Authority To Administer Oaths; 

• ■ 

untolD714 A I ILIN DR ADDRESS 

AFFIDAVIT 

I. . _, 	, 	 HAVE READ OR HAVE HAD READ TO ME THIS STATEMENT 
WHICH BEGINS ON PAGE 1, AND ENOS ON PAGE 	 f.--  . I rtn.LY UNDERSTAND THE CONTENTS OF THE ENTIRE STATEMENT MADE 
BY ME. THE STATEMENT IS TRUE I HAVE INITIALED All CORRECTIONS ANO HAVE INITIALED THE BOITOM OF EACH PAGE CONTAINING THE STATEMENT_ 1 HAVE MADE THIS 
STATEMENT FREELY WITHOUT HOPE OF BENEFIT CR REWARD, WITHOUT THREAT OF PUNISHMENT, AND WITI1f1HT rarnfinal 11" A LOCt El MCI 1111sC nR in Awful_ INDUCEMENT . 

WITNESSES: 

ORGANIZATItiA1 fiR innnrcc 

Subscribed and sworn to before np, a person autbuized by law to 

adroiiiis ter oaths, this 	
far 
	 day of 

at  at,,pActrii2v0=  

(Signature of Person Administering Oath) 

•  
(Typed Name of Person Administering Oath) 

INITIALS OF PERSON MAKING STATEMENT 
PAGE DE 	PAGES 

PAGE 3, DA FORM 2823, DEC 1998 
	

.MAPA 111iLl 

01433 
nnnnnA nopog,a 
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CA.AP 1v1AR 
5 LAST NAME FIRST NAME wrini ; NAMF 

• 

/, 
f L SWORN STATEMENT 

For use of this form, see AR 190-45; the proponent agency is LIDCSO• 

PRIVACY ACT STATEMENT 

Title 10 USC Section 301; Title 5 USC Section 2951; E.D. 9397 dated November 22, 1943 
(SPA 

To provide COMManders 
and law enforcement officials with means by which inlormation may be accurately identified. 

Your social security number is used as an additionallaitemate means at identification to lea
-date filing and retrieval. 

Disclosure of your social security number is voluntary. 

2_ DATE frYYYMMOD) 

6. SSN 
— - 

AUTHORITY: 

PRINCIPAL PURPOSE: 

ROUTINE USES: 

DISCLOSURE: 

1. LOCATION 

3. TIME 

2_ 22. 
4. FILE NUMBER 

7. GRAOEISTATUS 

8 ORGANIZATION OR ADDRESS 

, WANT TO MAKE THE FOLLOWING STATEMENT UNDER OATH: 

Oti TNF 14YA1) e'F 31,12 I 	501cPo5ivi: 7-2 v A te12:7A-i,' 	r Der-Fr 

1-106/,161), rr i,)As 0,J Mot 'M' 	 CA6a A  -en'-57 D kk-e 
.P4,-0 A CLASS rwo 744(J..4P-EIZ LE:AR r 19freR 1/444rr,,16, Ar-1 	- i/oLhe 4 vz 

r)R-Dic),4-f 	 5c.07-  _irg id 6.  gm' IA; ge 	45 rd (1.46-  D 	AFTea 
g6-111.4P)x.d() Fearvi 1746 eh/ 	,411-vE /44 .012 SidejE of la) 6i1158 ,:)F sp445 

iAJAV 

 

5o -TriAr 	 pL7Aak ?Ali( urcrox 	t-e5*(44-ra 510cli - :574: 	AcE-7-6-A, . -fi r~ tp-'W oF  5 4x7  Acrox. 	-.-- 
iMq PLivr000l mioe 	(_04.rx-r 1)Alb 771) cmitc 	a 6004 /IR 
"1 AA° 	 SffoT 	Afth 	 2z cif M 

C-)4‘j  qA 	Afj  k6)1--j'ijf---1-' 4  4F -11--ir 510D-T-146  4Ab cArb 

	

D* 	PI f= 7 ,-2-41-44c6 Tc7 7-- te- 

417-16-r-)  7-t(e- 	'S-01 P1.-Pio0r\) AbOtyr -- g./.447:- A/JO 70 

	

-57- -fig 	-r-ft g7r, 	C- --,K)0‘14,1 6o-r figo 1/4tr (A-  .5100-1--Z-\) 	I")  4 .5  
PLg/45Eb 0  o fve: u-41 s  hvg7  Ar_3() 	pc-riiA^ICP 

MA.; )-1,44 - 

1. INITIALS OF PERSON MAKING STATEMENT 

10. EXHIBIT 
PAGE 1 OF PAGES 

TAKEN AT 	 DATED 

ADDITIONAL CAGES MUST CONTAIN THE HEADIN6 "STATEMENT OF  

THE BOTTUM DC EACH ADDII7ONAt PAGE MUST BEAR THE INITIALS OF THE PERSON MAKING THE STATEMENT, AND PACE NUMBER MUST Di BE INDICATED 

DA FORM 2823, JUL 72, IS OBSOLETE 

601440 
DA FORM 28Z3, DEC 1998 

43SAPA CI 00 

DODDOA 026854 
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1,0 DATED 	  TAKEN AT STATEMENT OF 

9. STATEMENT (Continued) 

Subscribed and sworn to before me, a person autho ed by law to 

admitne 	yl  r oaths, t e  

at  UM% 	aCtieLakrart 

WITNESSES: 

—6 

g 
c6,1 

11) 

1--g 

Pc1  
1/40 

Z 
0  C cu 

CIS 
ca 
C 
0 

CO 

0 

AFFIDAVIT 

	  HAVE READ OR HAVE HAD READ TO ME THIS STATEMENT 
WHICH BE-  GINS ON PAGE 1, AND ENDS ON PAGE 	 1  . I FULLY UNDERSTAND THE CONTENTS OF THE ENTIRE STATEMENT MADE 

BY ME. THE STATEMENT IS TRUE. I HAVE INITIALED ALL CORRECTIONS AND HAVE INITIALED THE BOTTOM OF EACH PAGE CONTAINING THE STATEMENT. I HAVE MADE THIS 

STATEMENT FREELY WITHOUT HOPE OF BENEFIT OR REWARD, WITHOUT THREAT OF PUNISHMENT, AND WITHOUT COERCION, UNLAWFUL INFLUENCE, OR UNLAWFUL INDUCEMENT. 

nature of Person Making Statement] 

                

ORGANIZATION OR ADDRESS 

       

(Signature of Person Adtm-aisterinsitinth) 

  

                

            

(Typed Name of Person Administering Dathl 

 

                

                

                

ORGAL.cnttun un muunLo. (Au nit}, To Administer Oaths) 

INITIALS Or YU-SW.1N MAK1Nb SIR! EMENT 

PAGE 	OF 	PAGES 

PAGE 3, DA FORM 2823, DEC 18,98 
	

USAPA u LTD 

001441 

DODDOA 026855 
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SWORN STATEMENT 
For use of this form, see AR 190-45; the proponent agency is ODCSOPs , 

AUTHORITY: 

PRINCIPAL PURPOSE: 

ROUTINE USES: 

DISCLOSURE: 

PRIVACY ACT STATEMENT 

Title 10 USC Section 301; nil, 5 USC Section 2951; CO. 9397 dated November 22, 1943 (SSM. 

To provide commanders and law enforcement officials with means by which infammtion may be accurately identified. 

Your social security number is used as as ad&tionaffalternate means of identification to facilitate Wing and minuet 

Disclosure of your social security number is voluntary. 

I. LOCATION(% 	 2, DATE 1YYYYMMDL1 

PLA5.• ga„ri 	3 r1J  
5,LAST NAME. FIRST !JAME. MIDDLE NAME 	I 	 S. S-SN 

8. ORG  2ATION OR ADDRESE 

4. FILE NUMBER 

7, DRADEfSTATUS 

3. TIME 

I3• 

	  WANT TO MAKE THE FOLLOWING STATEMENT UNDER OATH: 

Cox- co iN-<,4-c_Am-.._1-4-  ?DP- Tc  
- 	DA. eitikt4fr-MW%g-AAk- • 0 	41,,DC) Sefe-Cdtc2- 

ojr\ -11 (ay! hCi-tit ID?P irN 5+6 	 0 A A kzr ciz_kci5cA sLec - 

	

• (-434% 1\30 C-66?-3' 0-7> Mr) .1--3t-mv,8,..AiC CCD-C• 	 :52 rra 035)0 cun 	ck?_ko:4)i-)Q4' 	Cc\r-  khe, 

	

(A2c, \Ic‘ 	 ceterc- RD ex‘ 64_ 
ctee.quy\ca 	0,D 	 aft-Iv14 ek, too PL2- 	uCc(21i 

	

°Lac 	heA - 	Uj•\1\ 	 4r_ CiO6C 
was kti- 	sz), 	0C- 	POf -tkrya trihdle- 	bUt 

I alk_Or. 	0-4\ IWS-6-4-sAguVi-  u3Nri 	r 
ckNat 	 0C-  Cue% Col 	Lcct_qi uuitt;64\- aoppd IDQ02 	 (Liv.004 	 Sio(era 	t:1(4 

Ti- 	'ilk) -OAR, c-co 	1-fr4P-A 	 u-on 

	

0.1N4?,(- 	(tem:4 uoJk eun 	‘,,A5S 
Ivki,A4le 	1‘15 :t 	 Str\q._ Pre,d or k)3k- - -B.-\640 	 tcs od- Quo 	t‘),0,0170c C3 0_,4,61 Jureiiketst_ 

10. EXHIBIT 11. INITIA0 OF PERSON MAKING STATEMENT 

PAGE 1 OF PAGES 

ADDMONAL PAGES MUST CONTAIN THE HEADING 'STATEMENT Of 	 TAKEN AT 	 DATED 

 

     

THE BOTTOM Of EACH ADOMONAL PAGE MOST EMR THE INMALS OF THE PERSON MAKING THE STATENfEiVT, AND PAGE NUMBER musrsi BE INDICATED. 

DA FORM 2823, DEC 1998 
	

DA FORM 2823, JUL 72, IS OBSOLETE 
	

LiSAPA V% OD 

n  1 4 u 	r" X 4 

DODDOA 026856 
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ti 

ti 

USE THIS PAGE IF NEEDEL AI THIS PAGE IS NOT NEEDED, PLEASE PROCEED t 0 FINAL PAGE OF THIS FORM. 

STATEMENT OF   TAKEN AT   DATED 

S. STATEMENT frontkued) 

INITIALS OF FE SON MAKING STATEMENT 	— 

PAGE 	OF 	PAGES 

PAGE Z DA FORM 2823, DEC 1998 
	

USAPA v 

014 4 3 
DODDOA 026857 

ACLU-RDI 497 p.31



STATEMENT OF   TAKEN AT 

9. STATEMENT /Continued! 

N 
N 

AFFIDAVIT 

I,
---/ 	  HAVE READ OR HAVE HAD READ TO ME THIS STATEMENT 

WHICH BEGINS ON PAGE 1, AD ENDS ON PAGE 	 if  . / FOLLY UNDERSTAND THE CONTENTS OF THE ENTIRE STATEMENT MADE 

BY ME THE STATEMENT IS TRUE I HAVE INITIALED ALL CORRECTIONS AND HAVE INITIALED THE BOTTOM OF EACH PAGE CONTAINING THE STATEMENT. I HAVE MADE THIS 
STATEMENT FREELY WITHOUT HOPE OF BENEFIT OR REWARD, WITHOUT THREAT OF PUNISHMENT, AND WITHOUT COERCION, UNLAWFUL INFLUENCE, OR UNLAWFUL INDUCEMENT. 

  

(Signature of Person Making Statement) 

WITNESSES: 

       

at Subscribed and sworn to before me, a person 211thEiTi d by law to 

administ 	albs, this  1 	day of 	 ..2a33  

/ 

...,
Y 	

---------  
1Sionatare of Person Administering Oath) 

            

            

 

ORGANIZATION OR ADDRESS 

       

                  

                  

              

iTypeil Name of Person Administeang Oath) 

 

                 

                 

 

ORGANIZATO OR AffORESS 

            

          

(Authority To Administer Oaths) 

 

INITIALS OF PERSON MAKING STATEMENT 

PAGE 	OF PAGES 

PAGE 3, DA Matt 2823, DEC 1993 

i f  1444 
IS-Skint VI Iti 

DODDOA 026858 
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SWORN STATEMENT 
• 	 For use of this form, see AR 190-45; the proponent agency is ODCSOPS 

PRIVACY ACT STATEMENT 

AUTHORITY: 	 Title 10 USC Section 301; Title 5 USC Section 2951; E.O. 9397 dated November 22. 1943 (SSW. 
PRINCIPAL PURPOSE 	To provide commanders and law enforcement officials with means by which information may be accurately 

ROUTINE USES: 	Your social security number is used as an additionallalternate means of identification to facilitate filing and retrieval. 

DISCLOSURE: 	 Disclosure of your social security number is voluntary .  

I. LOCATION 

C24,49 	Mai bdr 6 . 
2. DATE fYYYYMMDDI 

a003 eyroi 
3. TIME 

Ls--3 0 
4 	FILE NUIMBEFi 

5. LAST NAME, FIRST NAME, MIDDLE NAME 6. SSN 7. GRADE/STATUS 

8. ORGAitIZATAN OR A DDRES§ 

. 

I, - 

.1 V2- 	641 

1-(0, 14( 0-f sLs. 

' '-' 11 ' Ai  ,e, e. p44,..1  

01 t. 	Ito..4 

2. 44,A ;ill 	4{,,, i  4 ....- 

..0,,,1 	;.44t) 	ttiz._ 
nAy 	rpt-t6 . 01,4., 

1 	eon 	rel 

aseck _ 	0.A. 	cdr-4-ete 

- , 
, 

WANT TO MAKE THE FOLLOWING STATEMENT UNDER OATH: 

C 

(-#A AA /-. 	I.'  6,6.5 	(\tow i La. plety A.4.. Mt  
C 

a Enr oc.f. 0-t 27 G. 4 i 5 fr 4 . 
	i 	,..- 
.bi 0 qpisk F_ 

itt. dm LI sc, 	tat.a. 	r i i .41. it.. ,,,Licka A..,1 1 4 j.re 14r/4 , /Lel 
:e. 

	

<  	0 kir AO,  
C 

M cd 0 C 6--N2,31 	Lit 
 arri VC. i 4.k a. 

 -Ivo., .(pe.q 	ao 	6.. f siee   4e4( 
-rami- 	10 	,le.,...i., lc 	retn64. L■C.1C," A,"•• 	L  (A,  

AI 	..S 	c.ai : f',04,-ce i a  hilicc.lr  

G^ 	o.-.4. fact- G-• eLl Use- 	le.44,  4L 

V 

WO— 	(Ler lAot\-• 	-IC 	er-se AO 

sew pvvit iti-ke- 
ri -  (--4"1--  - ikt 	yo 41,1 tx....1- Tel .1(4._ 	,..it... 	17.,Gic 	fr.4t, 	2.7  

i 

.1 	Lr Q. S 	I soon i 1 	OA At_ 

._ OW' 	Cihreef..,1.  fu.... i  

	

1...atik 0 	az 	ge-  

	

k/ 	f24dc V' 
-g4.► 	uti,, 	 e, .. V 	406 ►c 

30 CaAbe  MA. fesea  

10. EXHIBIT 

g 

11. 111111AF S nc PERSON MAKING STATEMENT 

.Y• 	• 	- 
PAGE I OF' 	- - 1 ' 	- - PAGES 

. 
ADDITIONAL PAGES MUST CONTAIN THE HEADING 'STATEMENT 

THE BOTTOM OF EACH ADDITIONAL PAGE MUST BEAR THE INITIALS 
MUST BE BE INDICATED. 

TAKEN AT 	DATED 

OF THE PERSON MAKING THE STATEMENT, AND PAGE NUMBER 

DA FORM 2823, DEC 1998 
	

DA FORM 2823, JUL 72, IS OBSOLETE 
	

USAPA V I _o0 

0,91445 

DODDOA 026859 
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STATEMENT OF 	  TAKEN AT 	  DATED 	  

9. q_  -STATEMENT (Continued) 

AFFIDAVIT 

I. ^ 	 . 	 HAVE READ. OR HAVE HAD READ TO ME THIS STATEMENT 
WHICH BEGINS Oti PAGE 1, AND ENDS ON PAGE  1  . r ruLLY UNDERSTAND THE CONTENTS OF THE ENTIRE STATEMENT MADE 

BY ME. THE STATEMENT IS TRUE. i HAVE INITIALED ALL CORRECTIONS AND HAVE INITIALED THE BOTTOM OF EACH PAGE 

CONTAINING THE STATEMENT. I HAVE MADE THIS STATEMENT FREELY WITHOUT HOPE OF BENEFIT OR REWARD, WITHOUT 
THREAT OF PUNISHIVIENT, AND WITHOUT COERCION. UNLAWFUL INFLUENCE, OR UNLAWFUL INDUCEMENT. 

,1• 

dfSignature of Person MakingiWatementl 

WITNESSES: 
	 Subscribed and sworn to before me, a person authorized by Iaw to 

administer oaths, this  1-  day of 	 • t3
at  eCts'y /444  t i6dte, 	 —1.1%44  

• ▪ 4.---•"•-•'"V"  — - 
(Signature of Person Administering ath) ORGANIZATION OR ADDRESS 

• - _  
(Typed Name of Perso Administering Oath) 

ORGANIZATION OR ADDRESS 	 (Authority To Administer Oaths) 

INITIALS OF PERSON MAKING STATEMENT 

PAGE 	OF 	PAGES 

O 21 
O ) 

• 0 

P-■ 
CD 

O

• 

4-t- 
CD 

• 0. 

C!" 
CD 
C/ 
0 

tZ

- 

/ 
CD 

CD 

0 

••■••"'" i• 	 , 

PAGE 3, DA FORM 2823, DEC 1398 
	

USAPA V 1.00 

001446 
DODDOA 026860 
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( 46) (3) Jr 
4 /04 I/ 7;/1 7g476 -4_j7 

-4? a 49,264/ ,6i77L- 	 clity  c?cdi 

ctioe,d.}./0-e/ 	7//z/Z7r Zti( 	A6/47-7 

/624docj_ /4 A e 	 71(_e_ 
•‘y41L)  ffP/' kzev- a-Le24'ti- 	 4-/ 

	

44fe-pfri6-ei 	67.45.4,1 	 -/4-/ 

	

,. 	e- e - - - - z 1 	. • 	f 	/ l't-g- loc9  I e "" G---e-71e. 

lia,14, 	et-a.41-- 011.cevte-  2-, VI'llelle,7-  ak e 4  t/  eill  4 - 2 5 , 1.'24- 624 5 / L 

a/lie' 71(Ari---• 1 - 7 1 	 l  e /14 W 4, s 	 FZ: -c / 

Z561475 c-b-i-A6/ /Ad CC 	e i /5  i An:,-,  zie.:,Aec,/e- 

c6,;,,ge/ ;;1  t-i,4- a- -/ r-frii c, ael7 . ----  '1X;-4 

F 	t/ 	 IN. egg 

r 

—4'44.7. 

Ar" 

 

V • • I 
r 

4L:L;d1.- 	" 

DODDOA 026861 
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SWORN STATEMENT  

For use of this form, see AR 190-45; the proponent agency is ODCSOPS 	I it.., 	b( 3_ . ) 
PRIVACY ACT STATEMENT 

AUTHORITY: 	 Title 10 USC Section 301; Title 5 USC Section 2951; E.O. 9397 dated November 22, 1943 ISSN). 

PRINCIPAL PURPOSE: 	To provide commanders and law enforcement officials with means by which information may be accurately 

ROUTINE USES: 	Your social security number is used as an additional/alternate means of identification to facilitate filing and retrieval. 

DISCLOSURE: 	 Disclosure of your social security number is voluntary. 

1. LOCATION 2_ DATE (YYYYMMDDI 3. TIME 4. FILE NUMBER 

CAMP MARLBORO, BAGHDAD, IRAQ .., 
2003108/01 1554 

5. LAST NAW FIRST NAME, MIDDLE NAME 6. SSN 7. GRADE/STATUS 

8. ORGANIZATION OR Anr1Pcc 

• 

9.  

I, 	 , WANT TO MAKE THE FOLLOWING STATEMENT UNDER OATH: 

In mid June 2003, my platoon was on a mission to retrieve copper wire and drop it off in the rear fields of Camp Marlboro. The 
squads that were with me were ENG22, ENG23, & my truck of ENG27. We were heading back from picking up wire when we 
found some looters in the back field of Camp Marlboro. We ended detaining one looter. We took the looter to the 

mid that we should take the looter and drive around a while, scare him, beat him up, or whatever that we wanted 
to do. So, we took the looter to a empty building in the rear field of Camp Marlboro. Myself, 	 t took 
the detainee inside the building yelled and screamed at him then I had to make a decision of what I should do next. I heard that a 
looter was shot and killed earlier this month and the guys who shot him was not punished. I didn't want to kill him so I decided that 
I needed to teach him a lesson. So, I told 	to strip the man and make him run home and hopefully he would encur some 
embarassmern but at least he would be alive. We had another incident to where we detained two looters in the rear field of Camp 
Marlboro and instead of taking to CMOC we took them to the same building and then Myself, 	 had 
the two guys take their clothes off and nm home. 
On the 3rd of July my platoon was tasked to pick up sodas for the SQDN Fourth of July party. On our way back to Camp Marlboro 
we were told to help pick up looters in the rear field. We ended up catching one tooter. ENG23 actually caught the looter. ENG23 
ended up bringing the detainee back to our AO_ I spoke with 	rid told 	to watch the guy. ENG22 had a flat 
tire so they were fixing the tire during this tinw. I told the platoon to go to chow. 	had bounced a soccerball of the head 
of the detainee, 	chewed him out then told me and I again chewed him out. We took the detainee to the CMOC. I told 
the Squad Leaders that we are going to tone this stuff down. Two weeks later we had another incident that we shot an Iraqi woman 
because she had fired numerous rounds with an AK-47. We returned fire on the woman. She received four to five gunshot wounds 
to the chest. We applied first aid and took her to the Camps Aid Station. 	came and spoke to the Platoon that  afternoon 
about how we had followed the ROE and did a good job. mist) _2,, -,,,,k 104,k4a... svv.ir  ; s , .1. 13;1,:i Lari....-N- 10  
.1 A00/ ihert a....11 41.€3601 wr4-1% 	 Ordoex

-i retke A40.1 becaZ coo \..e0,1"- -.41.--k V.,-.V 0 of. Ovari 

0 dh ikpect4- 4‘ke- vz.v-tP 6-4e coad 4)00.1  'Pike' Isei-er4 	1:4v1-4,0--,1 4Z3 5 4.44 o r it: t) 

v Pad-4-.4. 10.4-trs . 	or 	sats Z4 ?I 7L40-4 ay, 4,-1 ikei er,.... ► 	c,.....e. k.aleAild je.i-le: Ike s : 1 	, _, 
6 - /kit  eie).4 se 4-_.c. 

11. INITIALS OF PERSON MAKING STATEMENT 10. EXHIBIT 
PAGE 1 OF 	I. 	PAGES 

ADDITIONAL PAGES MUST CONTAIN THE HEADING ''STATEMENT TAKEN AT 	DATED 

THE BOTTOM OF EACH ADDITIONAL PAGE MUST BEAR THE INITIALS OF THE PERSON MAKING THE STATEMENT. AND PAGE NUMBER 

MUST BE BE INDICA TED.  

DA FORM 2823, DEC 1998 
	

DA FORM 2823, JUL 72, IS OBSOLETE 
	

VSAPA V1.00 

01 4 48 

C 

a. a  

0 

DODDOA 026862 
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DODDOA 026863 

PAGE 2, DA FORM 2823, DEC 1998 001449 
USAPA V1.00 

USE THIS PAGE IF NEEDED. IF THIS PAGE IS NOT NEEDED, PLEASE PROCEED TO FINAL PAGE OF THIS FORM. 

STATEMENT OF 	  TAKEN AT 	  DATED 	  

STATEMENT (Continued) 

NITIALS OF PERSON MAKING STATEMENT 
PAGE 	OF 	PAGES 

ACLU-RDI 497 p.37



DODDOA 026864 

PAGE 3, DA FORM 2823, DEC 1998 USAPA ViA) 

C 
C 

e; 

C 

C 
C 

4 
C 

C 

001450 

- 

WITNESSE.t: Subscribed and sworn tMetore me, a • arson authorized by law to 

adrninier oaths this  g 	da of 	71:4' 	,2023. 

at 	  

EL- 

ORUANiLMill.,04 I 

r 
tr  

(Signature of Person Administering Oath) 

STATEMENT !Continued) 

STATEMENT OF 	  TAKEN AT 	  DATED 	  

AFFIDAVIT 

	 , HAVE READ OR HAVE HAD READ TO ME THIS STATEMENT 
WHICH BEGINS ON PAGE 1, AND ENDS ON PAtxt r r . I FULLY UNDERSTAND THE CONTENTS OF THE ENTIRE STATEMENT MADE 

BY ME. THE STATEMENT IS TRUE. I HAVE INITIALED ALL CORRECTIONS AND HAVE INITIALED THE BOTTOM OF EACH PAGE 
CONTAINING THE STATEMENT. I HAVE MADE THIS STATEMENT FREELY WITHOUT HOPE OF BENEFIT OR REWARD, WITHOUT 
THREAT OF PUNISHMENT, AND WITHOUT COERCION, UNLAWFUL INFLUENCE, OR UNLAWFUL INDUCEMENT. 

( (Signature or rerson 	Statement) 

(") 

r . 	 --.••••••-••• ,-■••••••• 

(Typed Name of Person Administering Oath) 

(AuthoritT  Ar3minister Oaths) 

INITIALS OF PERSON MAKING STATEMENT 
PAGE 	OF 	PAGES 

ACLU-RDI 497 p.38



SWORN STATEMENT 	 t 	, 

For use of this form, see AR 190-45; the proponent agency is ODCSOPS 	t)(6  

PRIVACY ACT STATEMENT 

AUTHORITY: . 	 Title 10 USC Section 301; Title 5 USC Section •951; E.O. 9397 dated November 22, 1943 ISSAli- 

PRINCIPAL PURPOSE: 	To provide commanders and law enforcement officials with means by which information may be accurately 

ROUTINE USES: 	Your social security number is used as an additional/alternate means of identification to facilitate filing and retrieval. 

DISCLOSURE: 	Disclosure of your social security number is voluntary. 

1. LOCATION 2. DATE IYYYYMMDDI ' 3. 	TIME 4. FILE NUMBER 
CAMP MARLBORO, BAGHDAD, IRAQ 2003/08/01 1700 

5. LAST 8+.1)1 rum FIRCT edAmc . MIDDLE NAME 6. SSN 7. GRADE/STATUS 

8. ORGANIZATION OR AnDRESS 

9.  

I, . WANT TO MAKE THE FOLLOWING STATEMENT UNDER OATH: 

During Operation Scorpion we had finished picking up wire in Eagle's sector. We were beaded back to Cmp to drop off the wire 
when we saw looters in the rear field behind Camp Marlboro. We chased them down and picked up a total of 7 detainees. We had 
them download the wire from the back of the trailers and then took them to the CMOC. We were out on mission aeain and caught 
one looter stealing the copper wire_ We took him to the CMOC to turn him in when 	 was told by . 	I [Wake ... 
him out and beat him or do whatever you want to with him. So, we took this guy to a building in field behind the camp. 

old , 	, to strip the detainee of his clothes. 	followed his orders. Then we released the detainee to go 
home. So he ran outside and went home. We had another incident a tew days later to where we detained twol4oters. We took them 
to the building again and stripped theta of their clothes and made them run home. In both incidents , 	 - L, and 
myself were in the building. On the 3rd of July we had to go get sodas for the 4th of July party for SQDN. On our way back we 
checked the field for looters. There were looters in the back field so we tried to catch them. While trying to catch these looters my 
truck got a flat tire. So we went back to Camp Marlboro and I told my guys to get the tire fixed. When we got back ENG23 came 
into our AO with a detainee in the back of the truck. I wasn't around much after that because I wanted to get the tire on my truck 
fixed_ After the tire got changed ENG27 took the detainee up to CMOC. 

10. EXHIBIT 11. INITIALS OF PERSON MAKING STATEMENT LA PAGE 1 OF 	1 	PAGES 

ADDITIONAL PAGES MUST CONTAIN THE HEADING "STATEMENT TAKEN AT 	DATED 

THE BOTTOM OF EACH ADDITIONAL PAGE MUST BEAR THE INITIALS OF THE PERSON MAKING THE STATEMENT, AND PAGE NUMBER 
MUST BE BE INDICA TED. 

DA FORM 2823, DEC 1998 
	

DA FORM 2823, JUL 72, IS OBSOLETE 
	

USAPA Vi.00 

001451 
DODDOA 026865 
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U SP:PA V1 .00 PAGE 2, DA FORM 2823, DEC 1998 

••••=1.. 	 
USE THIS PAGE IF NEEDED. THIS PAGE IS NOT NEEDED, PLEASE PROCEED g 0 FINAL PAGE OF THIS FORM. 

STATEMENT OF 	  TAKEN AT 	  DATED 	  

9. STATEMENT fatntinuedt 

C. 

^
 T

 r1
 O

T
IT

O
T

A
T

 T
O

  

001452 

INITIALS OF PERSON MAKING STATEMENT 
PAGE 	OF 	PAGES 

DODDOA 026866 
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O 
O 

c. 

0 

STATEMENT OF 	  TAKEN AT 

9. STATEMENT (Continued) 

AFFIDAVIT 

	 , HAVE READ OR HAVE HAD READ TO ME THIS STATEMENT 
WHICH BEGINS ON PAGE 1, AND ENDS ON PAGE.L____. I FULLY UNDERSTAND THE CONTENTS OF THE ENTIRE STATEMENT MADE 

BY ME. THE STATEMENT IS TRUE. I HAVE INITIALED ALL CORRECTIONS AND HAVE INITIALED THE BOTTOM OF EACH PAGE 
CONTAINING THE STATEMENT. I HAVE MADE THIS STATEMENT FREELY WITHOUT HOPE OF BENEFIT OR REWARD, WITHOUT 
THREAT OF PUNISHMENT, AND WITHOUT COERCION, UNLAWFUL INFLUENCE, OR UNLAWFUL INDUCEMENT. 

rSignalbr'e of Person Ailing Statement] 

WITNESSES: 

ORGANIZATION OR ADDRESS 

ORGANIZATION OR ADDRESS  

tiA4.1)  Cra 

Subscribed and sworn to before me, aperson authorized by law to 

administer oath this 3a1  d of 
at  C 	rtiliffiCas 

 

^n I frrrr^ of Person Administering Oath) 

(Typed Name of75erson Administering Oath) 

(Authority To Administer Oaths) 

INITIALS OF PERSON MAKING STATEMENT 
PAGE 	OF 	PAGES 

PAGE 3, DA FORM 2823, DEC 1998 USA PA V1 _00 

001453 

DODDOA 026867 
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SWORN STATEMENT 
Far use of this form. see AR 190-45; the proponent agency is aICSOPS b (A),4  kz (3) 

PRIVACY ACT STATEMENT 

AUTHORITY: 	 Title 11) USC Section 301; Title 5 USC Section 2551; E.D. 9357 dated November 22, 1943 (SS* 

PRINCIPAL PURPOSE 	To provide commanders and taw enforcement officials with means by which information may be accurately identified. 

ROUTINE USES: 	 Your social secu rity number is used as an addition allaltemate means of identification to facilitate tiling and retrieve. 

DISCLOSURE: 	 Dis closure of your social security number is voluntary. 
4. FILE NUMBER 1 LOCATION 

4//4/.11, gaga/ 
5. LA NAME, FIRST NAME, MIDDLE NPME  

2. DATE (YYYMMOD) 

Z4 my es 
S. SSN  

3. T114IE 

1, Liz_ 
ADEISTATLIS 

8. ORGANIZATION ADDRESS 

—  

r -   WANT TO MAKE THE FOLLOWING STATEMENT UNDER OATH: 

haee- 1101,0E .41.ve sot 4-9.14656 eze". 	rapi c-14,4-7ee s 	7 54:7.44?, 
51, er. pw 64e 4ic4e 	AeSe 	-k772171/4/62  1-72zez(/5 

C) 
01 
0 

3:1) 

0..  0 

‘0 cL 

0 F. 
ca. 

LD 
C 
O 

CD 

CD 

 C:1  
rr 

V  111 EXHIBIT 11 INITIALS OF PERSON MAKING STATEMENT 
PAGE I OF 	/ 	PAGES 

AVDMONAL PAGES MUST CONTAIN THE HEADING "STAMUENT OF   TAKEN AT 	 114FED 

THE BOTTOM OF EACH ADDITIONAL PAGE MUST IlEA17 TEE 14(177A15 DF THE PESSON MAKING THE SWEMENT, ANA PAGE NUMBER MST BE BE 111101CArEa. 

DA FORM 2823, DEC 1998 BA FORM 2823. JUL 72, 15 OBSOLETE SISAPA VI 17i, 

0 1 4 5 
DODDOA 026868 
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USE THIS PAGE IF NEEDED. IF THIS PAGE IS NOT NEEDED, PLEASE PROCEED TO FINAL PAGE OF THIS FORM, 

STATEMENT OF   TAKEN AT   DATED 

9. STATEMENT !Continued) 

INITIALS OF PERSON MAKING STATEMENT 
	

I PAGE 
	

Of 	PAGES 

PAGE Z DA FORM 28Z3. DEC 1958 
	

liSAPA v 1.1:11 

001455 
DODDOA 026869 
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STATEMENT OF 	  TAKEN AT 	 DATED 

 

 

3. STATEMENT (Continued' 

AFFIDAVIT 

0 IV 
O Pi 
O C8 

• :a) 
I—••• 

C,  
>—• 

0 
'"v 

o 
R. CP  

CO 
0 
0 
sW, 

CD 

CD 

5 
o 
(:) 

t. i 
WHICH BEGINS ON PAGE I, AND ENDS ON PAGE   i FULLY 

BY ME. THE STATEMENT IS TRUE. I HAVE INITIALED AU. CORRECTIONS AND HAVE 
STATEMENT FREELY WITHOUT HOPE OF BENEFIT OR REWARD, WITHOUT THREAT OF 

	, HAVE READ OR HAVE HAD READ TO ME THIS STATEMENT 

UNDERSTAND THE CONTENTS OF THE ENTIRE STATEMENT MADE 

INITIALED THE BOTTOM OF EACH PAGE CONTAINING THE STATEMENT. I HAVE MADE THIS 
PUNISHMENT, AND WITHOUT COERCION. UNLAWFUL INFLUENCE, OR UNLAWFUL INDUCEMENT 

(Signature of ham Making Statement) 

Subscribed and sworn to before me, a person authorize by Jaw to 
	 A 

admin 	oathi, this 	 day of 

et 

ISianature of Person A4miaisteriag 

WITNESSES: 

ORGANIZATION OR ADDRESS 

•••••-•••••••• f •■". 	 t  

(Typed hams afZerson Administering -6th1 

ORGANIZATION OR ADDRESS (Authority To Administer Cams) 

INITIALS OF PERSON -MAKING STATEMENT 
PAGE 

PAGE 3 DA Fagg 2523, DEC NSW 

OF 	PAGES 

• usto5A vi 

001456 
DODDOA 026870 
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2. DATE NYYYMMDDi 

	

11  S/ ed.* eft el j: 	iiktfie-2-5."- fr./ - • 

4.1; 	 Oeval;rirl 1 	 .04,6„i e #. 

	 WANT TO MAKE THE FOLLOWING STATEMENT UNDER OATH: 

,49L-A 

,41,4471.5 e- evy-r7 lerS•4/ 	ioersoi$1.5 .44/b/0 4,e 	0111 civil r eio** 

ka-r-) C44/076frf 71A,42114 	; 142(.3 	4,4,45.j. 

■C) 

0 

mor/4-11-40407J0 	 CA-nte or•Fe -0•1Vec.5,e einie 

i.,44111.1143 .19/ 	
714...5.4tie."5.4-1.4-4.-ezi/Veec114) Tes,44./.4e 7 1.4e501 

5for 

11. INITIAl_S. OF PERSON MAKING STATEMENT 

PAGE 1 OF 	 PAGES 

SWORN STATEMENT 
For use of this form, see AR 190-45; the proponent agency is ODCSOPS 

AUTHORITY: 

PRINCIPAL PURPOSE: 

ROUTINE USES: 

DISCLOSURE: 

PRIVACY ACT STATEMENT 

Title 10 USC Section 301; Title USC Section 2951; E.O. 9397 dated November 22. 1943 ISSN). 

To provide commanders and law enforcement officials with means by which information may be accurately 

Your social security number is used as an additionalkitemate means of identification to facilitate filing and retrieval. 

Disclosure of your social security number is voluntary. 

4. FILE NUMBER 

7. GRADE/STATUS 

ADDITIONAL PAGES MUST CONTAIN THE HEADING °STATEMENT 	 TAKEN AT 	DATED 

THE BOTTOM OF EACH ADDITIONAL PAGE MUST BEAR THE INITIALS OF THE PERSON MAKING THE STATEMENT, AND PAGE NUMBER 
MUST BE BE INDICATED. 

'71 

'e) 

Id 

CL 
0 
gl) 

CD 

0) 

1->1 

CD 
0 

CD 

CD 

0 
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MENT OF 	  TAKEN AT 	  DATED 	  

T (Continued) 

AFFIDAVIT 

t. 1 	 , HAVE READ OR HAVE HAD READ TO ME THIS STATEMENT 

WI-UGH BEGIN5 ON FALL L API 	 r 	 . FULLY UNDERSTAND THE CONTENTS OF THE ENTIRE STATEMENT MADEF. 

BY ME. THE STATEMENT IS TRUE. i HAVE INITIALED ALL CORRECTIONS AND HAVE INITIALED THE BOTTOM OF EACH PAGE 

CONTAINING THE STATEMENT. I HAVE MADE THIS STATEMENT FREELY WITHOUT HOPE OE BENEFIT OR REWARD, WITHOUT 

THREAT OF PUNISHMENT, AND WITHOUT COERCION, UNLAWFUL INFLUENCE, OR UNLAWFUL utpucEivIENT. 

(Sisidature or rerson rsqa&t,,g Statement) 

WITNESSES: 

    

Subscribed and sworn to before me, a •arson authorized by law to 

er -  
admin' ter oatt)LiCrcob  this 	day of 

at  

              

              

 

OttGANIZATION OR ADDFibb 

    

(Signature of Person Adirrlikering (Jaw) 

  

           

     

(Typed Name of Person AcIrnimsrering Oath) 

  

              

              

ORGANIZATION OR ADDRESS (Authority To Administer Oaths) 

INITIALS-OF PERSON MAKING STATEMENT 
PAGE 	OF 	PAGES 

PAGE 3, DA FORfit 2823, DEC 7998 USA PA V1.00 

001459 
nonnnA noRR70 
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AUTHORITY: 

PRINCIPAL PURPOSE: 

ROUTINE USES: 

DIS CLOSURE: 

PRIVACY ACT STATEMENT 

Title 10 USC Section 307; Title 5 USC Section 2951; E.O. 9397 dated November 22. 1942 ISSN]. 

To provide commanders and law enforcement officials with means by which information may be accurately 

Your social security number is used as an additional/alternate means of identification to facilitate filing and retrieval. 

Disclosure of your social security number is voluntary. 

ytoe- 	y 	rvvi 

N.4z) 	 f.,07 	itc-vo-re._ 
-ronci G)-4 A-L e  

10. EXHIBIT 1 11. INITIALS OF PERSON MAKING STATEMENT 
PAGE 1 OF 1 	PAGES 

A 

	 WANT TO MAKE THE FOLLOWING STATEMENT UNDER OATH: 

t,k, floor o‘E. yrk,-W 70 	eN_ 	 pc4--64s$3- 
0 

ko6 	
ttrwt-E 

frolic 

Wt 1 \  kt-C-ki 	 to 

14)m 	irk-kr 	,7-0/216:-6 

ADDITIONAL PAGES MUST CONTAIN THE HEADING 'STATEMENT 	 TAKEN AT 	 DATED 

THE BOTTOM OF EACH ADDITIONAL PAGE MUST BEAR THE INITIALS OF THE PERSON MAKING THE STATEMENT, AND PAGE NUMBER 

MUST BE BE INDICATED_ 

SWORN STATEMENT 
For use of this form, see AR 190-45; the proponent agency is ODCSOPS 

1. LOTeATiON 

t-4 111.# 

3. TIME 4. FILE NUMBER 2. DATE tYYYYMMDDI 

2093creotr  
5. LAST t"'Ag =pc"-  *0 • 7. GRADE/STATUS 6. SSN 

8. URGANIZAT1Oli OR ADDRESS 

DA FORM 2823, DEC 1 998 
	

DA FORM 2323. JUL 72. IS OBSOLETE 
	

US AP A VI.0 

01459 

DODDOA 026873 
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(Signature of Persoilmipigt 

AFFIDAVIT 

	  , HAVE READ OR HAVE HAD READ TO ME THIS STATEMENT 

WHICH BEGINS ON PAGE 1, AND ENDS ON PAGE 	. I FULLY UNDERSTAND THE CONTENTS OF THE ENTIRE STATEMENT MADE 

BY ME. THE STATEMENT 15 TRUE. I HAVE INITIALED ALL CORRECTIONS AND HAVE INITIALED THE BOTTOM OF EACH PAGE 
CONTAINING THE STATEMENT. I HAVE MADE THIS STATEMENT FREELY WITHOUT HOPE OF BENEFIT OR REWARD, WITHOUT 

THREAT OF PUNISHMENT, AND WITHOUT COERCION, UNLAWFUL INFLUEr — "" """' 

(Signatlael  of Person (facing Statement) 

tar oaths this 	 day of 	 •  242 9-S 
at Subscribed and swor n gore me, a p rson authorized by law to 

adrni s  

CL ` t 	hdr\ 	i 	 Zitli.._  

- - ... • or - a 	 _ 
...--  

WITNESSES: 

ORGAh&TION OFCADDRESS 

I 
(Typed Name of Person Administering 

ORGANIZATION OR ADDRESS - 	 (Authority Ta Administer Oaths' 

INITIALS OF PERSON MAILING STATEMENT 
PAGE 	OF 	PAGES 

(  

STATEMENT OF 	  TAKEN AT 	  DATED 	  

9. STATEMENT (Continued) 

g1 

co 

o 
1—• 

to ° 

.0 2 
oZ  
< 

0 

cz) 
15; 

cr: 

0 

ca 

ca 

0 

ti 

PAGE 3, DA FORM 2623, DEC 1996 
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Ct. Gkie,r‘._ 	:_b.A4A CA CUP 

LIN kA_A,).)  ChiL Geo kia,1 

5 Luov-v, 

SWORN STATEMENT 
For use of this form, see AR 190-45; the proponent agency is ODCSOPS 

PRIVACY ACT STATEMENT 

AUTHORITY: 	 Title 10 USC Section 301; Title 5 USC Section 2951; ED. 9397 dated November 22, 1943 	(SSNI. 

PRINCIPAL PURPOSE: 	To provide commanders and law enforcement officials with means by which information may be accurately 

ROUTINE USES: 	Your social security number is used as en additional/alternate means of identification to facilitate filing and retrieval. 

DISCLOSURE: 	 Disclosure of your social security number is voluntary_ 

1. LOCATION 

C 	w 	IrACLA V.). 0 4'" 
2. DATE (YYYYMMDDI 3. TIME 

tk 7'7 5  

4. FILE NUMBER 

LAST N ME, FIRST NAME, MIDDLE NAME 	 16. SSPE 7. GRADE/STATUS 

8 nicrG AN17ATION OR ADDRESS 

	  WANT TO MAKE THE FOLLOWING STATEMENT UNDER OATH: 

cci"._ 	Ife,46k w 

kfv`k•-(\C 

+-Lo:, 

-f 

_) 	 j-0 7-We 1  bc-)--rk 	L.)..0,--k 0,--to.nrA 

L,J2 	 4A40 E 	,!a JcA 
c-,32 

c_A-,. e_ -5-L tn. 

V-, 

j2.)4) Com. Wile-ere( d'c3 

cft, nerti. 0 "2  LAI) 

al-07b •0 
1f\ 4-A 

ADDITIONAL PAGES MUST CONTAIN THE HEADING "STATEMENT 	 TAKEN AT 	DATED 

THE BOTTOM BOTTOM OF EACH ADDITIONAL PAGE MUST BEAR THE INITIALS OF THE PERSON MAKING THE STATEMENT, AND PAGE NUMBER 
MUST BE BE INDICATED. 

DA FORM 2823, DEC '1998 DA FORM 2823, JUL 72. IS OBSOLETE U5APA 51.00 

noi.46.1 

DODDOA 026875 
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■ N  

WITNESSES: 
v7 

ORGANIZATION OR ADDRESS 

- 	Z.  

ORGANIATION OR ADDRESS 

iJ 

. •-• - _ 	 •-■ 	
4dmirusterIng f. rnr 

	

r 	-  
(Typed Name of Person Administering Oath) 

	

I 	(0'  • 
(Authority To Administer Oaths) 

	  HAVE READ OR HAVE HAD READ TO ME THIS STATEMENT 

WH/CH BEGINS ON PAGE 1, AND ENDS ON PAGE 	 FULLY UNDERSTAND THE CONTENTS OF THE ENTIRE STATEMENT MADE 

BY ME. THE STATEMENT IS TRUE. I HAVE INITIALED ALL CORRECTIONS AND HAVE INITIALED THE BOTTOM OF EACH PAGE 

CONTAINING THE STATEMENT I HAVE MADE THIS STATEMENT FREELY WITHOUT HOPE OF BENEFIT 	EWARD, WITHOUT 

THREAT OF PUNISHMENT, AND WITHOUT COERCION, UNLAWFUL INFLUEt 	""'"C "" "`"ct " ininE t WENT. 

(Signature of Pen 'Waxing Statement) 

Subscribed and sworn to before rne, a p rson authorized by law to 
-05 adrninis(oir oaths, this 	day of 	 . 	 

Kaocs _ 	_rite". 	 at 	cud. „a 

NITIALS OF PERSON MAKING STATEMENT 
PAGE 	OF 	PAGES 

STATEMENT OF 	  TAKEN AT 	  DATED 	  

9. STATEMENT (Continued) 

AFFIDAVIT 

PAGE 3. DA FOHP.12323, DEC 1993 

frun 
41, 	tf■  

USA PA V1.00 

DODDOA 026876 
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k) ( 3) 
SWORN STATEMENT 

For use of this form, see AR 19045; the proponent agency is ODCSOPS 

PRIVACY ACT STATEMENT 

AUTHORITY: 	 Title 10 USC Section 301; Title 5 USC -Section 2951; E.O. 9397 dated November 22. 2943 ISSN). 

PRINCIPAL PURPOSE. To provide commanders and law enforcement officials with means by which information may be accurately 

ROUTINE USES: 	Your social security number is used as an additional/alternate means of identification to facilitate filing and retrieval. 

DISCLOSURE: 	Disclosure of your social security number is voluntary. 

1z2LOCATI ,Q 2. DATE fYYYYMMDDI 3. TIME 4. FILE NUMBER 

it arc.. 	13rt hr -4,ct  eaos LjO 
s tT 	?A= rI2CT &TAMP mia1401F NAME SSN 7 GRADE/STATU§ 

F 
▪ 1 	 ILI,- • - 

to rl on. nft 7 4. -rfrut tilt ADDRESS 

1  

/ANT TO MAKE THE FOLLOWING STATEMENT UNDER OATH: 

f 	 

i
c7f. .5c.c„f 

c) tkisiA_ 

v. f 	 7cL de.4 eeJ. Lk 	 1-D AILE 
/41- 	

ccAD 	• 

o 

Q.. 
1/40 

0 
0 

C 
C 
C 

C 
f- 

t 
C 
f-
r-
-c 

E 

C. 

bcoi--+A-: 	J:6,A 	ee -any 

71kre: p0a._,5 140 CO Urc___ t--. d  Abc c e5 

e. 

0. EXHIBIT  1 ' . 	" "c110,.5.ON MAKING STATEMENT 
PAGE 1 OI 	 PAGES 

ADDITIONAL PAGES MUST CONTAIN THE HEADING "STATEMENT 	 TAKEN AT 	DATED 

THE BOTTOM OF EACH ADDITIONAL PAGE MUST BEAR THE INITIALS OF THE PERSON MAKING THE STATEMENT, AND PAGE NUMBER 
MUST BE BE INDICATED.  

DA FORM 2823, DEC 1998 DA FORM 2823 UL 72, IS OBSOLETE t1SAPA VI.OD 

001463 
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n i-c  
0 A' 

o

1 pp 

a, 

f2; 
•-k- 
CD 

CZ) 

CID 
CD 

0 

rn 

CD 

0 
cz) 

STATEMENT (Continued) 

   

STATEMENT OF 	  TAKEN AT 	  DATED 	  

 

   

   

AFFIDAVIT - 	, HAVE READ OR HAVE HAD READ TO ME THIS STATEMENT 

WHICH BEGINS ON PAGE 1, AND ENDS ON PAGE 	. I FULLY UNDERSTAND THE CONTENTS OF THE ENTIRE STATEMENT MADE 

BY ME. THE STATEMENT 15 TRUE. I HAVE INITIALED ALL CORRECTIONS AND HAVE INITIALED THE BOTT OF EACH PAGE 
CONTAINING THE STATEMENT. I HAVE MADE THIS STATEMENT FREELY WITHOUT HOP5s6F BWIEFIT 	EWARD, WITHOUT 

THREAT OF PUNISHMENT, AND WITHOUT COERCION. UNLAWFUL 	- 

(STgriature rent) 

WITNESSES: 

• • 	 11:4*.t. 

ORG,ANIZATIOls'I OR ADDRESS 

Subscribed and sworn to before me, a arson authorized by law to 

admester oaths, this  ach -1s  gr  day o f 

at Gov&I 	 (aocct. 

))...,,,-iiministering Oath) 

(Typed Nan& of PerTon Adminisrenng vow) 

(Authority To Administer Oaths) 

INITIALS OF PERSON MAKING STATEMENT 
PAGE 	OF 	PAGES 

PAGE 3, DA FORM 2823, DEC 7998 
	 US APA V1.00 

00146 4  

rInr,r,f-, A 
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. SWORN STATEMENT . 	. 	 ) 	 1 

For use at this form, see AR 19045: the proponent agency is ODCSDPS 	e::;)  

PRIVACY ACT STATEMENT 

AUTHORITY: 	 • Title 10 USC Section 301: rule 5 USC Section 2951: ED. 9397 dated November 22. 1943 (SSW. 

PRINCIPAL PURPOSE: 	To provide commanders and law enforcement officials with means by which information may be accurately identified. 

ROUTINE USES: 	• 	Your social security number is used as an additionallalternate means at identification to facilitate filing and retrieval. 

DISCLOSURE: 	 Disclosure at your social security number is voluntary. 

1. LOCATION 	 2. DATE (YYYYMMOO1 	 3. TIME 	 4. FILE NUMBER 

(...- ►  .... f 	fret wr t 11• • (40 I A..11Liiiil, s,-r+. 	1.0c4 0666 	13.1 ID 	
_ 

5. LAST NAME, MST NAME, MIDDLE NAME 	 A SSR 	 7. GRAOEISTATUS 
. 	r 	.. 

8. riFIV&ION-bIAITORES 	 • - • 

U. 
I, _ 	 WANT TO MAHE THE FOLLOWING STATEMENT UNDER OATH: 

	

k...s 	 ( 

I.. 	-IL 	,....• "-:-6 	1,1- 	•., 	1..../ 	,...,1„;,.1, 	i. 	c......4. 	....4 	re.-,. iL.,1. 	i,...-1- 	do 	14.4011 	}. i 	 e. 
4.L+ 	:i, 	in,,,,, 	rA,„, 	4,, 	.4L, 	F! ,r IL, 	A ‘)....1.y 1 -11,4.4. 	4- r .4 c Ica (1.1.0.1. v) 	C ) 	I- 

44.6.0. 	41,4, 	176 	flA•1■0^ 	"vig 	GPG 	CO 	tate. A,4. 	lo". 	A. 	on. iLS ; oak 	4-e, 	to 41 c. k 

1 	r taL j L . 	

.,,. j 	

1-f 

	

. .1 	
C 

	

- 	f  t_i a .s 	• r ;',.I : _ ,.k... 	0., 	41,,,_ 	Li,. 	k 	4,),  

04 	4 	

,,,,, 4,41 .i 	Le.° 4e PA .'  
' 	 c 

],,., . 	, a .:L;54,„ 	s ....J 	

I 

.,_ 	.. -F 	R. TE 	A -. o-C .. tie- 	44-r---'.. 	i.tq<,,, 	-te, 	C,L---i e 	A 	 i_. fd, 
i 	LI 	. 	IL-.S 	/C 	L 1,;04 ef...s. 	c, ,,„.. 	, .,..,.4 & 	a., 	-Pi ,..1. J. s. „.. k.....4 	a-P4` 	-r:-Elt-e-e.-, 	h.. .1 	.c.: 	e 	e[Stn- 	i 

	

1 • 	i 	i• 
• ) 

0 i,,,,, --).- 	t-.1_, 	-711, ..,,-, 1 d 	eco 	1.-, 	.4- 1°‘ 	L. ; --t. 	j J ck : OV 	e.. .. 	IA A.4-; 1 	1.,i 	tr.t... /k{..- 	je• X ..21e. 

v. "e r s 	4-.• 	X3 	104 e--r - C- 	ck /--_ 	v_e,c,ica.,r, # 0-n-ce- 	1-,,- 	t1/4-c--4,,,:c-1 	4-.. 

il.e- 	‘...,,,. i. c... 1-....., i.e.- 1 x 	J :s -•.--,,,,,,,, 1-,_,) 	...z.,„,,.. 	iiL. L ,.., k 	...,,.p.. 	17 	n[ .,, j 	„,.;„„ 4, 

.1--1 	.,4,,.. -1__ 	.464 : 	r.,r.,.,1 

wc, .4 	L.,...1:: 	4,, 	,L.c_rc 	4 it , 	4- t -, ks 	ire, te 	lo .,,,, is .,e of . 	s,, 	Lk+ 	‹vt,..ii 

s 	so ",,e--- 	1.-...n.- 1 -., r 	0 -,.,4 	,,f 	1 ., 	1a,, 	Z. 	.• 	4 	-4-o 	41. 	.., ,k. 	.4 	4-lit. 
..1 	

zr  

f.„.7 ga...r-c-t---1",-A-4 	, -1-- 	l'e•ci,rut 	°I.- 	t.-.6 .,....,....-e, -1-c 	A.. ...,. 	 ' 
. 	. 	4 

,-,....c1 	v....sc ..,,,_,4.... i 	42,41....L.,. 	.4r.t....", A•C-f, 	_ 	7 	j) ic,c-tr,  
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10. EXHIBIT 
Ak 	

11 NM= OF PE SPN MAKING STATEMENT 

THE 80110119 Of E,4CH ADOMONA1 PARE MUST BEAR THE INInAis OF THE PERSON MAKING THE STATEMENT, AND PAGE NUMBER ER MUST BE BE INDICATED. 

PAGE 1 Of 	-3 	PAGES 

ADDITIONAL PAGES MUST CONTAIN THE HEAU111X 'STATEMENT OF 	 TAKEN AT 	DATED ... 

DA FORM 2823, DEC 1998 
	

DA FORM 2823. JUL 72, IS OBSOLETE 
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USE THIS PAGE IF NEEDED. IF THIS PAGE IS NOT NEEDED. PLEASE PROCEED TO FINAL PAGE OF THIS FORM. 
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6. (signs rel'of PerZo-,rA; ORGANIZATION Off ADDRESS 
• 

(Typed Raffle of Person Ififitwasterms. 

ORGANIZATION DR ADDRESS IAuthotity To Administer Oaths) 

I 
STATEMENT OF TAKEN AT 	(+a nna1 Ao.rit),..)  

• 

9. STATEMENT (Continued] 
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AFFIDAVIT 

	

r _   HAVE READ DR HAVE HAD READ TO ME THIS STATEMENT 

WHICH BEGINS ON PAGE 1, AND ENBS ON PAGE 	 - 	I FULLY UNDERSTAND THE CONTENTS OF THE ENTIRE STATEMENT MADE 

BY ME. THE STATEMENT IS TRUE. I HAVE INITIALED ALL CORRECTIONS AND HAVE INITIALER THE FIWITOM OF EACH PAGE CONTAINING THE STATEMENT. I HAVE MADE THIS 

STATEMENT FREELY WITHOUT HOPE OF BENEFIT OR REWARD, WITHOUT THREAT OF PUNISHMENT, AND WITHOUT COERCION, UNLAWFUL INFLUENCE, OR UNLAWFUL INDUCEMENT. 

.•".(1ignaiire of Person Making Statement) 

adriiiiiistoriaths, this „Kbe.  
at  co,"  A• 	 R:105. AL •  

WITNESSES: Subscribed and sworn to before rrt , a person authorize by law to 

day of 
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INITIALS OF PERSON MAKING STATEMENT 
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AFZX-C13 

MEMORANDUM FOR Commander, 2d Armored Cavalry Regiment., APO AE 09322 

SUBJECT: Transmittal of Court-Martial Charges in the case of 
7 	• 

I. The attached court-martial charges against r .-. have been reviewed. 
The specifications allege offenses under the Uniform Code of Military Justice and are supported 
by the evidence attached. The charges are forwarded in accordance with R.C.M. 403, MCM 
(2002), for appropriate disposition. 

2. 1 recommend: 

a_ 	Trial by 0 
Martial empower 

Summary Court-Martial, ( ) Special Court-Martial, ( ) Special Court-
adjudge a Bad Conduct Discharge, or ( ) General Court-Martial. 601 t 

b.	Nonjudicial punishment under Art_ 15. 

c.	Nonpunitive administrative action. ( ) Relief of duties for cause, ( ) Letter of 
concerninonpunitive reprimand, or ( ) Administrative discharge proceedings. 

d. That no action be taken at this time. 

3 Enels 
1. Charge Sheet 
2. Allied Papers 
3. Enlisted Record Brief 

0 2  
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(6) 

AFZX-C-CO 

MEMORANDUM FOR Commander, 1st Armored Division, Baghdad, Iraq, APO AE 09324 

1111111111111Mpr SUBJECT: Trammittni of Court-Martial Charges in the case of 

1. The attached court-martial charges against - 	y have been reviewed.  The specifications allege offenses under the Uniform Code of Military Justice and are supported 
by the evidence attached. The charges are forwarded in accordance with R.C.M. 404, MCM 
(2002), for appropriate disposition. 

2. I recommend: 

a 	Trial by ( ) Summary Court-Martial, ( ) Special Court-Martial, Special Court- 
Martial empowered to adjudge a Bad Conduct Discharge, or ( ) General . Court-Martial. 

b. Nonjudicial punishment under Art. 15. 

c.	Nonpunitive administrative action. ( ) Relief of duties for cause, ( ) Letter of 
concerninonpunitive reprimand, or ( ) Administr9 ive discharge proceedings. 

d. That no action be taken at this tin' 

3 Ends 
I. Charge Sheet 
2. Allied Papers 
3. Enlisted Record Brief 

301469 
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AFZX-CB-EN 

MEMORANDUM FOR Commander, 2d Squadron, 2d Armored Cavalry Regiment, APO AE 
09322 

SUBJECT: Transm=frAi of Court-Martial Charges in the .case of ∎  • 	 " .• 	 r 

1. The attached court-martial charges against . 	 have been reviewed 
and are forwarded in accordance with R.C.M. 401, MCM (2002), for appropriate disposition. 

2. Summaries of expected testimony and documentary evidence upon which the charges are 
based are attached. 

3. All material witnesses are expected to be available at the time of trial. 

4. Personal data of the accused is attached as a copy of the accused's Enlisted Record Brief. 

5. The following additional personal data of the accused is provided: 

a. Number of dependents in command: Two. 

b. Previous disciplinary actions: None. 

6. There is no record of prior court-martial convictions. 

7. The soldier is not currently pending separation action under the provisions of AR 635-200. 

8. 1 recommend: 

a. Trial by ( ) Summary Court-Martial, ( ) Special Court-Martial, () Special Court-
Martial empowered to adjudge a Bad Conduct Discharge, or ( ) General Court-Martial. 

b. - Nonjudicial punishment under Art. 15. 

c. rsfonpunitive administrative action. ( ) Relief of duties for cause, f Letter of 
concem7fionpunitive reprimand, or ( ) Administrative discharge proceedings. 

d. That no action be taken at this time. 

• 

3 Ends 
1. Charge Sheet 
2. Allied Papers 
3. Enlisted Record Brief 
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From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Cc: 

Subject: 

, 	 vs 4 It  U-04, 4.-44,14-1 	 s__M • Sv • 

Monday, January 05, 2004 5:26 PM 

ATTORNEY WORK PRODUCT 

here's my charging suggestion based on my review of the 15-6 investigation: 

VIOLATION OF THE UCMJ, ARTICLE 92: 

SPECIFICATION 1: In that 	. 	_ 	 r, U.S. Army, at or near Baghdad, Iraq, 
between 15 January 2003 and 15 July 2003, was derelict in the performance of his duties in that he willfully 
directed his soldiers to strip all clothing from a detainee, a person whose name is unknown, and release said 
detainee naked in public, when it was his duty not to do so. 

SPECIFICATION 2: In that 	 y, U.S. Army, at or near Baghdad, Iraq, 
between 15 January 2003 and 15 July 2003, was derelict in the performance of his duties in that he willfully failed 
to process through the Civilian Military Operations. Center (CMOC), a detainee in his custody, a person whose 
name is unknown, when it was his duty to do so. 

Have you dismissed / withdrawn the 6 DEC 03 charges without prejudice? I'll need a copy of that for the file, please. 

Please let me know when 	 s done with 	H 10. Got a cohiba with your name on it up here when you 

come up. 

Thx. 

v/r, 

n1471 
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CHARGE SHEET 
I. PERSONAL DATA 

1. NAME OF ACCUSED (Last, First, MO 2. SSN 3_ GRADE OR RANK 4. PAY GRADE 

5. UNIT OR ORGANIZATION 6. CURRENT SERVICE 

a INITIAL DATE 

1 Jan 00 

b. TERM 

I0 years 
7 PAY. PER MONTH 8. NATURE OF RESTRAINT OF ACCUSED 9. DATE(S) IMPOSED 

a. BASIC 	b. SEA/FOREIGN DUTY c. TOTAL 

None. N/A 
IL CHARGES AND SPECIFICATIONS 

10. CHARGE I: VIOLATION OF THE UCMJ, ARTICLE 134. 

Iii. PREFERRAL 

d. SIGNATURE — "ort ICER 

SPECIFICATION SPECIFICATION 2: In that ,_ 
on or about between 15 June 200-3 and 
detaine%by ordering 

5.1...J .--  'AN> 

' t...  SPECIFICATION r In that S 
on or about between I5 June 2003 and 
their clothing. 

C..ki, 4\<7..( 	V: 	V Vii-tc -ke i':$ 

Cfr-lb ).,.ip .b -c7C-4,1) 

SPECIFICATION 1: In that 	 , U.S Army_ did, at or near Baghdad, Iraq, 
on or about between 15 June 2003 and 15 July 2003, wrongfully solicit 	 to commit an assault 
consummated by battery against a detaineeby unlawfully shocking the detainee with a blasting device. • 

n (7..2% 

U.S. Army, did, at or near Baghdad, Iraq, 
15 July 2003, wrongfully solicit _ 	 to maltreat an Iraqi  

kk 

 to strip the detainee of his clothing. 	
y. te-4-74-,s,43-4 1  

y, U.S. Army, did, at or near Baghdad, Iraq, 
15 July 2003,..wmagfiAlly-maltreat two Ir-aqi-detaineesi by stripping them of 

fr-4.&., 	 L,.,,y 4;x4.4., 

(See continuation sheet) "TICE 1..) ,.C.Klir 	A 

e_ DATE 

0 DEC,  2901 
C- 

AFFIDAVIT: Before me, the undersigned, authorized by Iaw to_administer oaths in cases of this character, personally 

appeared the above named accuser this 	day of 	. _ _ , 	, 	, and signed the foregoing 

charges and specifications under oath that he/she is a person subject to the Uniform Code of Military. Justice and that 
he/she either has personal knowledge of or has investigated the matters set forth therein and that the same are true to 

the best of his/her k-nowledze and belief. 

Typed Name of Officer 	 Organization of Officer 

Official Capacity to Administer Oath 
(See R C.M_ 307(b) - most be a commissioned officer) 

Signature 

DD FORM 458, MAY 206171- 	 PREVIOUS EDITION IS OBSOLETE. 

0014- 72 

11a. NAME OF ACCUSER (Last, First, Mi) b. GRADE C. nPGANIZAT1ON OF ACCUSER 
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DODDOA 076887 

b. PLACE c. DATE (YYYYMMDD) 14a. DESIGNATION OF COMMAND OF CONVENING AUTHORITY 

, subject to the following instructions: 

DD FORM 458 (BACK), MAY 2000 
00 1473 

12.  

D 	-2003   , the accused was informed of the charges against him/her and of the 
names) of The accuser(s) known to me (See R.C,M. 308 (a)). (See R. a M. 308 if notification cannot be made.) 

Typed Name of Immediate Commander 	 Organization of Immeorars C,ornmanoei 

1.- 

.atvE fatife 

IV. RECEIPT BY SUMMARY COURT-MARTIAL CONVENING AUTHORITY 
13.  

The sworn charges were received at  1,3;5  hours, 

Designation of Command or 

Officer Exercising summary Court-Martial Jurisdiction (See R C. M. 403) 

FOR THE 1 

Typed name  of Officer 	 Official Capacity or vmcer Nyrru,v 

oigne 
V_ REFERRAL; SERVICE OF CHARGES 

Referred for trial to the 	 court-martial convened by 

By 	  of 	  
Command or Order 

Typed Name of Officer 	 Official Capacity of Officer Signing 

Grade 

Signature 

15. 

On 	 , 1 (caused to be) served a copy hereof on (each of) the above named accused. 

Typed Name of Trial Counsel 	 Grade or Rank of That Counsel 

Signature  

FOOTNOTES: 	— When an appropriate commander signs personally, inapplicable words are stricken. 

2 See R.C.M. 601(e) concerning instructions. If none, so state. 

4 Li 

C") O° 

C  

C) 
0 ." 

0C1' 

Cf 

C)(1' 
 0 

co 

*-4 
5 
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DD Form 458, .  

Item 10, continued: 

CHARGE. fi VIOLATION OF THE UCMJ, ARTICLE/  92. (. 

6(4 

SPECIFICATION 1: In that I__ 	 , U.S. Army, whalEfiew 
-er--siv=k144ave--kReviEnFef-IliiAutios at or near Baghdad, Iraq, on or about between 15 June 2003 
and 15 July 2003, was derelict in the performance of his duties in that he willfully failed to 
prevent 	 fromtcomalitting-thIsatiltconsurmnatecFbrbattery, as it was his 
duty to do. 	 .- itts!s4,,u1-(-',:-....,c. ; . ‘-A LA I1/4--ro-rel— 6" 4.-' -̀A-C- 	/1-1,-al,&:,,:& jrso. 

.../ 
'8 	-.)--jr,  t e_c56A 	'Is L.,,..3v4.....N.),.....43, 

I 	SPECIFICATION 2: In thatl 	 , U.S. Army, wirr-kraw- 
er-sitettill--lrave-kfterwirofthi-Atttits- at or near Baghdad, Iraq, on or about between 15 June 2003 

(4... 	and 15 July 2003, was derelict in the performance of his duties in that he willfully failed to 
4" 	prevent 	 . 	I fromvanamittiault-eeitsuinfilated-1934-battery, as it 
o 	was his duty to do. _ 	A 1.}(4.ANy,-__, -A &41--k--4i: '..p- ?..•,.... 	 c.A.A. -- \-t-AL-1 4  0, V 4741A-C. 	LZ lki? 1 P-._ t4 A....n.-4 

ci--i 

CI) 
4.) 
0 1A1,*-4---1CLA:4 1.D.... 

. 	 c=  CHARGER VIOLATION OF THE UCMJ, ARTICLE/128. ( 	.)—C.;UZ(.—  

,15 E., 
-a 	'fl L.. SPECIFICATION: In that - .... 	 y, U.S. Army, did, at or 

near Baghdad, Iraq, on or about between 15 June 2003 and 15 July 2003, unlawfully strike a 03 ,,, 	detainee)  pc yeaci.-:.,,.- 	z-,:11,c.:1e.- K-i f;.-vtAz... Is ,...,...:-.,e,(_.:..-0.-..1 ,. 
4 -2 
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'FPA RTMENT OF THE ARMY 
2 

AFZX-C-CO 

 

4 September 2003 

MEMORANDUM FOR 
	

APO AR 
09322 

SUBJECT: Recom.menclations for Action Regarding AR 15-6 Investigation 

I. I have reviewed the AR 15-6 investigation into detainee abuse by soldiers in the 
I concur with the investigating officer's findings. 

2. Based upon this investigation, I have recommended that the 
tuse for maltreating detainees. 

3. En accordance with your recommendations, I am returning full authority to you to discipline 
1 in a manner that you believe is appropriate. 

4. Finally, I am concerned that soldiers from the 	 did not understand the 
Rules of Engagement for handling detainees and for using deadly force against intruders within 
your base camp. I direct you to evaluate your subordinates' understanding of the Rules of 
Engagement. Based upon your review, you riay want to consider additional training on the 
Rules of Engagement and the law of war. 

1 

nb 
0 A' 

8 
ct 

0 
1-•■ 

CIL 

< 

0 
0 
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REPLY TO 
Arm-rams OF, 

9EPARTMENT OF THE ARMY 

Art/ etc v7.32.4 

AFZX-C-JA 
	 :2 8 A€JG 2003 

MEMORANDUM FOR RECORD 

SUBJECT: Chain of command recommendation of relief for cause o: 

1. Ont  8 AUG 20133 , the soldier'l 
recommended that 
	

be relieved for cause. 

2. Ont 8 AUG 2003 . the flIdier' 
recommended that 
	

be relieved for cause. 

3. On  2 8 AUG 2003 the soldier's 	 recommended 
that 	 be relieved for cause. 

4. POC is the undersigned at 

3e 
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DEPARTMENT OF TRE ARMY 

4--LISSS, 1,1 I 	 J..01 

AFZX-CE-EN 
	

27 August 2003 

MEMORANDUM FOR 
	

T 

SUBJECT: Response to 15-6 investigation 

During Operation Scorpion Sting our whole platoon was attached to Eagle Troop. We assisted them in 
cleaning up the streets from copper wire in their sector. We spent two days doing that, and we would take 
at least 15 tuck loads of copper wire to the back of the camp each day. About one week later, we got a call 
from Cougar x-ray to go link up with Eagle Troop to go pick up some copper wire. When we got there we 
loaded up the copper wire into our trailers, and headed back to the camp were we had put the copper wire 
From the week before. As we arrive' ' • -xi were we had 
put the copper wire the week prior. 	 and chased 

.1. We didn't catch them, so we headed back were everyone else was at. About 20 mi•-••• 
k told the platoon sergeant that he wanted to go after them again. He said ok. When 

got back from going after the looters, he came back with five detainees. We down loaded them and had 
them help the other two unload the trailers_ E stayed at my truck because/ was hurting from the heat. I also 
explained to my soldiers why we need to give the detainees water. Then, after we had them finish down 
loading the trailers, we took them to the CMOC. 

That day 	 rs s said they saw me shock a detainee. The statements were false, I did 
not shock a detainee. After 	nought back the five detainees, 	was on the 27 truck as 
a M249 gunner, 	! stayed at nrs truck like I did because he also was nutting from the heat. All of 
our tr•-l". were aoout Silty feet apart at the site facing the apposite way from each oil ier pull:me security_ 

never once, that I saw, got off of the truck he was on to do anything. I never saw 
come around my truck after arriving back at Camp Marlboro_ He was a prior heat injury so he really did not 
move out of his truck unless it benefited him. I feel that both 	 have had it out for 
me sense they both got moved from my squad. 

Periodically we would go in the back entrance of the camp to see if we could catch looters in the back of 
the camp. On two occasions we detained loOters. The first time, we took them to the CMOC were we 
attempted to hand them over to Bulldog elements. Bulldog 6 told my platoon sergeant that he didn't want 
them here. Then he told my platoon sergeant to "take them out back and beat the fuck out of them. -  I . 
thought he was serious because every sense we had crossed the berm, it appeared that he had it out for the 
Iraqi people. We took the detainees to a building in back of the camp, and twain leader in the platoon told 
the platoon sergeant if he wanted to teach them we should strip them and send them on there way. We 
could have shot them because they said that they were breaching the outer perimeter. At the time we were 
way beyond the outer perimeter. We didn't make the outer perimeter until the first week in August. 
The ROE was to only shoot when you felt your life or another soldier's life was threatened or when fired 
upon. The Bulldog element was shooting the looters I thought that was to extreme at the time_ Therefore, 
the platoon sergeant didn't want to shoot them and that is why they got skipped. 

July 3, 2003 was the day that 	fought back a detainee to the warehouse where we lived. I don't 
now why he did that, or what tee was thinking when he brought him back. That day we went to go get cokes 
for the 4 th  oliuly party at the camp. When we headed back to the camp we entered into the back gate 
because f believe the front gate was closed due to the threat CM. As we entered the back gate, there were 
Iraqi people running from were the copper wire was at. As we started to chase them I got a flat tire, so my 
truck stopped and we waited for the other trucks. We heart 	the camp and I went to get the spare 
tire so my squad could fix the Oat tire. When I came back 	had pulled in with a detainee in the 
back of his truck. We unloaded him anti .-.4=r him next to the wall. The platoon sergeant sent everyone to 
chow sense it was about to be over. 	-i:. z said that he would watch him while we go to chow. The 
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two soldiers of mine also stayed back that day so they change the tire. When soldiers in the platoon found 
out that caught back the detainee they were going back there to take pictures- i told them to 
stop. don't know what happen white [ was at chow, but when we got done with chow we took the detainee 
to the CMOC. When you come in the way we enter into the building, you can not see to the other half of 
the warehouse due to a canto net up between were we parked our trucks and were we live. So when I came 

back I couldn't see if anything was happening around the trucks. 

I don't understand why only two people in the platoon said they saw me do something I didn't do. 
Everyone else in the platoon said they didn't see me do any of those things. 

[ admit to participating in the stripping of an Iraqi national. [ know this was wrong, I am sorry for this and 
am-fully prepared to take responsibility for my actions and the consequences. I have not beat, kicked, or 
otherwise physically abused Iraqi nationals at any point in time during my rime in theatre. 

have been in the Regiment for six of the seven years [ have been in the Army. [ deployed ahead of the 
Regiment with . Due in large part to my expertise in engineer operations and ability to make 
quick and sound magments, I was selected as one of 10 engineers to accompany the squadron. My service 
to the country and Regiment is a source of great pride for me_ I look forward to continuing to serve both as 
soon as possible. 
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DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY . 

84 th  Combat Engineer Company, 2d Armored Cavalry Regiment 
Camp Dragoon, Baghdad, Iraq APO AE 09322-2381 

AFDC-CB-EN 
	

28 August 2003 

MEMORANDUM FOR 

SUBJECT: Response to 15-6 Investigation 

I have we-1/4A with 	 Or approximately one year. During that year he served as the 
-, performing well above the standards. When 	t received deployment orders, 

t I was chosen to deploy ahead of the rest of the 	 y. He was selected based on 
his knowledge ou engineer task and his ability to make quick, sound decisions. Then' 	characteristics 
needed to provide initial advice to the Squadron Commander and the TAC 	 :avecl numerous 
lives of Iraqi citizens by destroying DPICM submunitions and other UXO's from neighborhoods in Iraq. 
He had always had the best interest of the locals in mind. The platoon started assisting Bulldog Company 

with looters on Camp Marlboro's "back 40" around mid June 2003. During this time 	 vas 
involved with detaining several looters from the back 40. On one occasion, that I was present far, 3-4 

looters were detained. We attempted to hand them off to Bulldog personnel and were told to take the 
looters out scare them, rough them up and release them. I return to our platoon AO and sent the others 

trucks out to relt---"-- 	Just a day or two earlier a looter had been shot and killed on the back 40, 
therefor the 	 I made a decision to make the detainee strip. This was done to 
embarrass the looter so he would not return to be shot and possibly killed. The 	i rte• 	cot have been 
the right one politically, but was effective on saving the lives of those looters. 	_ 	•ealizes that 
the wrong decision was made and is prepared to accept the consequences of his actions. 
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DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY 

AFiX-CB-EN 
	

27 August 2003 

MEMORANDUM FOR 

SUBSECT: Response to 15-6 Investigation 

During the first week of June 2003, we first detained looters from the back of Camp Marlboro. At the time 

we (EN 27,EN22) took the looters to the CMOC, they told us they could not take them at the time, and told 
us to take them out and scared them. I told my translator to tell the looters they are going to the jail. After 
we told them they are going to jail, we took them to their house next to Camp Marlboro, turned them over 
to their family, and witnessed the detainee's father beat them front of us. When I saw this, i told all my 
squad leaders when we detain any looters we wilt take them back to their family. The second time we 
detained looters, I took them back to their house located down an ally. I didn't feel comfortable going 
down the alleyway and I didn't want my platoon to get ambushed, so I decided that the next dine we 

detained looters I wasn't going to take them back to their house. 

In mid June 2003, my platoon was on a mission to retrieve copper wire and drop off in the back of Camp 

Marlboro. We again detained looters from the back of Camp Marlboro. Instead of taking them to their 

house, I took them to the CMOC. At the time our ROE was not to shoot the looters. Only time we were 
authorized to shoot or kill anyone was when we felt our Fife or another soldiers' life was in danger, i.e.; 

someone is pointing weapon at you or get shoot at. That's what I understood about our ROE. It wasn't true 
because Bulldog element shot and killed one tooter, and wounded at least two other people. When they shot 
and killed the looter, they put the dead body on the hood of a vehicle and took the body into Al-Thawra. 

When I took the looters from the back of Camp Marlboro I could have shot and killed them when they tried 

to run, but 1 didn't. I attempted to turn them over to Bulldog elements and  Iet them take care of it. When I 

walked into the CMOC (same loc-t•;^^ as Bulldog TOC) I saw 	 and told him I have detained the 

Looters for them. At that time 	:s tole a/1P 	 them back and beat the fuck out of them". I 

was shocked at what he just told me to do. : 	 as standing next to me and heard what was 

said. I walked out arid told the squad leaders what' 	; tact i,.cr told me. I was going to just take- 

them out of Camp Marlboro and release them. At that time 	 siici;.if you want to teach them a 

lesson, why don't you strip them and send them away. When 	 r told me I really wasn't thinking 

about striping the looters, but while I was taking the looters to the back of the camp, I realize thise looters 

will return and possibly be killed by Bulldog elements. I didn't want that to happen to them, so when we 
stopped at the back of Camp Marlboro there was an empty building we went to. I wanted to just release 
them but I feared that they would return. I made a bad decision and told n strip the detainee. I 
know that it was not the right thing to do, but at the same time I wanted for the netainee to never want to 

return to our camp to steal. I never saw the same looters again after that striping. 

On 3 July 2003 we had a mission to pick up sodas for the squadron 4 th  July party. When we were coming 

back from picking up the sodas we saw looters at the back of Camp Marlboro. We tried to detain them, but 

they got away. EN22 had a fiat tire, so I told EN22, EN23 to return back to camp. When EN23 came in to 

our AO, told me he had detained a looter after all. I told him we would just take him back later 
since dirtier mowwas almost ending. I told them to go to the chow, then we will take the tooter back to the 

CMOC. didn't want to eat so he stayed hack "A  watched the detainee. After I returned from 

chow, I was sluing on my cot, 	 told me 	 was bouncing a soccer bail on the detainees' 

head. I went to the back of the ew alio asked 	t what the hell he was doing and told him not to 

dot that again. We took the detainee to the CMOC. When the entire platoon was back at our AO, I told 
there we would not abuse or miss treat detainees. When we do pick up any detainees in future we will just 

take them to the COMC. 
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Around mid July 2003, while we were returning from the RTOC, I saw a person on the [op of the telephone 
pole cutting wire. We stopped and detained them. I was with EN26, SIGO, when 1 detained the individuals 

and took them to the CMAC turning them over to Bulldog elements. 

On 19 July 2003, we were going to the ASP. I saw a person pointing to a vehicle and copper wire on-the 
sidewalk. ft looked like someone stole the wire. I told EN2I, EN22 to stop. When I walked up with my 

. translator to try to find out where they got this copper wire, my translator told me it was stolen. I was 
trying to talk to the Iraqi citizen who.owned the vehicle to find out where he got this wire from when he 
tried to push me or grab me_ I felt like he was going for my. weapon. I grabbed him and told my Driver to 
t=a ngy cuff him. While we were trying to put the handcuffs on, I heard gun shots coming from my left. I told 

. -;kit stay and cuff the detainee. When I walked over to the vicinity the gunshot came from, 
saw a person with an AK ..-47 ready to shoot again. The individual was aiming at EN2I, I . fired 3 shots and 
took him down. When f walked (mt. -  to the body, I saw that was a female, she was trAn. ,  In "et to the 

• AK-47 she dropped. ook the AK-47 and took her to Camp Marlboro_ :'ga ve the 
shooter first AID, and she lived. Later we found out, from our translator who escorted the women through 
the medical channels, that the woman's brother was the shooter. After he ran she thought he was shot and 
brought out another AK-47. I feel that if I had not taken the actions I did, that she would have shot and 

possibly killed members of my platoon who could not see her. 
I know that what I.did was wrong, I made a bad judgement canon stripping the looters. I am ready to take 
responsibility for my action_ 
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DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY 
- nt 

AFZX-CB-EN 
	

28 August 2003 

MEMORANDUM FOR 

SUBJECT: Response to I5-6 Investigation 

.• was assigned to 	 it about two weeks after I 

took over a. the Platoon Leader. Since his first day, he has rnentored and coached me to be a leader. Iiis 

emphasis on taking care of the soldier and livina the Army values has seta base for my development as an 

• officer. During Operation Iraqi Freedom, . 	 has demonstrated his ability to react to any 
situation, ranging from helping a depressed soldier to calming upset citizens of Iraq. When the platoon 

started detaining looters, 	• ,-.nvoy was the first to make sure they weretreated right. He would give 

water to the thirsty and when informed of possible mistreatments, he talked to the platoon to make sure it 

would not happen. For a brief period looters were b.i.n .1-."t when looter on the hack of Camp Marlboro. 

•When told to rough up, scare, and release detainees : 	 t felt it necessary to embarrass them to 	the 

point they would not return to loot and possibly get shot. His decision was to make he detainee strip and 

walk home nude. The decision may not . have been the best, but it worked. 	 is aware that he 

made a bad choice, but in that choice had saving the lives of the looters in his mind. He is a great asset to • 
the platoon and should not be punished to the point of losing his position as 	. 
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'ITS WARNING PROCEOUREJWAIVER CERTIFI‘._ 
.t of this term. see AR IDEI•30: the proponent agency is DOESOPS 

DATA REQUIRED EY THE PRIVACY ALT 

AUTHORITY: 	 Title 10, United States Code, Section 3012Ip1 

PRINCIPAL PURPOSE: 	 To provide commanders and law enforcement of titles with means by which information may be accurately identified. 

ROUTINE USES: 	 Your Social Security Number is used as an a difitionallaltemate means of idcatificathn to facilitate filing and retrieval. 

DISCLOSURE: 	 Disclosure of your Social Security Number is voluntary. 

FILE NO.  LOQATION 

n 	\to €1,0-b\cs(1,0 Lif i‘b 
NAME Ilan'. Fust. 

Z2
Ei  TE 	 TIME 	jr 

2 la7; 	.R7 f5  
8. 	OROAWt1ATION UR ADDRESS 

SSN URAUEJSTATUS 

  

PART I - RIGHTS WAIVERDJON-WAIVER CERTIFICATE 

Section A. Rights 

The irwestiplio 	 rrw eh.•ikilthe is with the tinted States Army 

• 

eased: 

Beforeahe asked me any questions about the ottense(s), kewaverrt)he made it clear to me that I have the Wowing rights: 

1 	Ida not have to answer any question or say anything. 

Anything I say or do can be used as evidence against me in a criminal trial. 

(Forpersormel subject afire LICMJ I have the right to talk privately to a lawyer befo re, during, and after questioning and to have a lamer present with me 

during questiaMng. This lawyer can be a civilian lawyer I arrange for at ea expense to the Government or a military lawyer detailed for rte at no expense to me, 

or both. 

•• or - 

ffer civ#Taas net Subject to the UCMJI I have the right to talk•privately to a Lawyer before, daring, and after questioning and to have a lawyer present with 

me during questioning. I understand that this lawyer can be one that I arrange for at my own expense, or if I cannot afford•a lawyer and want one, a lawyer 

MD he appointed for me before SEW questioning beg ins. 

IF t am now wiling to discuss the offense(s) under investigation, with or without a lawyer present, l hone a tight to step answering questions at any time, or 

speak privately with a lawyer before answering Further, even 11 1 sign the waiver below. 

COMMENTS (Coirtiowe err nweae site' 

Section R. Waiver 

I understand my rights as stated above, i am now wilting to discuss the offensefs) under investigation and make a statement without talking to a lamer first and svithaut having a lawyer present with me. 

WITNESSES (If available) SIGNATVIE,13F INTERVIEWEE 

Ia. NAME !Type Or Print] 

ORGANIZATION DH ADDRESS AND PHONE 4. GiGt — 	nr,eNucRT1GATOR 
• 

• 

2a. NAME (Type or Pthql TYPED NAME OF INVEsTIDATOP 

• 

ORGANIZATION OR ABORESS AND PHONE 
I- 

ORGANtZATIGN OF INVESTIGATOR 

O4' 
Section C. ?Jon-4 'ver 

. 	I do not want to give up my rights 

D 	Iwa ntalawyer I its not want to be questioned or say anything 

2 	SIGNATURE OF INTERVIEWEE 

ATTACH MS WAIVER CERTIFICATE TO ANY SWORN STATEMENT IDA FORM 2823) SUBSEDLIENTLY EXECLFIEO BY THE SOSPECTIACCOSE0 

OA FORM 3881, NOV 89 
	

EDITION OF NOV 84 IS OBSOLETE 
	

IfSileA /0/ 
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I. 	LOCATION 

eta --s WARNING PROCEDUREIWAIVER CERTIF 
of this kart, see A11150.30; the proponent agency is ODCSOPS 

	6( 4))  
DATA REQUIRED BY THE PRIVACY ACT 

AUTHORITY: 	 Title 11:1, flailed States Cede, Section 3812{g/ 

PRINCIPAL PURPOSE: 	 To provide commanders and law era orcerne.nt of finials with means by which inf imitation may be accurately identified. 

ROUTINE USES: 	 Your Social Security Number is used as are additional/alternate means of identification to facilitate Ming and retrieval. 

DISCLOSURE: 	 Disclosure at your Social Security Number is voluntary. 

. 	BATE 	 3. 	TIME 

1 Atm 	AgA5 
Y  ORGAN! 	NOR ADDIRESIL  

ALE NO 

PART I - RIGHTS WAIVERINI1N-WAIVER CERTIFICATE 

Section A. Rights 

The in..unni...a whale name arrears below told me tharnilthe is with the United States Army 

	  and wanted to question me about the following offenseisl of which I am 

areused: 	ABA.C.tt ee  
Refor(fijahe asked me any questions about the offenseisl, howeverOshe made it clear to me that t have the following rights' 

f. 	I do not have to answer any question or say anything. 

2 	Anything I say or do can he used as evidence against me in a criminal trial. 

3. 	liar persuaftel subject ere LICA, I have the right to talk privately to a lawyer before, during, and aher questioning and to have a Lawyer present with me 

daring questioning. This lawyer ran be a civil -ran lawyer I arrange for at ria expense to the Oouenn eat or a military lawyer detailed for me at no expense tome. 

Or both. 

- OF - 

1Far drams not subject to the WWI I have the right to talk privately to a lawyer before, during, end attar questioning and to have a lawyer present with 

me during questianing. I understand that this lawyer can he one that I arrange for at ray own expense, or it !cannot afford a lawyer and want one, a lawyer 

will he appointed for new before any questioning begins. 

III a m 	to discuss the offense under investigation, with or without a lawyer 'merit! have aright to stop answering questions at any time, or 

speak privately with a lawyer before answering further, even if 1 sign the waiver below. 

COMMENTS faretiage Or reverse side) 

Section R. Waiver .  

I understand my rights as stated above. l am now willing to discuss the siffenseisl under investigation and make a statement without talking to a lawyer first and without having a lawyer present with me. 

WITNESSES Ilf aradablel SIGNATURE OF DiTetiVIEWEE 	„it 

a. NAME (Type or Priiie 

b. ORGANIZATION OR ADDRESS AND PHONE soma VW OF INVESTIW OR / 

. 	, 

/ 

2a. 	NAME (Type or hitt/ -mono Naktr OF INVESTIGATOR 	_ 

r. 

ORGANIZATION OR ADDRESS AND PHONE fi. 	ORGANIZATION OF INVESTIGATOR 

63( ?ci f  hcif‘i - 	//2 ,(12? 
Section C. Non-waiver 

Ido not want to ;jive up my rights 

❑ 	 I woo a lawyer 	 ❑ 	Ido not want to he questioned or say anything 

2. 	SIGNATURE OF INTERVIEWEE 

'ATTACH THIS WAIVER critrin evil TO ANY SWORN STATEMENT IDA FORM 2823) sfieSEEILIEHTLY EXECUTED BY THE StISPECTMOCUSED 

BA FORM 3881, NOV 89 EDITION OF NOV 84 IS OBSOLETE MF112.01 
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'Ws WARNING PROCEDUREIWAIVER CERTIF. _ 
o of this tone. see AR 190.30: the propellant agency is DOCSOPS 1-:.) (4.  „), 

DATA REQUIRED BY THE PRIVACY ACT 

AUTHORITY: 	 Title 10, United States Code, Secfroo 

PRINCIPAL PURPOSE: 	 To provide commanders and law enforcement officials with means by which information may be accurately identified. 

ROUTINE USES: 	 Your Social Security Number is used as an additienallahemate means of identification to facilitate Ming and retrieval. 

DISCLOSURE 	 Disclosure of your Social Security Number is voluntary. 

. 	DATE 

1/3.603. 

TIMf 

11.S 

FILE ND 

 

ORGANIZATION DR ADDRESS 

 

LOCATION 

CA" e ftivr 1 loa Fa 

NAME (Last, frfs4 

 

SRADEISTATUS 

PART I- RIGHTS VW AIVERINON-WAIVER CERTIFICATE 

55th 
	‘3, 

Section A. Rights 

The investigator 	 Artrry 

	  and wanted thquestion me about the fallowing offenseLslot which( am 

Krpe2cused: 	0

▪  

° id:01,e *10-1542  
km 	 he asked me any questions about the (INflse/s), howeverashe made it clear to me that E have the fallowing rights: 

k. 	I do net have to answer any question ar say anything. 

2. Roy-de la I say or do can he used as guidance against me in a crininai trial. 

3. (far persaand subject at& MAU Move the right to talk privately to a lawyer before, during, and after questioning and to have a lawyer present with rim 

doting qirestioniog. This lawyer can be a eiviliartlawyar I arrange for at no expense to the Govern-ma or a mirrtary lawyar cletaled far ire at no expense to ma, 

or both. 

- OF • 

(Fvr ciwiims not sub:tea to the LICMJ1 I have the right to talk privately to a lawyer before, during, and after questioning and to have a target present with 

on dating questioning.] understand that this lawyer can be a ne that 1 arrange for at my own amuse, or if I cannot afford a lawyer and want one, a lawyer 

will be appointed far me before any questioning begins. 

if i am now willing to discuss the affenseisi under investigation, with or without a lawyer prr-sent. I have a then testae answering questions at any tune. or 

speak privately with a lawyer before answering further, even if ( sign the waiver below. 

COMMENTS (Continve on raw's* :life) 

Section B. Waiver 

I understand my rights as stated above. i am now wilting to discuss the offensafst ander investigetion and make a statement wit out talking to a lawyer first and without having a lawyer present with me. 

WITNESSES lif available' 3. 	SIGNATURE OF INTEIMEME 

— 	re- 	. 

Ia. 	NAME (Type of Ain') 

b. 	onmalloN OR ADDRESS AND PHONE 
A 

4. Sgmtarinc MANIIRSTMATFIR 

.0". 	. 	. 	 . 	
.., 

1.-----,.....„ 

5. - 	TYPED 1 	.4CSTIRATEIR 	.0 

...... 

2a 	NAME (Type or Aka) t. 

b 	ORGANIZATION DR ADDRESS AND PHONE 6. ORGANQATION OF INVESTIGATOR 

5i, pa‘ ii6.(-- 	z 

- 

Section C_ Hari-waivor 

7.Ido not want to Ow op my tights• 

❑ 	I want a Lawyer 	 ❑ 	i de net want to be quasi ioried or say anything 

2. 	SIGNATURE OF INTERVIEWEE 

ATTACH THIS WAIVER CERTIFICATE TO ANY SWORN STATEMENT (0.4 FORM 2823) SUBSEQUENTLY EXECUTED BY THE SLLSPECTJAC CUSH/ 

OA FORM 3881, NOV 89 EDITION OF NOV 84 IS OBSOLETE E/SAPA 201 
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Index of all Exhibits 40)  

• Exhibit A 
• Exhibit B 
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SWORN.STATEMENT 
For use of this form, see•AR 190-45; the proponent agency is ODCSOPS 

PRIVACY ACT STATEMENT 	 • 

AUTHORITY: 	Title 10 USC Section 301; Title 5USC Section 2951; E.O. 9397 dated November 22, 1943 ISSN,- 

PRINCIPAL PURPOSE: 	To providd coinmaricthrs and law enforament bfficials with means by' which information may be accurately 

ROUTINE USES:. 	Your sodal security number is used as,an additional/alternate means of identification to facilitate filing and retrieval. 

DISCLOSURE: 	.Disclosure of your socjal security number is voluntary. 

1. LOCATION 

afrA4P PRI9ami, i5i964000-wM-CP 
2. DATE (YYYYMMDD1 

-2003 07 2S" 
3. TIME 

I? 5 O 
4. FILE NUMBER 

	

5. LAST NAME. FIRST AtAMF MI MI E NAME 	

S . 	- - 	- — 	......- -.. 	t 	.....-I, dr. .-- ._. 	..-- - - - 
6. SSN 

- 

7. GRADE/STATUS 

B. ORGANIZATION OR ADDRESS 

• 

	

—• .. , 	-• _  
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i 
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olvtpl". 11,4 441 lite, ge_ Jar i'd Ad- 44_ 
51cfc.itel 	ail. Tfr.y; r.--:441;6.4%. 	i,.,-1.-X 	441.rq sti3c( 
412r A949. r :2"-- ahc. 7IW c444-, 	' 

4,,i‘gl s 	44 	ileilt 	)---.46e,5 	671-4,1e41 

14 474-- 	4e 	Gioi'4,.. ---Ae. -Qtoc-i) 	A /  2- 	gyz...yr23 /  

•.......c_ 	.1... 	Ftz  4 ..,•44-71.4 

rg-eXell-e--e. 41e 74795S a4"e 44142.45. 27 

1 - 

	

hi 77? A4/ 

1; 44.  bei4 of rt, lerk,,..k,ce.. ail 1,1,:dem/s 
ilk_ 4Lt Ar  AAAI /Iv 	464e 4,111 Ad 

41.0-e shblei i4c;ti-e-i. 6ge--- )4:7 1-7(41 

de; 81-04,4 ..Pr All a.11 otrec4 A 
e_ede5  j, 	Ab,, ie.e.4 ?te...5(4,1  „cr. 4 if ,and 

' 	‘ d.e .n.)- 	, 	 deill*C01  )1  le; 
also 421.14441 4- 	1, Pres 

44,- 5441;e,1 -1-, '44_ le"' . 0-r
6€4 

 ,,,,,, )44;u1e4e 

10. EXHIBIT I ITIAtS rIF pPRSON MAKING STATEMENT 
- PAGE 1 OF:. 	1 	PAGES 

ADDITIONAL PAGES MUST CONTAIN THE HEADING -STATEMENT.- 

THE BOTTOM OF EACH ADDITIONAL PAGE MUST BEAR THE INITIALS 

MUST SE BE INDICATED. 

TAKEN AT 	DATED 

OF THE PERSON MAKING THE STATEMENT, AND PAGE NUMBER 

DA FORM 2823, DEC 1998 
	

OA FORM 2823, JUL 72. IS OBSOLETE 
	

USAPA VI .00 

0 1 4 8 7 
DODDOA 026901 
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STATEMENT OF  	 TAKEN AT 

 

DATED j-,Ig g 	0/c51.3 

   

    

     

      

pc ,..-5 
4e. 5 koc-A4'.3 inc:01,-4)-  ...b./ oke ,o5-5. -/ Lie_ roc9..,1 L,f) Mc,' .1-,  p.4_14 44 

evie54-04tel04 axe ri,e,=4,-,ici 4 E-DA vi  add tsme._ ddnir-14, see.4 .;4-6 	,4-.4 ., 	. 
' il 9 $ 71' A.16475  pe-5e..07 ‘fe-e-v*ed Or' ; Pt 467 p....ra•04.!eof .4-49•e g07 4 a '5 ,4_. 

elei0t -4 ic-tcl,  ,14e,v1 A 4 .•50/1 4,  dot .-11CiCA !..--;^P-- 441 .671  .51.04 •714,4, . 

-14," rec71:"; Ail to"5  .0,.€ ome,..5 z-- 	- 	-7 _. . 5 _read tlizof 41.7-),----  
44eLgte- 

 tillefA70  4;4) 41.tc,  nadifeS, .. .4•1 tggAcgier- on -4___ .74;4311 d i j itil e.„- er - ftelcji 	G5. :2--;i--  

G 

1414V be: 41,176e. sepc.azie- 64- o A, ,v--A.-4e T -1,ei,le /74- ..7 i‘e---t- rte 
ifiate.iii&/1470.45 .. nd 04 5L ;Al 'iwis' Pr i Or . _ ... 	 ar '-it) "iirg (5 ;44.  

	

'le- 	

0 

_ ./f•  

fiCA ■•1 - 14,e54-)ari . )1412/ A )1 nyA:1...--rAle..(4e..,. 4461 stiy,,,4, - 7-; 4,e._ 	i-e...-e.-. -..,b, 	..r., 

fiC0‘.5 ail IA ys,5471,4/ t-ead- 14, --r.,-- atlui 9446 oft, , ,,,/,.--e lf r P. . A .5;414"AL( 	- ;: -- .- C= I- 

5641d fie. NimM6-.F0L6.0tAi6 ________— 	 .1- r-  i 
',.0 c 

Z [ 
0 • , 
< ( 
CI Cp 
.--. . 

AFFIDAVIT 

I, 	 • 	c 	• , 	 HAVE READ OR HAVE HAD HEAD TO ME THIS STATEMENT 
WHICH BEGINS ON PAGE I, AND ENDS ON PAGE  Z. 	FULLY UNDERSTAND THE CONTENTS OF THE ENTIRE STATEMENT MADE 

BY ME.. THE STATEMENT IS TRUE. I HAVE INITIALED ALL CORRECTIONS AND HAVE.INITIALED.THE BOTTOM OF. EACH PAGE -

CONTAINING THE STATEMENT. •I HAVE MADE.THIS STATEMENT FREELY WITHOUT HOPE OF BENEFIT OR REWARD, WITHOUT 

THREAT OF PUNISHMENT, AND WITHOUT COERCION, UNLAWFUL INFLUENCE. C" 	 " " 	 • • 

 

(gignaturepi-FEson Making Statement) 

WITNESSES: . 	Subscribed and sworn to before me 

admi 'stet oaths, this 	 day of 

at 	 1 

a person authorized by law to 

   

   

   

1 

  

      

      

ORGANIZATION OR ADDRESS 	 • (Signature-61PeA§on Aommisteriggy  Oath) - 

-c— at  Nam

/

e of Person Administering Oath) 

S--G  
ORG1INIZATION OR ADDRESS 	 (Authority To Administer Oaths) 

9. STATEMENT (Continued) 

;0•Pe-0144-:* n 41,- 571.44);.)  

■ lc 

INITIALS OF PERSON MAxtNr. rTarrntice6T 	

PAGE  2 
	

OF 2- PAGES 

PAGE 3. DA FORM 2823, D 
	

USAPA V1.00 

001488 

DODDOA 026902 
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SWORN STATEMENT 
For use of this form, see AR 190-45; the proponent agency is ODCSOPS 

AUTHORITY: 

PRINCIPAL PURPOSE: 

ROUTINE USES: 

DISCLOSURE: 

PRIVACY ACT STATEMENT 

rale 10 USC Section 301; Title 5 USC Section 2951; E.O. 9397 dated November 22, 1943 ISSN_ 

To provide commanders and law enforcement officials with means by which information may be accurately 

Your social security number is used as an additional/alternate means of identification to facilitate filing and retrieval. 

Disclosure of your social security number is voluntary. -  

1. LOCATION n 	1 . 
1 	d 

2. DATE (YYYYMMDDI 

Oe o 7 	f 
3_ TIME 

2.° 	- 

4. FILE NUMBER 

5 .  LAST NAME. F1 	T NAME. MIDDLE NAME 

sl I ,t1•741• •vork.- - #  

1 6. 	ssra 7. GRADE/STATUS 

B. ORGANIZATION OR ADDRESS 

, WAN'? TO MAKE THE FOLLOWING STATEMENT UNDER OATH: 

)/* fikC ti 	4P iC  c)4 	1.4?""effe / 4_015 

illeit- 	,tA eF- so 4.1_I rf e if 
3 DI rfr "1/474,  *n..F 	 111 Ai 9 	 itey 

fr'ic-1/ 

17 (.40'1-A 	fi 	 ° I4  Ark'?" 	}e i 

pI JJ," Lt ci Pk- 	 14,11 /./ 7-€-&•^- 

ri 
a 1/ 044 eft 	 L"'" f 4-  • 4/1./c- 

lei- I 41, 	 /Lk. - 	 724.- 	 1•"" L/e./ 	 9,(-2.1 

/49,2 	/./ 	 GJ WH e,.-^ 	 e 	/ I° t'V 

	

• 21-09 t 	ni 	"Az, 

ad/  
it 41 	 ik4. 	Pe e- 

7  r 	r4.-- 	741-- 	Are' 	..4.-191 74 	— 

word gem,1/4 	 i•--e-,74.  /0 71-4- /TA ,pe-- 12. n- 1 i  /1 k.". 
E,,,--„r̀ 	 74ve-it J ped IL-4_ I./4 	s 	p-71-  

10. EXHIBIT 
	

11. INITIALS OF PERSON MAKING STATEMENT 1 PAGE 1 OF 
• 2---   PAGES 

ADDITIONAL PAGES MUST CONTAIN THE HEADING 'STATEMENT 	 TAKEN AT 	. DATED 	 

THE BOTTOM OF EACH ADDITIONAL PAGE MUST BEAR THE INITIALS OF THE PERSON MAKING THE STATEMENT, AND PAGE NUMBER 
MUST BE BE INDICATED. 

YJ" 

(1,1,-,..eit 114- 155/4.4 d 4,-.‘,1 

6/V/ 714 Ot 

DA FORM 2823, DEC 1998 
	

- DA FORM 2823, JUL 72, IS OBSOLETE 	 USAPA V1.00 

001489 

ei 	64-3.-.4-4  2 7, 7_ .1, 2 	, 	rile- 1-'47 • At?,  .1.-1J- 

DonnnA n9Rcarn 
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F • \ 

ORGANIZATION OR ADDRESS 
G  

(Authority To Administer Oaths) 

PAGES I PAGE 	OF 
NITIALry OF PERSON MAKING STATEMENT 

/fr •••• 	• 

-   
Person 

 - 
 (Signature of 	Making Statement) 

WITINIFSSES: 

ORGANIZATIORLAIR—tinrIRPg 

Subscribed and sworn to before me, a person authorized by iaw to 

administer_Raths, this  ,,gg"  day of 	 . 	3'  
at 	KCA;o► f-rIF WC- I 

/-1 

. 	• 

"—,..krering Oath) 

fTyperri me of Person'Administering Oath) 

STATEMENT ON TAKEN AT 	 _ DATED X \-3 4- 0:5 

 

 

9. STATEMENT (Continued) 41- 	 2-4' 	;;L CA)15  A/Ltd i 7247 y  Add 	ir,-0',":{ dr...0-44w or" 

)44,„ /9//.. 	 2  7 2. 	 74/4 

	

P41.- /0.-*//, -A,se •"1-6( 	
I—L. 

pf.c.1 	 c 	 p, 
	I..1%c 

/246'1' _ I  _IF6141 	a-- 	 /;t1,i6- 

few (.44-. a,'  "4 'FT/ k. 	"`" blzf d 	c/Z;,, 	7—A 

A, :( 444  - 	 467-7: 

AP flu. 	ci "99/74- 	 0,t- 
- • " 	`" 

4//7  

1,7411. , 
•_

e4 	
f - - 

r•-", 	 .es 

( 	 ci  

ccbt„" 	4ete 	 /Mk 	 F;;;-  

	

ii"4(1'11-top
kr,t4 ILA/kad 	14&'4  

< 

6G•t-ot 	 ki fier  Li/ )47  5; 04 On Oir sire "-X 14--.?11.-- 
•-k• 

rL-e 	 °146(-4"" ef',/ 

0 

el- 1/ /A- 741tt vihy 7-Xe.t 

tof •c 711,  

cu 
c) AFFIDAVIT 

I.   HAVE READ OR HAVE HAD READ TO ME THIS STATEMENT 

WHICH BEGINS ON PAGE 1, AWDI gNDS ON PAGE  Z 	I FULLY UNDERSTAND THE CONTENTS OF THE ENTIRE STATEMENT MADE 

BY ME. THE STATEMENT IS TRUE. t HAVE INITIALED ALL CORRECTIONS AND HAVE INITIALED THE BOTTOM OF EACH PAGE 

CONTAINING THE STATEMENT. I HAVE MADE THIS STATEMENT FREELY WITHOUT HOPE OF BENEFIT OR REWARD. WITHOUT 

THREAT OF PUNISHMENT, AND WITHOUT COERCION. UNLAWFUL INFLUENCE, OR UNLAWFUL INDUCEMENT. 

rn 

O 
O ti 

PAGE 3, DA FORM 2823, DEC 1998 
	 LIS APA VI.00 

001490 

nnnnnA nogarm 
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SWORN STATEMENT 
For use of this form, see AR 190-45; the proponent agency is ODCSOPS 

   

        

        

        

        

        

        

        

        

        

        

PRIVACY ACT STATEMENT 

Title 10 USC Section 301; Title 5 USC Section 2951; E.O. 9397 dated November 22, 1943 (SSW. 
To provide commanders and law enforcement officials with means by which information may be accurately 

Your social security number is used as an additional/alternate means of identification to facilitate filing and retrieval. 

Disclosure of your social security number is voluntary. 

AUTHORITY: 

PRINCIPAL PURPOSE: 

ROUTINE USES: 

DISCLOSURE:  

1. LOCATION /9 / 

Aisk 
5. LAST NAME. FIRST NAME. MIDDLE NAME. 

2. DATE (YYYYMMDD) 

2_,0 3 0  7 7 
6. SSW 

3. TIME 

t) 

4. FILE NUMBER 

7._ GRADE/STATUS _ 

8. ORGANIZATION OR ADDR SS 

	 , WANT TO MAKE THE FOLLOWING STATEMENT UNDER OATH: 

it...,  44.2. I alit,- 	PI 	4j,v/- s efoPf 	 c 

plc ‘,.,,j 	7•04.. 	j4k.4.Z. 	 5k-a 121.fr 

tiwf 	 1:1".41 	• 171e 

rt- 

 

/-A7 	ttA.1(4,- 	 rvthi 	 ,;i- 
„„,1 	no,  Ph 	Iti!"0 P C.rk. 	 I4.-ft AI/ Ls".• 

) 4A._ z/j0 L-v 	TActu 	 /1, 	A'"”' 	tottf  Ageue- 

s 	 re-  w.16- A t  AJ 4.44,464-61  /it 14,/0/0‘it 

10. EXHIBIT I 11. INITIALS OF PERSON MAKING STATEMENT 
PAGE 1 OF 

 

PAGES 

  

ADDI770NAL PAGES MUST CONTAIN THE HEADING "STATEMENT 	 TAKEN AT 	DATED 

THE BOTTOM OF EACH ADDITIONAL PAGE MUST BEAR THE INITIALS OF THE PERSON MAKING THE STATEMENT, AND PAGE NUMBER 
MUST BE BE INDICATED. 

DA FORM 2823, DEC 1998 DA FORM 2823, JUL 72, IS OBSOLETE USAPA V i .00 

00149 

nnnnnA nogang 
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PAGE 3, DA FORM 2823, DEC 1998 

/7( (3) 

ORGANIZATION OR ADDRESS (Signature f& PeAcin 	 oath) 

ORGANIZATION OR ADDRESS 
/5,-6  

(Authority To Administer Oaths) 

PAGES OF PAGE 

US APA 111.00 

STATEMENT OF 	  TAKEN AT 	  DATED 	  

9. ST MENT (Continued! 

AFFIDAVIT 

HAVE READ. OR HAVE HAD READ TO ME THIS STATEMENT 
WHICH BEGINS ON PAGE t AND ENDS ON PAGE  I   . I FULLY UNDERSTAND THE CONTENTS OF THE ENTIRE STATEMENT MADE 
BY ME. THE STATEMENT IS TRUE. I HAVE INITIALED ALL CORRECTIONS AND HAVE INITIALED THE BOTTOM OF EACH PAGE 

CONTAINING THE STATEMENT. I HAVE MADE THIS STATEMENT FREELY WITHOUT HOPE OF BENEFIT OR REWARD, WITHOUT 

THREAT OF PUNISHMENT, AND WITHOUT COERCION, UNLAWFUL INFLUENCE. OR UNLAWFUL INDUCEMENT. 

(Signature of Person making .›.tement) 

Subscribed and sworn to before me, a person authorized by law to 

adrninKer oaths. this_ day of flAty  	,  3:27=33  
	  -et 	 C7C-_ 	r-4..0  

4 S- 

!Typed Nome of Person Administering Oath) 

INITIALS OF PERSON MAKING STATEMENT 

301492 

TNESSES: 

DODDOA 0769nA 
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I, _   , WANT TO MAKE THE FOLLOWING STATEMENT UNDER OATH: 

04 nv 	 ,1,) OS 	 1-01 	. t 	 wre-j 

of 1 r ; 	I 	-71 4- 	 tj- 	 14,d 	iiky 5c tA 	r.  

Q _  
-1=4 VN,, 	 ojd 	 .e 	tA-Ar.--(--e 	 cp.J 	 okCre 	

I-.  

 - ■ Utici 	dit CA- b 

0 

CID 
CD 

FL? 	 0'1 	 ‘c kr,-2p 	ze-  .56,7 /&71+ 	kee. 	7IC M  

fo A-' ,', ,---Le kix LJ Ici ..7 t' 	h, Y-t- 1t .71,1 	e 'di 'J .  ectinze iva befc, ,, (c.,6 t-4..,, 0,,ki-, di- w se 

av- c. i-t.IR-t9.. cu,,P  t.., j ,€., ., 5  t 
	

, Li)c  cE4  _e  _4, i--06, Ha Prt e .1.  f-  1 c ir 4,  s ..e ils.-e., eitLit:A.e.. 

4 . 0 I-  4.- 
An y  Akr 2 frae4-5 ek/ 0- 	

. 

r CLW. ,,,,..,.., t 	u,„.k,li' f--.—_c at og G... .-14-'r -t-̂ ,-,:-..e■ t ..e .6,, , iv,i, 	i:, r rr-,,, tif 	4-0 c:3- ""--1- 	"c-A-"A-`1"5  e  ` 
- 	:./ 

.5 Z c VL rk)  5 [11.i e.k s;Q if eil-\_ .; c,1 	Iv  AS A  .N.,..,...k. 	, 	..1.4,. - i , 	44 M y 	 ,.. 11 ,- v 	t,s.i •°-5 
1--s c e 	..,, 	' 	= 	-, 

I, y_Att C ,,, K yd 91,...1,, ..? i ,4-0-0 , 5-e--,,  .9.--c_A---i 1,,,,!..t. 6.z.k_ 4.6 F.t, t,,f,,,,../ e 11.,.."..k,se W,44., 44-8. .3.,a -1 z,,, :,.., ee 

cL, cf).ee.-i.,...e s 1,, a z,,..S1., 	 4,....0) f ,,,,,, 
	

-
g 

	), c97" 1 	iltri'..7 P2, -e .J,4 ,4 .4, oir 

i ,  t, 	,,, )4,,Q,,,t. i.-4....e ) r  	; ..,-.- 5 1,-eAvth. l,..1---et:O. $ fe ,  Le -tiv,-+ -I-0 IL 	 y M t...Ste. .5V,  r `<- 

II 	fr,NO 14/4  I. 	 0.1 ; S .  i-  rra-ep
ie 

 er; II 1, ■ 	Mu t fle 4-  Pkr.41.-r. -e e4-' 4,-,.y  .5 it..4 r .iil 	- is 

,,_ ,61s0- 1_ t its-, /VI rs  cit ,  /In r . ..-C., 	kc- v .-, 1-f-An. - ,9 w1`-4 	1,0 y• 3 cic)  = ‘'' 13 	,...vr..Z Fl  , ,.-.,,,,e, ,..„ , 	__< . 

Cl, 0  

CE7 

if Rey LJ 	 µ1:.i 5 	 s 	 e kelc, 0,4 

ti ;v11.0ii,js 	A-q)pti-cy 	3 n1  ure? 	 0`- 	 .. 1  

Wf..‘ -C Pt is 6 Pre g 	 r4.,),--6 	 1-46to 

x- 	e„,„e  114 	CGS Tb-e. 	Jr 46.1 5 b-ce.,-,:rtj 	 C. CIVI 6 	
. 

4, e 	 &I  LL BO 4=1. ,  

P4,16 ,1. et 	ows.0 •-ltxc..e;, ,) ,e 	1-6.45 , .L 	 =-0 A, 5 4-t-n a-- 14/‘"` d 4 	 ,-r 
- 	

Ce75 	X p)  

itx,f I. 	.7 -5 qz. 6't cat  4 
5 	

do 	 -56 0 trf r 	 —.0 5 LJ af^a 

e 
"tv r1-441„ 	5eivf 

.7 

) „ 	pp., 	e 	v'S 

0 

0 
CD 

in- 14-c- ira ■'.- 	. n- 	40 	 60lai' ■er5 	 5,7c-r—r 

' a-  
s 	ri 	r 	 1-4, 	 v 	

of-- 	i v. z...1z3  

ee.) 	 kJ- 	V {- 	Ct- 	e #4,1 	i , 	 14A 	c) 	)it 	' 	 

10. EXHIBIT 
	

11. INITIALF' -IF PERSON MAKING STATEMENT PAGE 1 OF 
	SZ. 	PAGES 

ADDITIONAL PAGES MUST CONTAIN THE HEADING ''STATEME Ic 	 

 

TAKEN AT 	DATED 	. 

THE BOTTOM ,  OF EACH ADDITIONAL PAGE MUST BEAR THE INITIALS OF THE PERSON MAKING THE STATEMENT, AND PAGE NUMBER 
MUST BE BE' INDICATED. 

k k  Ano- 	)a d4-  104si-rec.J.,ted 	 .15 Kj  5 "1 r.YMCT^cI^ 	L12 

cf 	 f-4 	 stj 	 e .1? ,s fo 6 T-oe 
sr, 

 
6e-4- 5-E---J" ekK,a ;•./ 4 ./11TeP kivy? 	 r.i ► -= 	0C- 	5 if-r-,e , ,107 

cl.AD 	 „ 	I, 61:.- 

r"td Y- 
L 	 ch_fp-rcy a „„,i,5 ? ff.o!..--A  

SWORN STATEMENT 
For use of this form, see AR 190-45; the proponent agency is ODCSOPS 

AUTHORITY; 

PRINCIPAL PURPOSE: 

ROUTINE USES: 	• 

DISCLOSURE: 

PRIVACY ACT STATEMENT 

Title 10 USC Section 301; Title 5 USC Section 2951; E.O. 9397 dated November 22, 1943 ISSN). 

To provide commanders and law enforcement officials with means by which information may be accurately 

Your social security number is used as an additional/alternate means of identification to facilitate filing and retrieval. 

Disclosure of your social security number is  voluntary. 	- 
4. FILE NUMBER 1. LOCATION 

1.--/ -/  
5. 

2. DATE fYYYYMMDD) 

)._0 -S 
6. SSW  

3. TIME 

7 3 O  
7. GRADE/STATUS 

8. ORGANIZATION OR ADDRESS 

DA FORM 2823, DEC 1998 	 DA FORM 2823. JUL 72, IS OBSOLETE 
	

tISAPA V1.00 

n o xrir' 

ink/Z51-i• 	, 

DonnnA n9Rco7 
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I 

ST TEMENT OF 	  TAKEN AT 	  DATED 

9. STA MENT (Continued) 

0 3) 

0 
 0 

4—• 

0 

,a a 
z 

cc 

0 

rc 

ro 

0 

AFFIDAVIT 
1 	.. 	s  ,.,., _. •,r vr ,r 	, HAVE READ OR HAVE HAD READ TO ME THIS STATEMENT 

WHICH BEGINS ON PAGE 1, AND ENDS ON PAGE  al  . t FULLY UNDERSTAND THE CONTENTS OF THE ENTIRE STATEMENT MADE 
y,,,,D BY ME. THE STATEMENT IS TRUE. ! HAVE INITIALED ALL CORRECTIONS AND HAVE INITIALED THE , TTOM OF EACH PAGE 

CONTAINING THE STATEMENT. I HAVE MADE THIS STATEMENT FREELY WITHOUT HOPE OF BEN OR REWARD, wrn-totir 
THREAT OF PUNISHMENT, AND WITHOUT COERCION, UNLAWFUL INFLUF"-F •-- '"" ' -fa" •• — ' """"--. 

(Signature of Person marrny jtaternent) 

Subscribed and sworn to before me, a person authorized by taw to 

thi 	 day of  ..ca( y- 	1.0O3  

Aesel, 	ScivIliceesal r  j'iter;  

ORGANIZATION. OR ADDFISS 	 "-- .7serrng Oath) 

(Typed Name of Person Administering Oath) 

UHLiANizATION OR ADDRESS 

  

(Authority To Administer Oaths) 

INMALS OF PERSON MAKING STATEMENT 	

PAGE 	OF .2 PAGES 

WITNESSES: 

PAGE 3, DA FORM 2823, DEC 7998 USA•PA V1.00 

001494 

at 

nnnnna n9RariR 
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SWORN STATEMENT 	 . 
For use of this forrh. see AR 190-45; the proponent 'agency is ODCSOPS 

PRIVACY ACT STATEMENT 

AUTHORITY: 	 Title 10 USC Section 301; Title 5 USC Section 2951; E.Q. 9397 dated November 22. 1943 ISSN). 

PRINCIPAL PURPOSE: 	To provide commanders and law enforcement officials with means by which information may be accurately 

ROUTINE USES: 	Your social security number is used as an additional/alternate means of identification to facilitate filing and retrieval. 

DISCLOSURE: 	 Disclosure of your social security number is voluntary. 

1.IOCATION 

C-C -•-• 0 	YA.CoN-r \.‘",-.0 VO 	P3C0.4rasfAirk-,-0,4a  

2. DATE (YYYYMMOD) 

700S CY. t C.  

3. TIME 

7.f.)‘ 0 
4. FILE NUMBER 

5. LAST No T. ,1 	C ' r''''-  . 4  " ..- --)LE NAM_ S.. SSW 7. GRADE/STATUS 

	

8. ORGANIZATION OR ADDRESS 	 - 

- 	.. 	.- 	_ v  ___________-- 

	

I„ . 	 , 

0.._ VLIAA-A ,--ct‘ of)  cofpf.t.-, l-k..,-..Q 	 -1 

	

C1(-- lic-t■ 	 wvg•'Llk.7(n-t) 

(...i.-1--kA-'■-. 	‘...x_Ye-ID 	tA/N-ri.11KAA. 

Cru- 	U-e)LA/CI-P-'? Ck' 	(:)-k\ 

... 

i.--,2_ 	0'-x-2c 	.A...( ckszA.f2L,L.,9 

A&-/C0 	

t.)J,i2 

u\o  
UKAijt, 

	

	
/./.60.,1 tArI  

VL AIsArjAL- 0 ^-- 	" (..k) e 	1-'1,-K-A t0-er-CL  

(_K_)k.\_p,-, c)._, 	r 	Vr i 	 -{,AL  

..0.44 LQ 	-'. )`--6 	"6-e -r0-4 Cr-C—Fc_dx.DA-erv-‘ 

-k) 	-4-0SkA-a 	WL0-c-e-_-' U-)  C 

	

-e -c tZ `-(_U t 	ip e 	p-` 	̀A ,-)j-e 

. 	, 
. 

Lt,t..31.A.,■-.a.)  .0,4'  , \ 	k A A. 	t-11-1_ ,--\wk...) 

-3-ke_. dak.v --Q7-1  U-A-dr./44-1V--"k-  `- 1-k-rf_._ 	Cl-GkAge, 

	

timk_Ad-e. 	pkere_2_ , J_ •ci-,..a.  t 

wv- 
 

WANT TO MAKE THE FOLLOWING STATEMENT 

t CkrACI17"77 

0 	

,-)7-Jr---k-EY-1. 

N)..0-r-JV__ (A 	-c1,2-to 

	

G„..0  La u\sh.,N_  ck.,,.,r f) 	. Oj 
Z d- Orc.,,,„Q_0-3- 	L-_ ,-,Vo 

i  

__ 	..... 	, 

kiti, 	3 taco 	,-I---,_ 

_,-±•1?)-e(V- ‘AAA-f t) 

‘-1°  . 91"1/4-'€. 	 ‘-'W 

t&A.Ah. t.),..K1ZAn 	(-I\ - 	GCI-F; (-1 

A...-'-v. r'  Ula.Q., 	fecZ 

U-, 	p—c- . —e-e. 1 

OkAO-vC U. 	U- V -(-1-13- 

01_,}0 NStAA-P dA.A,,,tit( 
ierik_L),-...AA.A._  , 	ki,...,..0_,,, u2 Lbc-I.,:.) Crt.- -co,:k  

CAA_L J.J2te-P----, c  
‘.A.A.A.--Ac 	certm_t 	0-(.... 	, ,C 

Efi--aril

i  

L— ,-0-3 ,..4--we'0,..e  

\--,--6■."--,, 

CA.12)'  d  

c--9,_1\4,--e(r!) 

- 

UNDER OATH: 

e Q,,,,_, 

c,,, 	.,,,„..„.,0—, 

e_. 06?j() 	. 	' 

dc.Q.crk-en Z197'CI-j. 

cc 	1  

Cr' 

U'. 	kiL‘73  

OrtIM-i0t4 C)C  

U__1710- -P,AZ) 

1P-Lir-1 L..) 

01/4,eit 

•.- f ' 	....Q.,._  CL,.fer0 

tx)-;---,. • ut6 
ciLi..ot 14-eE. 

L■kJ Oat 

cc." 	u__/.0  

V \414L 

■ 

a\AAA/E-X'6  

k- -,Okn-erf., 

- 

LU—z--\ 

0,,,4 

0_6-4, ,4_12_..e 

IO. 	EXHIBIT 11. . INITIALS _ 

INTIALS 

OF PERSON MAKING STATEMENT 
PAGE 1 OF 	 PAGES 

ADDITIONAL PAGES MUST CONTAIN THE HEADING "STATEMENT 

THE SOTTOM OF EACH ADDITIONAL PAGE MUST BEAR THE 
MUST BE BE INDICATED. 

TAKEN AT 	DATED 

OF THE PERSON MAKING THE STATEMENT, AND PAGE NUMBER 

DA FORM 2823. DEC 1998 
	

DA FORM 2823. JUL 72. IS OBSOLETE 
	 USAPA 3/1 .00 

001495 
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(Signature of Person Making Statement) 

WITNESSES: Subscribed and sworn to before me, a person authorized by law to 

administer oaths, this  a.411  day a 
at 

••■ 	 . 
1 It.11•4 rj 	 (Signature of Person >fdrninrsrerar y 'Oath) 

(Typed .'4drIe or rerson ,-Nur,nnistering Oath) 

, . 

ORGANILA ; JON Uti AuLmE6s 

     

     

   

(Authority To Administer Oaths) 

 

AFFIDAVIT 

	  HAVE READ OR HAVE HAD READ TO ME THIS STATEMENT 
WHICH BEGINS ON PAGE 1, AND ENDS ON PAGE 	. I FULLY UNDERSTAND THE CONTENTS OF THE ENTIRE STATEMENT MADE 
BY ME. THE STATEMENT IS TRUE. I HAVE INITIALED ALL CORRECTIONS AND HAVE INITIALED THE BOTTOM OF EACH PAGE 

CONTAINING THE STATEMENT_ I HAVE MADE THIS STATEMENT FREELY WITHOUT HOPE OF BENEFIT OP REWARD, WITHOUT 
THREAT OF PUNISHMENT, AND WITHOUT COERCION, UNLAWFUL INFLUENCE, OR "my -4  

b I ) \2  (3) 
DATED  4:2i.  ":—‘d;72:ileilT3 I  TAKEN AT I STATEMENT OF .--  

9. STATEMENT (Continued) 

t
I\A cfux u9-(2KA4--\, 

u\"..p.iAUjerw 	or,, 	ju,_e  pcs  

()J.-LA LE Akye,,,LtcL A  ukt 4-6 u..rk_fan 	. 	Lirei2P 	0q, 

Jib "-g-c' L-614 LWA-1;•--e • 	itja---e P  Cru-kb-A-A2 	c_kre,A, LO 

	

ck_529 66)-t 	jc.1 V-e__9--e • 	 ( T 

ki)42-tO 	 .1z-D,J1).,,- 	a. -S-rscir--0■1 	0'66 

	

Le74 e—Q_ L_Nrt4 	kylu tO.te99 oL4 pAJg_Ak 

Jae ,41, 7.9-e cAA dvh-J'A 	Lu—Laio 	 u__yezo 	0  
0 g 

L:1-L acto-1,\ 

0 

o 

,S) 

0 

cz, 
> 

ro 

0 

ti 
Cs 

Co 

0 

   

INITIALS OF PERSON MAKING STATEMENT 

   

  

• 

PAGE 3, DA FORM 2823, DEC 1993 0

° 1 4 9 6 J51000  
i. 
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4. FILE NUMBER 

7. GRADE/STATUS 

2.- DATE IYYYYMNIDD) 

04)0'0347a4 

SWORN STATEMENT 
For use of this form, see AR 190-45; the proponent agency is ODCSOPS 

PRIVACY ACT STATEMENT 

AUTHORITY: 	 Title 10 USC Section 301; Title 5 USC Section 2351; E.O. 9397 dated November 22. 1943 (SSW. 

PRINCIPAL PURPOSE: To provide commanders and taw enforcement officials with means by which information may be accurately 

ROUTINE USES: 	Your social.security number is used as an additional/alternate means of identification to facilitate filing and retrieval. 

DISCLOSURE: 	Disclosure of your social security number is voluntary. 

1. LOCATION 

CA /41 	 Rill 011.0 
5. LAST NAME. FIRST NAME. MIDDLE NAME 

••••••••el 	r, II c n  

8. ORGANIZA:FION OR ADDRFss 

- 

3. TIME 

/10  
6. SSN 

	 WANT TO MAKE THE FOLLOWING STATEMENT UNDER OATH: 

We aRtecreci .2 IR Acti 1.0,-7-eks Avoivi.,41 Fitori wsebe IL Spur Z-1  Le< 

774-- Sit U4 be410 wuS 	
1

7-2:e.. 5 roleA) coPPe -I. _I cums Ci.vD 41F 

sappiced 7L 7 
7kel  weo.t. ivor 61167- 4erd#4. 71,4 y  rpt c. 7-44A 

777  uS. 7-g- otial 	7-4.c. goatot -51-)e.e4 SLIT a. ra -7,- 4 aAik, kaic 
Wi► t aa-it:t 77, OWL th-ibMaziovapoy rte. kat:ruay ckAvsect To 3 L ot -Tic 

too rots APirrte., ait_c-sr Lit i)1 ..04r -Aert i r 4.1.1  u ro.AJC10,AJed 40)5G 

.661"b  6.-AtP t14414,46. 74,-r 15 ta.ii,e.A/ 11,(. :2 gy vets_ bg-0.4 LT IA/70 

144- Lie-. L Lt rie kste0A)s*li-ri 	 Flat- " fLe  
so 2 	Ajo hAfd„,/-colf., of WL7 LipAtAked 1.4) 74,1_ ioat ATrest k S 101QT 

71. (61j—  714- 1-corefts Rada,eive. 4v-re, 7 	 A i, ofidzy  Noe& cizos s 	viec sir 
lifvorLa_ hzhisc, 

8e.doikr 4.144Cr SeerlUeto 	u tae Tek kittutil. 70 71.z, PhquaA) 
fag_ a., ge....404; 1 bib Akr Lt/44/. r 1./.41 oly 	OFF So 2 	4  IIMS krig dorL 	amof 1 vsr 6.  es-P 110.- 7--ftvel_ 	po. 	tote/ice-a -"4/That 
wa-sk. clor4es 0.,44 upoio 	124,1014A) --thc /dorm 1.41-s 4"/  4t 	Of °f✓t 

 OF -IL —444.5 AAA 74e- Plia-Thi.t/ APT  F 

n 
g 
B) 

o 
0--t 

CL 

(1,  C, 
B)

 C,  

C) 

CD 

0 

1-4 

10. EXHIBIT )NITIAL OF PERSON MAKING STATEMENT 
PAGE 1 OF 	I 	- PAGES 

ADDITIONAL PAGES MUST CONTAIN THE HEADING °STA TEMENT 	 TAKEN AT 	 DATED 

THE BOTTOM -OF EACH ADDITIONAL PAGE MUST BEAR THE INITIALS OF THE PERSON MAKING THE STATEMENT, AND PAGE NUMBER 

MUST BE BE INDICATED. 

DA FORM 2823, DEC 1998 DA FORM 2223, JUL 72. SS OBSOLETE USAPA V1.00 

nn1.497 \jo 

DODDOA 026911 
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STATEMENT OF 	  TAKEN AT 	  DATED 	  

9. STATEMENT (Continued/ 

WITNESSES: 

ORGANIZATION 3R ADDEIESS 

Subscribed and sworn to before me, a person authorized by law to 

admin er oaths, thi wl day of 

/'4r r3 

7a:•7)  
at 

h re.* •-•F P. can Administering at ) 

(,) 

0 
0 dr2: 

8 

a. 0 

„ co 

(2) 

CD 

0 
r--1)  

C) 

C) 

CD 

AFFIDAVIT 

	 , HAVE READ OR HAVE HAD READ TO ME THIS STATEMENT 
WHICH BEGINS ON PAGE 1, AND ENDS ON PAGE 	. I FULLY UNDERSTAND THE CONTENTS OF THE ENTIRE STATEMENT MADE 

BY ME. THE STATEMENT IS TRUE. I HAVE INITIALED ALL CORRECTIONS AND HAVE INITIALED THE Son-OM OF EACH PAGE 

CONTAINING THE STATEMENT. I HAVE MADE THIS STATEMENT FREELY WITHOUT HOPE OF BENEFIT OR REWARD, WITHOUT 

THREAT OF PUNISHMENT, AND WITHOUT COERCION, UNLAWFUL INFLUENCE. OR t IN; alnico 

(Signature of Person Making Statement) 

Th 

    

. 	. 

!Typed Ninie of Person Administering kAlth) 

!Authority To Administer Oaths) 

 

     

     

     

ORGANIZATION OR ADDRESS 

  

iNITIALS . OF PERSON MAKING STATEMENT 
PAGE 	OF 	PAGES 

PAGE 3, DA FORM 2823, DEC 1.998 
	 USAF A V1.00 

001498 
nnnnn A nocf-,4 
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cot. On Ft+) 3..3 f3u1/,',1 	Sccvi. 

4 d e 

e 	ler -.4. 4,,at 

.re-q11 ; 	01- 	Y-,s, 	161 , 

+e, Com,, iVi cp-ribaro 

D=c9 kccxL. set  4,e _.-c-ctr.3 1-c 	Y 4 

\f ,) 5  

THE BOTTOM OF EACH ADDITIONAL PAGE MUST BEAR THE INITIALS OF THE PERSON MAKING THE STATEMENT, AND PAGE NUMBER 

MUST BE SE INDICATED. 

PAGES PAGE 1 OF 

ADDITIONAL PAGES MUST CONTAIN THE HEADING "STATEMENT 	 TAKEN AT 	 DATED 
L111. INITIALS OF PERSON MAKING STATEMENT I 10. EXHIBIT 

PA16r 	11-'2 116-  e -r--  

)JCIfOr5 	cie4-41‘AeJ 	 144Nerv, 	 e rN 

136b1not  Ca—p 	 rite 

+4,e r, S f't ;taeol 466.0.-414' 

0-F 	- ;f 	10+4-ie 5 . 1 	I-e 	 LOcif 9Oi  ) 

a 7 

. d .7• 1  

h e .1 r-q2j  ; 
L., 13.  

(0)  6 (3) 
SWORN STATEMENT 

For use of this form, see AR 190-45; the proponent agency is ODCSOPS 

PRIVACY ACT STATEMENT 

AUTHORITY: 
	

Title 10 USC Section 301; Title 5 USC Section 2951; E.O. 9397 dated November 22. 1943 (SSW. 

PRINCIPAL PURPOSE: To provide commanders and law enforcement officials with means by which information may be accurately 

ROUTINE USES: 
	

Your social security number is used as an additional/atternate means of identification to facilitate filing and retrieval. 

DISCLOSURE: 
	

Disclosdre of your social security number is voluntary. 

DATE (YYYYMNIDD) 3. TIME 	 4. FILE NUMBER  

3O 3D 	1 r5" 
7. GRADE72 -r_'''" 

8 ORGANIZATION OR ADDRESS 

WANT TO MAKE THE FOLLOWING STATEMENT UNDER OATH: 

1. LOCATION 2. 

(L Q VI*, I bprei 
5 .  Ln cT ■-• I 1-Nre c 63,elviE 

" 

a, 0 

ra 

sa. 
t'D 

a te`  

rn 

Cs 

1-• 

C/) 
CD 
C) 

0 

DA FORM 2823, DEC '1998 DA FORM 2823, JUL 72, IS OBSOLETE USAPA VI AO 

fA499 

DODDOA 026913 
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( 	 (3) 

STATEMENT OF 	  TAKEN AT 	  DATED 	  

9. STATEMENT (Continued) 

AFFIDAVIT 

	  HAVE READ OR HAVE HAD READ TO ME THIS STATEMENT 
WHICH BEGINS ON PAGE 1, AND ENDS ON PAGE  I  . i FULLY UNDERSTAND THE CONTENTS OF THE ENTIRE STATEMENT MADE 

BY ME THE STATEMENT IS TRUE. i HAVE INITIALED ALL CORRECTIONS AND HAVE INITIALED THE BOTTOM OF EACH PAGE 

CONTAINING THE STATEMENT. I HAVE MADE THIS STATEMENT FREELY WITHOUT HOPE OF BENEFIT OR REWARD, WITHOUT 

THREAT OF PUNISHMENT, AND WITHOUT COERCION, UNLAWFUL INFLUENCE- OR UNI AwFi is iufI ir'FIAPNT 

. 	. 
(Signattge of Person Making Statement; 

' 

0 

C:# # 

4=,  

C t- 
t 
r. 

CD 
5 

C 

WITNESSES: 

ORGANIZATION OR ADDRESS 

C  
ORGANIZATION OR ADDRESS 

Subscribed and sworn tokefore me, a person authorized by law to 

adrnin er oaths. )his 1.3_!'d day of 	 .3055  

at 	A6st- 164:412)  

--_ 

(SignatureZrf-Per'shn Administeruly 

(Typed Name Name of Person Administering Oath) 

(Authority To Administer Oaths) 

PAGE 	OF X PAGES 
INITIAL OF PERSON MAIONG STATEMENT 

PAGE 3, DA FORM 2823. DEC 1998 
	

USAPA V1.00 

001500 

DODDOA 026914 
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SWORN STATEMENT 
) For use of this form, see AR 190-45: the proponent agency is ODCSOFS 	,,,,,4) 	1.)  (/3 

PRIVACY ACT STATEMENT 

AUTHORITY: 	 Title 10 USC Section 301; Title 5 USC Section 2351; E.O. 9397 dated November 22, 1943 (SSA!). 

PRINCIPAL PURPOSE: 	To provide commanders and law enforcement officials with means by which information may be accurately 

ROUTINE USES: 	Your social security number is used as an additionalIaltemate means of identification to facilitate tiling and retrieval. 

DISCLOSURE: 	 Disclosure of your social security number is voluntary. 

1. LOCA ON 

AC)r)(0 
2. DATE (YYYYMMDD) 

n07 V 
l 3. TIME 

Ir tO 

4. FILE NUMBER 

5. t eel' "" - 	 ME 

' 	'-'4 
	
, ' ' 

6. SSN 7. nil 6  ngISTATUS 

- 	- 	' --. 	--- 	•._. 
----ir 8. 0k6ANIA-Tira 4 .-IR'Llrl .= .4  

- 	 _ 

I. 	 WANT TO MAKE THE FOLLOWING STATEMENT UNDER OATH: 

Irr)V6V- C-'1 Ykt 10  `P—VA'n 1 1,N)  OV 	ItAA. 	C.. 1,  VA.C% aeg\A- 	k-Cle* OCLCYZ 

\‘.\° OV%-tr., 	kApaCkre hOusia 	td0Q, ft 	et,) 2,3 -0 rcAt/tt.4" l li"\ C.- - 

T ircAV C% VI \- k o. r. 	0,... twr-k- QAA.-k \ k.j 	-coy-- Slrepa‘in 	c>,c. 	VAR- 

C.A.v\o" 	.' 	- - _ . 	, 3 	N.A....)o-S 	C_,Jr■-c•on-,23 ‘ It%3 	YA1/4.9„ Itt P--e, 	on 
, 	
\

, 
1.15- g. %A.) Nr\-e_Ni- 	■V%,\!?... 	(L., c.,,,tv\. .. 	‘s 	0, vv,A. 	k-00 	//-. x' vTh 

6:"""4' 	fie. VD.--\.cy, Oc_ Nr),Q 	Vy-,,,,,oc 	yk 	 - 	o\t 41--  

	

Q 	ii-Y-A- 5 	..tp 	-.1 t 	- 

\c` \ (la 	co 6.,,a kA,,`vt,, 	A.Q6 toc.,:i‘ 	t,31--■.,vil 	T 	Loo Ked 

	

ck. 	
.....) • 

kd- 	-to 	c t z 	upc\c,3--s 	0‘, ,,, v-Nci  On. 	kr\t, 	UN.5 	c  
J 

9k5 04 1r\S4- '4\11 	t.A.Dal 	ay-a 	i-k9 u3Q.rQ. 	(Q..C(.( ik 	k- i\A v-►,\ 

C.°(-- 	-c,,..\ °--k- v‘5 (or\ . V\tko kotNi 1.4- 	L.,_y_k_s. --tLay-N 	b3hen 	LL->E' 
Loc.,_S 	41._(  v--\ , s. Eck Lot`i_A„, 	a 1,,) Qg. 	iik..3 	0,„,--6,  Efr3a-i- ---- (-13LAsk-k 	i-fAX 

.1 

ka lsi c.1  1 tr-N 	YA.c.  "IrA.c...V.  LO ci-r6. I cjcA OLA-* 

-To 	*.(11-X::)1(Q 	C1/4. C-€.0-Are..- -ittt 	CA- v"\C3\. %Irk-Qv\ 	Ti 	See-I) 	.4r1A-P-- 1/3c)c-  

COrvi. :vitt  CA...,4 	i.". ( i.-(ol.A* co/V..1 C koTheS O. tr\ , ---Z )LA.5* %\t_i_krNA, 
are, k„,v-ck c 	A Nk-kflif-\ 	k.o.e. 	Lavied 1-3c,x-K ‘‘ivvo 	02-kt' clCs 
&v c\ 	•e_a_.vv-\-C 	\bc.,,c . K 	-Itz 	VAQ, 	(,01/.c...Aroz_Ar‘ot.A., 5 e . 

10. EXHIBIT 	
C7 

11.. lN1TIAL. OF PERSON MAKING STATEMENT ------________ 

PAGE 1 OF 	% 	PAGES 
— 

ADDITIONAL PAGES MUST CONTAIN THE HEADING "STATEMENT 	 TAKEN AT 	DATED 

THE BOTTOM OF EACH ADDITIONAL PAGE MUST SEAR THE INITIALS OF THE PERSON MAKING THE STATEMENT, ANC PAGE NUMBER 
MUST BE BE INDICATED. 	- 

DA FORM 2823. DEC 1998 
	

DA FORM 2823, JUL 72.15 OBSOLETE 
	

USAPA V1.00 

IO
  A

oN
  6

 M
P  

'W
I  

C 

DODDOA 026915 
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INITIALS OF PERcntd MAKING STATEMENT 

•••=1■1=I ME 

STATEMENT OF 	  TAKEN AT 	  DATED 	  

9. STATEMENT (Continued) 

( 

AFFIDAVIT 

	  HAVE READ OR HAVE HAD READ TO ME THIS STATEMENT 
WHICH BEGINS ON PAGE 1, WO ENDS ON PAGE 1 . I FULLY UNDERSTAND THE CONTENTS OF THE ENTIRE STATEMENT MADE 
BY ME. THE STATEMENT IS TRUE. I HAVE INITIALED ALL CORRECTIONS AND HAV ITIALED THE Bo -rTo 	ACH PAGE 
CONTAINING THE STATEMENT. I HAVE MADE THIS. STATEMENT FREELY wrrtiou H E OF BENEFIT REWAR s, WITHOUT 
THREAT OF PUNISHMENT, AND WITHOUT COERCION, UNLAWFUL INFLI"-----%  

_ 	• 
 .- - _177entl.....y...ro cur c -cn-i'mr 4.1ir 147a mir y ... .."" .,t  

WITNESSES: 

   

Subscribed and sworn to before me, a person authorized by Iaw to 

admini ter oaths. this et; 	day of 

at 

             

             

             

DRGANIZAllON OR ADDRESS 	

• 	

(Sionarurei. o f Person Administering Oath

• 

) 
_ 	A 

   

(Typed Name of Person Administering Oath) 

    
    

(6 	 (Au hority To AaCinister Oaths) 

 

ORGANIZAlION OR ADDRESS 

    

I PAGE 	OF 	PAGES 

0 

■-• 
CZ:,  I-
I-. 

° EL- 

1/40 

Z (!)) 
0 

CD 
CS 

0 

CD 
C) 

rn 

0 
cz) 

PAGE 3, DA FORM 2823, DEC 1998 
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, 	\ SWORN STATEMENT 	
6 (4-), j9  (3) For use of this form, see AR 190-45: the proponent agency is ODCSOPS 

PRIVACY ACT STATEMENT 

AUTHORITY: 	 Title 10 USC Section 301; Title 5 USC Section 2951: E.Q. 5397 dated November 22, 1943 ISSN'. 

PRINCIPAL PURPOSE: 	To provide commanders and law enforcement officials with means by which information may be accurately 

ROUTINE USES: 	' 	Your social security number is used as an additional/alternate means of identification to facilitate filing and retrieval. 

DISCLOSURE: 	 Disclosure of your social security number is voluntary. 

1. LOCATION 

CAM? t1taga8, RA‘-itiDtP TRA-6t 
2. DATE IYYYYMNIDD) 

a.043 DI 30 
3. TIME 

_1150 
4. FILE NUMBER 

5. I ihl-  malv1F FIRST NAME, MIDDLE NAME 	 I 6 	.c?,t 7. GRADVSTATUS 

8, nno.AMI7A-rItnAt no n.-,,nra 

9. 

I, 	" 	. 	v. 	r • „ 	, , WANT TO MAKE THE FOLLOWING STATEMENT UNDER OATH: 

iv + bc,c k fo our ho -1-  

flech +ire, Iiikork I riforqd 

C-ti zx 	)itc 	f ruc.Es 

	

' 	
v 	h-dM 

11•4 0161 	(A• C44- 43,14441 	Trail 	Pri SOTI er WI's $ 

- - 1. `on k on 	1.11.00.4... 	irk  fo  live. 	rcp,iir &tit 	to 	i 	0... 

kfc 	load cc! 	hh,e, tAd,,,,...1 1- 	k; 	back to fte-- 

Lvvre. efu-3. 6 id,111  E #05 1 	 . 

10 EXHIBIT R  INIT:Ai S OF PERSON MAKING STATEMENT 1 
PAGE 1 OF 	1 	PAGES 

ADDITIONAL PAGES MUST CONTAIN THE HEADING "STATEMENT 

THE BOTTOM OF EACH ADDITIONAL PAGE MUST BEAR THE 
MUST BE BE INDICATED. 

TAKEN AT 	DATED 

INITIALS OF THE PERSON MAKING THE STATEMENT, AND PAGE NUMBER 

DA FORM 2823, DEC 1998 
	

DA FORM 2823, JUL 72, IS OBSOLETE 
	

USAPA V 1 .00 

001503 

DODDOA 026917 
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(  

S TEMENT OF 	  

9. ST MENT (Continued) 

TAKEN AT 	  DATED 

AFFIDAVIT 

1. 	  HAVE READ OR HAVE HAD READ TO ME THIS STATEMENT 
WHICH BEGINS ON PAGE 1, AND ENDS ON PAGE d- . 1 FULLY UNDERSTAND THE CONTENTS OF THE ENTIRE STATEMENT MADE 

BY ME. THE STATEMENT IS TRUE. I HAVE INITIALED ALL CORRECTIONS AND HAVE INITIALED THE BOTTOM OF EACH PAGE 
CONTAINING THE STATEMENT. I HAVE MADE THIS STATEMENT FREELY WITHOUT HOPE OF BENEFIT OR REWARD, WITHOUT 

THREAT OF PUNISHMENT, AND WITHOUT COERCION, UNLAWFUL INFLU°' 	"" '""'" ns ir^nncraT 

[Signature of Person Making Statement) 

WIT 796 ES: . 

- 

   

Subscribed and sworn to before me. a person authorized by law to 

adminiiter oaths, this 	day of 	,..,(2,7.   	age3  
at  coot-,  

          

          

          

ORGand-KrION OR ADDRES;/7 

   

    
    

(Typed Name of lierson Administering ()duo) 

     

     

       

ORGANIZATION UR AUL/HESS 	 (Authority To Administer Oaths! 

•;-1 

INITIALS OF PERSON MAKING STATEMENT I PAGE 	OF 	PAGES 

0 °V 
Pi 

O 
1 pa 

■—• 

G. 

a 
Z 

CD 

Cs 

0 

CD 

CD 

0 

PAGE 3, DA FORM 2823, DEC 1998 
	 US A PA v 1 .00 

001504 
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AUTHORITY: 

PRINCIPAL PURPOSE: 

ROUTINE USES: 

DISCLOSURE:  

PRIVACY ACT STATEMENT 

Title 10 USC Section 301; Title 5 USC Section 2351; E.O. 9397 dated November 22, 1943 ISSN). 

To provide commanders and law enforcement officials with means by which information may be accurately 

Your social security number is used as an additional/alternate means of identification to facilitate filing and retrieval. 

Disclosure of your social security number is voluntary. 

1. LOCATION 2. DATE (YYYYMMDDI 3. TIME 	 4. FILE NUMBER 

cent 	 7 .  rt 	tn.= !CT A 71 ..TS. 

I 

8. IFin A A117 AT:nr7:7-to t.Trirloccc - 

I- 

SWORN STATEMENT 
For use of this form, see AR 190-45; the proponent agency is OOCSOPS 

(6) 

,b,(.113,c,4,440.1 	hele ,--A,4)1.4711e/P/V 	5e;vpri 

I, 	 Iry 	 , WANT TO MAKE THE FOLLOWING STATEMENT UNDER OATH: 

e2 F 7_ 

0-74Ce i4-64-de  A/le1144-,-C4h1 	
.57ieer4.7447-1-4.4>-&,4-4c1.4-sal 

"34e,fee--.5e„.".1.,47z44;v6,4‘,71... 	I-edAe c,fr.-.7A4i/vg/eyy- 

Le Pi  er-C tthfit:1171/ e Zoler-Jm-fe/4A0A/rioce,:fe-4.5114:= e.1,/eez. 
locist/lez • 

044. 	 ',...--A-.5-pmod/494,720erefiej-gmen1)46_71,4,4 

eg/Pro e4174-0"F'1-7 ' ‘a/ 7ge-‘7A  ,//y 7(:Are 

h71  • 	 4g*,,/,71(elLel/46/ai27 

/eels Sir- 	 '17tfr c2j,441.7-1471 	 4/#41 

a917/ie,i7  ;440.146/-041," 

*it z(e s ,W5/:04/1e4A4VIA/7  

,d/e) 

PAGE 1 OF 

ADDITIONAL PAGES MUST CONTAIN THE HEADING "STATEMENT 	 TAKEN AT 	DATED 

THE BOTTOM OF EACH ADDITIONAL PAGE MUST BEAR THE INITIALS OF THE PERSON MAKING THE STATEMENT, AND PAGE NUMBER 
MUST BE BE INDICATED. 

DA FORM 2823, DEC 1998 DA FORM 2823, JUL 72. IS OBSOLETE USAPA V S •00 

001505 
DOODOA 076P1g 
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D r- 

Q,

-  • 

8  
Ci 

,x) c  

0  

CD 
0 

0 
1-1 

Ot-9 

 CD 

AFFIDAVIT 	 a 
0 

1 . , HAVE READ OR HAVE HAD READ TO ME THIS STATEMENT 

WHICri i:scusN tilV rAL1C i, /-.... 4-...------ ..-- - 	 IE  i  . I FULLY UNDERSTAND THE CONTENTS OF THE ENTIRE STATEMENT MADE 	t 
. ... 

BY ME. THE STATEMENT IS TIUE. I HAVE INITIALED ALL CORRECT/DNS AND HAVE INITIALED THE BOTTOM OF EACH PAGE 
CONTAINING THE STATEMENT. 1 HAVE MADE 11-115 STATEMENT FREELY WITHOUT HOPE OF BENEFIT OR REWARD. WITHOUT 

THREAT OF PUNISHMENT, AND WITHOUT COERCION, UNLAWFUL INFLUENCE. OR UNLAWFUL IN ?CEMENT. 

WITNESSES: 

   

7"(Signanfte-or i-erson Making Statement) 

Subscribed and sworn to before me, a perion authorized by law to 
er• 

          

          

          

 

ORGANIZATION OR ADDRESS 

   

0.--47.1; Administering Oatii.c .  

   

          

(Typed Name' of Person Administering udo, 

6  
ORGANIZATION DR ADDRESS 	 (Authority To Administer Oaths) 

INITIALS OF PERSON MAKING STATEMENT 
PAGE 	OF 	PAGES 

PAGE 3, DA FORM 2823, DEC 7998 USAPA V1.00 

n 01 06 

adrnitAter oaths. this 	day of ‘14)1+.7. 	. 2_ ..R.3_. 

at Um, Ad ro 43:444, .4--...ks, 

DODDOA 026920 
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SWORN STATEMENT 
For use of this form, see AR 190-45; the proponent agency is ODCSOPS 

AUTHORITY: 

PRINCIPAL PURPOSE: 

ROUTINE USES: 

DISCLOSURE: 

PRIVACY ACT STATEMENT 

Title 10 USC Section 301; Title 5 USC Section 2951; E.O. 9397 dated November 22. 1943 (SSM). 

To provide commanders and law enforcement officials with means by which information may be accurately 

Your social security number is used as an additional/alternate means of identification to facilitate filing and retrieval. 

Disclosure of your social security number is voluntary. 

1. LO 	 2. DATE (YYYYMMDD) O CA TION 

6erivfc2 Ati/eiv/e)eitilled z, D. 4 e e .3 .rei  
5. LAST NAME, FIRST NAME. MIDDLE NA E 	 6. SSN 

. TIME 	 4. FILE NUMBER 

7. aRAn -rsTLIS 

WANT TO MAKE THE FOLLOWING STATEMENT UNDER OATH: 

10. EXHIBIT 11. INITIALS QF PERSON MAKING . STATEMENT I 
PAGE 1 OF . 	. PAGES 

ADDITIONAL PAGES MUST CONTAIN THE HEADING -STATEMENT 	 TAKEN AT 	DATED 

THE BOTTOM OF EACH ADDITIONAL PAGE MUST BEAR THE INITIALS OF THE PERSON MAKING THE STATEMENT, AND PAGE NUMBER 
MUST BE BE INDICATED. 

DA FORM 2823, DEC 1998 
	

DA FORM 2823, JUL 72, IS OBSOLETE 
	

US APA V .00 

001 1 5 0 7 

nnnnnA n9Rco1 
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WITNESSES: 

ORGANIZATION OR ADDHtb 

Subscribed and sworn to fore me. a pers n authorized by law to 

adnii9ifter oaths;  day of 	 Ze0.3  
 	at U‘41/2 / 

pis 

ICC rtiVal-914 —• 1/0•  

rci.-.-Ipt, ■ro of Person Adarnist614 Uarni /.. 

4  
(Typed Name of Person rnmr.en

.
rry 

I PAGE 	OF 	PAGES 
INITIALS OF PFF:milN MAKING STATEMENT . 

STA ENT OF 	  TAKEN AT 	  DATED 	  

9. STATEME 	(Continued) 

AFFIDAVIT 

	 , HAVE READ OR HAVE HAD READ TO ME THIS STATEMENT 
WHICH BEGINS ON PAGE 1, AND ENDS ON PAGE  1  . I FULLY UNDERSTAND THE CONTENTS OF THE ENTIRE STATEMENT MADE 

BY ME. THE STATEMENT IS TRUE. HAVE ;;;ITIALED ALL CORRECTIONS AND HAVE INITIALED THE BOTTOM OF EACH PAGE 

CONTAINING THE STATEMENT. -I HAVE MADE THIS STATEMENT FREELY WITHOUT HOPE OF BENEFIT OR REWARD, WITHOUT 

THREAT OF PUNISHMENT, AND WITHOUT COERCION, UNLAWFUL INFIIIENCE. OI=i UNL/kWFUVINE<EMENT. 

ftgriature or rvis,,, —.Amp Statement) 

ORGANIZATION OR ADDRESS 	 (Authority To 	nister Oaths) 

PAGE 3, DA FORM 2823, DEC 1998 
	 USAPA V1.00 

001508 

O 

\o 

cv 
rii 

C> 

C/) 
C) 

cp 

0 

DODDOA 026922 
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• 1 

_, WANT TO MAKE THE FOLLOWING STATEMENT UNDER OATH: 

6c"...-"kr  2 / 2 3 4 1.  27 corn. trvio NAIL ica lg 4 ike, uxuzsdlarx 1,z) 1,1,),N  Q. 

N 4- 00 If c= onala- _ 	
-1 . prociaAg3.4-1._ 

do izre 	at.54-o-V 414"1--ruche" are  ply4- vrn AFFILI 	 azs-Ver 5:Ac3,.9 . 

v.)couL. 	 Tkvi th72.ut. ,,.._ikem'crz.oi nnfroeclu 	t'air6  

1). 	 incirvia) 	4 titnci-esIdoci ThE S b Jim"- Alcs‘d-  t15 'hp  
t\-,00. 	 fit,D iat_ covr-e- LIN-410-at 	rojim CRA-0P- 	 • 

jr  1 1-1XYN-4C 	01-01-0  WnStIVO 6.0e. (0-44".s2_, 	 WL RA6 1-03-3  

1-Pt 	tr‘ 	C24' 	kA ICNC1 COWS /66116E- qiekQAd 	i0O 1-9/"C f  ilft"6 LL-12-14-5L.  

Icd141.11̀. rf-r-P-a3 	 ."`"L.- 	At,  ttA-4AA,./ s cA.ivf- r ouisak 

ock, "V1o3vocrtn, 	 FSC, ,bic3s, 	.4=, odk-tsoriv 	car oi 	ccu.)-(-  

540°A-101, 	 bV.e ca,tiL  og %-4-. 
Nie 

tyt. .1.41344A-4..‘ 	 „Jos,. 	 Gk. ai 

Iftrr 1456z>la 'an oriAtaul---  4A-4— 1)-x3 FP 1 ,25 	+ 

ioeccUt75-C 	c6-4 	
t 

ar; I 

0. EXHIBIT 11. INITIALS OF PERSON MAKING STATEMENT 

A- PAGE 1 OF 	 PAGES 

   

   

12(6) L4 3 ----,-. 

' SWORN STATEMENT 
For use of this form, see AR 190-45; the proponent agency is ODCSOPS 

PRIVACY ACT STATEMENT 

AUTHORITY: 	 Title 10 USC Section 301; Title 5 USC Section 2951; E_O. 9397 dated November 22, 1943 (SSW). 

PRINCIPAL PURPOSE: 	To provide commanders and law enforcement officials with means by which information may be accurately 

ROUTINE USES: 	Your social security number is used as an additional/alternate means of identification to facilitate filing and retrieval. 

DISCLOSURE: 	 Disclosure of your social security number is voluntary. 

3. . LOCATION 

CaPreAV 	ni kbOV-0  Bigithl?; 
2. DATE (YYYYMMODI 

zl - V 	c15 
3. TIME 

Iff 1100 
4. FILE NUMBER 

-/.3-. ORGANIZATION OR XDOF1ESS ' 

S N 7. GRADE/STATUS 

ADDITIONAL PAGES MUST CONTAIN THE HEADING 'STATEMENT 	 TAKEN AT 	DATED 

THE BOTTOM OF EACH ADDITIONAL. PAGE MUST BEAR THE INITIALS OF THE PERSON MAKING THE STATEMENT, AND PAGE NUMBER 

MUST BE BE INDICATED. 

DA FORM 2823, DEC 1998 DA FORM 2823, JUL 72, IS OBSOLETE USAPA V1.00. 

001509 

DO D DOA 026923 
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-`) 

E 

ATEMENT OF 	  TAKEN AT 	  DATED 	  

TATEMENT (Continued) 

AFFIDAVIT' 
s 

I, 	 , HAVE READ OR HAVE HAD READ TO ME THIS STATEMENT 

WHICH BEGINS ON PAGE 1, AND ENDS ON PAGE  t  . FULLY UNDERSTAND THE CONTENTS OF THE ENTIRE STATEMENT MADE 

BY ME. THE STATEMENT 15 TRUE. 1 HAVE INITIALED ALL CORRECTIONS AND HAVE INITIALED THE BOTTOM OF EACH PAGE 

CONTAINING THE STATEMENT, I HAVE MADE THIS STATEMENT FREELY WITHOUT HOPE OF BENEFIT OR REWARD, WITHOUT 

THREAT OF PUNISHMENT, AND WITHOUT COERCION, UNLAWFUL INFLUENCE, OR UNLAWFUL INDUCEMENT. 

   

 

[Signature of Person Making Statement) 

WITNESSES: 

C  

  

Subscribed and sworn to before me, a person authorized by law to 
Ebt 

-administer oaths, th 	 1  is 	day of 	 ,  2CC.,"3'  

at Aeikeiry #1,s4 cr.",  

    

     

, 

ORGANIZATION OR ADDRESS 	 (Signature of Person Administering Oath) 

(Typed )Herne of Person Administering Oath) 

ORGANIZATION OR ADDRESS 	 (Authority To Administer Oaths) 

CIF. PERSON MAKING STATEMENT 
PAGE 	OF 	PAGES 

	 - 	  

PAGE 3, DA FORM 2823, DEC 1998 	
USAPA VI .90 

1J01510 
DODDOA 026924 
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SWORN STATEMENT 
For use of this form, see AR 190-45; the proponent agency is CDC SOPS (4) 

PRIVACY ACT STATEMENT 

AUTHORITY: 	 Title 10 USC Section 301; Title 5 USC Section 2951; E.U. 9397 dated November 22. 1943 (SIN). 

PRINCIPAL PURPOSE: 	To provide commanders and law enforcement officials with means by Mich information may he accurately identified_ 

ROU TINE USES: 	 Your social security number is used as an adrfrti on alialtentate means of identification to facilitate filing and retrieval. 

DISCLOSURE: 	 Disclosure of your social security number is volunta ry  
3, TIME 

Z/361  
4, FILE NUMBER 1. LOCATION 

ArAffee , 	441, —tin f"
• 5. LAST AME, FIRST NAME, MIDDLE NAM 

—rfwr SA', • 	 me  

8. ORGANIZATION OR ADDRESS 

2. DATE (YVYYMMVO) 

moa 307 3/ 
E. SSN 7. GRADEISTATUS 

t, 	 • WANT TO MAKE THE FOLLOWING STATEMENT UNDER OATH: 

	

p„,,o, 42, 	,3";,4e 2,5473) ,4-7Q/A 

dyeec-AhAea ag.-Sc164.,w 
7 44..71  44, co c')  e 6456‘54  ?Kg- Zic2/0-,is 

Lnr-A Pc-r 	 er4ovied 	 4,z/ 

Gi/e wefe- 	 zh7 do/de7.010-1/? 

.2.0.7Alci 	ase 	4,zos.  201nzni 

7u,5 , ri17,w)enzder/1 ktize 	ezo/   

	

a, 4,Atilej 	 ?1-4,7re,70,17 

er cir,  hihdP-f/vr 	Al■tvg4-1/1, 	. 4.4-0//440 tZt_e-pr-2  

ifeve 	 6./-; 	 holtz/VeA_,,i9;* 

OF- -,41,40- 	47file/1 	V,  
4z/p)44 	2;' 	 '06(10611idee 7"Lee-0 	9/c--.-v‘>// 

ye-fi 	.0.10-the ez. 	4,1',/fe ) 	 6,4e,e5  

Cio,4? 	-1: AP *9.4 ke.01 ;gatreh ;A° 	CiZ e6 5e-  44 ' #////1 

stir 	4.(44 	iLhe 54.;%ee).1 	2 1-af,ele  

4,4t 460),1 	) 	 et,e_ "r4160,-FLari 14-> 	Ago 

	

.5.a‘a 	hi/ 

/97 e471  

PAGE 1 OF   PAGES 

ADDITIONAL PAGES MUST CONTAIN THE HEADING "STATEMENT OF 	 FARM AT 	 GATED 

ME BOTTOM OF FAO A001170NAL PAGE MYST HEAR THE INITIALS OF TEE PERSON MAINS TEE STATEMENT, AND PAGE NUMBER MUST HE 8E INDICATED. 

D. EXHIBIT 11. INITIALS OF PERSON MAKING STATEMENT 

  

DA FORM 2823, DEC 1898 
	

DA FORM 2823, JUL 72, IS OBSOLETE 
	

USAPA vi.oa 

00151_ 1 

DODDOA 026925 
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10(  
USE THIS PAGE IF NEEDED. IF THIS PAGE IS NOT NEEDED. PLEASE PROCEED TO FINAL PAGE OF THIS FORM. 

STATEMENT GE 	  TAKEN AT aifte )'&AV(?.)  OATEO Si 2-  02c-e3 

 

   

g• STATEMENT leandnuedi 

14/ 0 -eA-7d1 	 t-  4z6k 

MY) 	pod 24, %/i7/- ?Lite- /9/1,  ■07-2e/1 	 A-7 	?•, 

	

. 	 ,W5e,-;e.-fv 	dcle 	FitaZ,e/ 	 • 

ev-e-70-ite 	 72v- 1/1) 5°"7-e/-  /e,e0I75),/-2 

A.te/ /20 ),otaa/e ,0-." 1002  4177  AerA. 

, 	if."6,  71,7,71 A.,  Slide} /44e A•t5 

;6# 2L1,47/ 	071/ 	*47L- 	1 	6//>'. 9 I  

gpvieric' 4_ /ie. 4c,Ler 21(;i 	 4/2t-gi4g,-/ 

	

p14 	/le,/ 

10011  0-01- 	 toe/42fira.-, .,egi erk.5 &elect', 

5ce-e-e-- A's ays-el  jel)ela-42-  foie, /7/e. 24Z.4.7 

	

Ove-/; 4v^Ad yelled llial." 	 ,7- 

1177717.M.:77Ft Colo7 
ei;r7e7-te itird 	zve,et 	/e7 444  cave o izr/r,'S 

t /4-44ir 
fieil60-mte/ 4-71-eit1.` 	 71-", 

4/i1.07` 
\., 
z 0 
c cs  a. 

0 

0 

C,) 

INITIALS IIF PERSON MAKING STATEMENT 

 

PAGE )OF -4 PAGES • 

  

   

PAGE 2, DA FORM 2823. DEC Mg 

001512 
DODDOA 026926 
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STATEMENT OF 	  TAKEN AT (4)E0)  17 (3) 

9. STATEMENT (Continued) 

AFFIDAVIT 

	 . HAVE READ OR HAVE HAD READ TO ME THIS STATEMENT 

WHICH BEGINS ON PAGE 1, AND ENDS ON PAGE 	. i FULLY UNDERSTAND THE CONTENTS OF THE ENTIRE STATEMENT MADE 

BY ME. THE STATEMENT IS TRUE_ I HAVE INITIALED ALL CORRECTIONS AND HAVE INITIALED THE BOTTOM [IF EACH PAGE CONTAINING THE STATEMENT. I HAVE MADE THIS 

STATEMENT FREELY WITHOUT HOPE OF BENEFIT DR REWARD, WITHOUT THREAT OF PUNISHMENT, AND WITHOUT COERCION. UNLAWFUL INFLUENCE, OR UNLAWFUL INDUCEMENT. 

V 

[Signature of Person Making katamentl 

50y:died acid swum to beftte meta person authorized 	w to 

administ oaths. this 	f II-  day ot_ .  

at 	 l'ACCe 

WITNESSES: 

.6,1••• 	/111■• • 

.3553 
Ar.) 

ORGANIZATION OR ADDRESS elf .-47rWri.-7-arnantetitTO filiifti 

• 

(Typed Name of Person nuennuszwu,g ,....... 

ORGANIZATION OR ADDRESS 'Authority Administer Oaths! 

INITIA S OF PERSON MAKING STATEMENT 

PAGE OF 	PAGES 

PAGE 3, DA FORM 2823, DEC 1938 
	

USAP4 V I Ire 

001513 
DODDOA 026927 
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(i1  6 (3)  
SWORN STATEMENT 

For use of this form, see AR 190 245; the proponent agency is ODCSOPS 

PRIVACY ACT STATEMENT 

AUTHORITY: 	 Title 10 USC Section 301; Tide 5 USC Section 2951; E.O. 9397 dated November 22, 1943 (55N). 

PRINCIPAL PURPOSE: To provide commanders and taw enforcement officials with means by which information may be accurately 

ROUTINE USES: 	YoLir social security number is used as an additional/alternate means of identification to facilitate filing and retrieval. 

DISCLOSURE: 	Disclosure of your social security number is voluntary. 

1. LOCATION 	 2. DATE (YYYYMMDDJ 3. TIME 	 4. FILE NUMBER 

Caiut 	 bitxrD Eci‘st6c/ 	aorao 3 t 	icte  
5. LAST NAME. FIRST NAME. Minn! F WIMP' 	 6. SSN 	 7. GRADE/STATUS 

8. ORGANIZATION Obi ADDRESS 

	 , WANT TO MAKE THE FOLLOWING STATEMENT UNDER OATH: 

Zare. 4A-1t_ 1-0-tv 	qo t f 	cf.,0 =par lervA to-beP -141 

e.e*c cver claitt , 13Q -1- 
	

0 	r v 	„vz ay-,01 	At_ 

rzyco 

	

‘-,t 	• f rt-kS 	eaccA+4  opike 	taukA.  otik- 	C.0-"‘ 

	

Wt. 	INCA. e.dt ...l ip A OP 	'411-aSiet be-0,04 -1-t-Lee,, 

cap.,* 1  tchkA 	csue4,5 	ce.Adw‘To 	 L.5e-0..-A- 

P-Ntv•-1 . 	+.4ArAn 	 0 4.-le 40  4n e 

P tel 4 	 tok 	 k4-7 -C_. st4aPe fa I 

loc44A. -1-,. 4-t-14._ Lood.vc.6%.00.5e  k...2 ; 4-4-1  virs . 0 tl-c-c- loc-cX c-f 4-41. -e_ %.,14L.,--.e.1.4„) c  

Wt. DO 41 ti- 4 	fq-c,-tooe-s 4.-,  444 4 	0-Artt La.) . 	 Li..7,..,/t-1- 

40:141m06-  toe, c ovi putt:- 	6ccue: -Irj . in c. 'A 4.4-1.; ,,,,,t, I 0.04 :c_tS 31, 

tvt_ded 	,..,f, 10 : cx z v  \ 5 0 ic, e  ,-, L 	to  c  k.te.,. tr...., f__ 4-00 V, IIV:ier... 40 CrAt,,..43 , to 

00 C 60 fv■ e eak.,50,-, x.,...r.e_ ciscl.-: f ot. r 0 p KvIn d-CV , tivt ciAc.J eei .J--r,  ci Ivy Al 

s-,---, e...ti iloo V., 1A.:vv-,, EN.,4- 0 0.- 3-4A-e.- t rti(X.. 	e.- 4." P.; V.N 	441 CA-4tn-tilli .411A-f̀- 1•0C-A 1 . 

i\cA.Ked 	V-...L. S e 

0,A, 	c"A.d r Qtke-CI Scc_tp r :A / , 

-. 	9v.c.0L- 	.6.0.....ie._ 	p  cep [..„. 	9  ,,_ 1, 	0 LJ 	0,...,4J 	to <AAA- ;- v-14-tt 4-4-1.4_ 

6.4 i d :0,1 . 5 thd,,,:i ‘ce k,..kuo 
 

0?"4 	10 Lef it_ ,-..itrt...-i. k- ►  i-, 4-4--ote-  - f irNuc,145 , veal Ali-L. locee it L.,Jko 

0 n 	6n0 	,f— 	Occ.e..i.6 hy,,--- 	‘,./ Vv.. 0-1 '..1 0.-. t.)./C.r -e_ CAAr.Z.Ae 	tast-trs Loc 

 

}r' Lic-t...c 	C.A",c1 	te-Pi . 

	

ri- 	r-e• )0 0 ,4 Yv-1,3 a )e.,lePitt
Pitt11-‘4...n. toe- 584 t.--\  

a P; 
	. - 

6,A-  40 Fia. 	%/of i j kc...i, \ eL. 1; r-y Cmn.c5Akar %Jr). li . 
11. imi-r. A , ¢ cir PERSON MAKING STATEMENT 10. EXHIBIT 	L 	

PAGE 1 OF 	 PAGES 

ADDITIONAL PAGES MUST CONTAIN THE HEADING "STATEMENT 	 TAKEN AT 	DATED 

THE BOTTOM OF EA CH ADDITIONAL PAGE MUST BEAR THE INITIALS OF THE PERSON MAKING THE STATEMENT, AND PAGE NUMBER 
MUST BE BE INDICATED. 

9. 0 4-  

DA FORM 2823, DEC 1998 
	

DA FORM 2823, JUL 72, IS OBSOLETE 
	

USAPA V 1.00 

001514 
nnnnnA noarloo 
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Anfe.,:eaief.rillek /Oath) 5RGANItATION OR ADDIlkab 

!Typed Name cars 

IS e--  

n Administering Oath) 

ORGANIZATION OR ADDRESS (Authority To Administer Oaths) 

STATEMENT OF 	  TAKEN AT 	  DATED 

STATEMENT (Continued) 

0 

AFFIDAVIT 

I, 	 ".  , HAVE READ OR HAVE HAD READ TO ME THIS STATEMENT 
WHICH BEGINS DN PAGE AND ENDS ON PAGE 	 l FULLY UNDERSTAND THE CONTENTS OF THE ENTIRE STATEMENT MADE - 
BY ME. THE STATEMENT IS TRUE. I HAVE INITIALED ALL CORRECTIONS AND HAVE INITIALED THE BOTTOM OF EACH PAGE 

CONTAINING THE STATEMENT. I HAVE MADE THIS STATEMENT FREELY WITHOUT HOPE OF BENEFIT OR REWARD, WITHOUT ; 
THREAT OF PUNISHMENT, AND WITHOUT COERCION, UNLAWFUL INFLUENCE. 0—  '"" 	 AT_ 

P 	— _ 	 ers 	akmg Statement) r 
WITNESSES: . 

Subscribed and sworn to kefore me, 

'administer aths, this 
Sf 
	day of 

"V - 
 ,A6Ire(ert,9 , 

a person authorized by law to 

Zw.5  
e-54 d 4 el, z-vbs_ 

INITIALS OF PFar-alm ruse KING STATEMENT 
PAGE 	OF 	PAGES 

at . 

C 

17- 
C 

C 
C 

C 
C 
C 

C 

C 
C 

1- 
< 

C 

PAGE 3, m.74 1-v1,11)212823, DEC 1998 
	 ISSAPA V1.00 

301515 

DODDOA 026929 
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SWORN STATEMENT 
Rir use of this form, see AR 190-45; the proponent agency is OOCSOPS 

PRIVACY ACT STATEMENT 	 • 

AUTHORITY: 	 Tide 10 USC Section 301; Title 5 USC Section 2951; E.O. 9397 dated November 22, 1943 (SSA"). 

PRINCIPAL PURPOSE: 	To provide commanders and law enforcement officials with means by which information may be accurately 

ROUTINE USES:, 	Your social security number is used as an additional/alternate means of identification to facilitate filing and retrieval. 

DISCLOSURE: 	 Disclosure of your social security number is voluntary. 	 • 

1. LOCATION 2. DATE IYVYYMMODI 3. TIME 4. FILE NUMBER 

5. LA 	 NAME 

S . 	 AD  

- --. 	. : g–a..... 	g 	1 - 	g •-, 1 r-1 

6. 55N 

- 
— 

• i 

• 1.--1 

kJ 9 . 	. 

	

I,. 	. . i  	 , WANT TO MAKE THE FOLLOWING STATEMENT UNDER OATH: 

11-1f-Now a-ntifh11A-6.3r- 
1--Ar.--\ 

. 

., - - -% 

	

. 	• 
. 	. • 	. 

- bia- nn-k--eee ordo r\ci- 

I 

dh iii 

• 

• 
. 	. 

• . 	 . 
- 

10_ EXHIBIT 11. INITIALS OF PERSON MAKING STATEMENT 

•-' 

. 
‘ 

PAGE 1 OF 	 PAGES 
 • 	 - ,—._,. 

ADDITIONAL PAGES MUST CONTAIN THE HEADING -STATEMENT 
_,- 

THE BOTTOM OF EACH ADDITIONAL PAGE MUST BEAR THE INITIALS 
MUST BE BE INDICATED. 	. 

TAKEN AT 	DATED 

AND PAGE NUMBER OF THE PERSON MAKING THE STATEMENT, 

DA FORM 2823, DEC 1998 
	

DA FORM 2823. JUL 72. IS OBSOLETE 
	

USAPA V1.00 

01516 
DODDOA 026930 
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ORG 

ORGANIZATION! OR ADDRESS (Authority To Administer Oaths) 

Subscribed and sworn to •efore me a per an authorized by law to 

adrninis oaths, VI' 	day of 	0 	 ,•41.1275  

at 	U.cat. 

0Q1517 

WITNESSES: 

INITIALS OF PERSON MAKING STATEMENT 

PAGE 3; DA FORM 2823, DEC 1998 

PAGE 	Of 	PAGES 
	•.1■•■■.. 1  

USAPA V1.00 

egnarure Statement) 

S TEMENT OF 	  TAKEN AT 	  DATED 	  

9. STA MENT (Continued) 

nb 
O(D O  

pa 
•—• 
4 ( 

18.? 

O 

,C)  

v-t- 
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SWORN STATEMENT 
For use of this form, see AR 190-45; the proponent agency is DDCSOPS 	ki 	,. 4), 	(3 

PRIVACY ACT STATEMENT 
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INITIALS OF PERSON MAKING STATEMEN T  
PAGE 7, OF L PAGES 

  

USE THIS PAGE IF NEEDED. IF THIS PAGE IS NOT NEEDED. PLEASE PROCEED TO FINAL PAGE OF THIS FORA. 
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DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY 	

b (0)  ID L:!) 
- AFDC-CB-EN 

MEMORANDUM FOR 

SUBJECT: Investigating Officer's Report 

I acknowledge receipt of the AR 15-6 investigating officer's report and accompanying 
memorandum from the Commander, 2d ACR. I acknowledge that I - will have three days from 
today's date to reply to this report and to submit relevant rebuttal materials on my behalf. 

	I waive my rights to reply to this investigation in writing and to submit any rebuttal 
materials_ 

I request an opportunity to reply to this investigation in writing and submit rebuttal -
materials On my behalf. 

DATE: a? 5 43  c9 OO 3 
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DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY 

AFZX-CB-EN 

MEMORANDUM FOR 

SUBJECT: Investigating Officer's Report 

b(h) )  6(2) 

I acknowledge receipt of the AR 15-6 investigating officer's report and accompanying 
memorandum from the Commander, 2d ACR. I acknowledge that I will have three days from 
today's date to reply to this report and to submit relevant rebuttal materials on my behalf. 

	I waive my rights to reply to this investigation in writing and to submit any rebuttal 
materials. 

I request an opportunity to reply to this investigation in writing and submit rebuttal 
materials on my behalf. 

DATE: 4:25 01  gooS 
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DEPARTMENT OF TBE ARMY 
L__..dquarters, 	. .... 	7 ' 	--( 

AFZX-C-CO 
	

23 August 2003 

MEMORANDUM FOR ; 

SUBJECT: Notification of AR 15-6 Investigating Officer's Report 

I. I have reviewed the Investigating Officer's report into alleged detainee abuse by soldiers in 
your platoon_ I concur with investigating officer's findings. You mistreated Iraqi detainees who 
were under your control. 

2. I have provided you with a copy of this AR 1516 investigation. Before I take final action on 
this matter, you will be afforded an opportunity to submit a reply to the investigating officer's 
report in writing and submit relevant rebuttal materials. Twill review and evaluate your response 
before I take final action on this report. Yo "II have three days from the date you receive this 
memorandum to submit your reply and reh 

Encl. 
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DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY 
lquarters, 

b(4) 6 (3) 
AFZX-C-CO 23 August 2003 

MEMORANDUM FOR . 

SUBJECT: Notification of AR 15-6 Investigating Officer's Report 

1. I have reviewed the Investigating Officer's report into alleged detainee abuse by soldiers in 
your platoon. I concur with investigating officer's findings. While servingas the platoon 
sergeant, you mistreated Iraqi detainees who were under your control. 

2. I have provided you with a copy of thisAR 15-6 investigation. Before I take final action on 
this matter, you will be afforded an opportunity to submit a reply to the investigating officer's 
report in writing and submit relevant rebuttal materials. I will review and evaluate Sur response 
before I take final action on this report You will have three days from the date you receive this 
memorandum to submit your reply and rebuttal. 

3. You are suspended from your platoon sergaut duties pending resolution of this matter. 

Encl. 
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